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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
June 14, 2022

The President of the Senate 
The Speaker of the House of Representatives

Pursuant to Section 1103 of Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act 
of 1989, as amended (12 U.S.C. § 3332), I am pleased to submit the 2021 Annual Report of the Appraisal 
Subcommittee of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council. 

Sincerely,

Tim Segerson  
Chairman
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INTRODUCTION 

1 The FFIEC was established pursuant to Title X of the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978. It is an interagency body 
empowered to set uniform principles for the examination of federally regulated financial institutions.

2 Title XI § 1101, 12 U.S.C. § 3331.
3 A federally related transaction includes any real estate-related financial transaction which: (a) a Federal financial institutions regulatory agency 

engages in, contracts for, or regulates; and (b) requires the services of an appraiser under the interagency appraisal rules. [(Title XI § 1121 (4), 12 U.S.C. 
§ 3350), implemented by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency: 12 CFR 34.42(g) and 34.43(a); Federal Reserve Board: 12 CFR 225.62and 225.63(a); 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation: 12 CFR 323.2(f) and 323.3(a); and National Credit Union Administration: 12 CFR 722.2(f) and 722.3(a)]. Based on 
2014 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, at least 90 percent of residential mortgage loan originations are not subject to the Title XI appraisal 
regulations. (FFIEC report to Congress, Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act, 82 Federal Register 15900 (March 30, 2017)).

4 12 CFR 1102.400 - 1102.403. The ASC rule to implement collection and transmission of annual AMC registry fees was published by the ASC in the 
September 25, 2017 issue of the Federal Register (82 FR 44493). The Final Rule’s effective date was November 24, 2017.

The Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) of the Federal 
Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC)1 
was created on August 9, 1989, pursuant to Title 
XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, 
and Enforcement Act of 1989 (Title XI of FIRREA 
or Title XI). Title XI’s purpose is to “provide that 
Federal financial and public policy interests in 
real estate related transactions will be protected 
by requiring that real estate appraisals utilized in 
connection with federally related transactions are 
performed in writing, in accordance with uniform 
standards, and by individuals whose competency 
has been demonstrated and whose professional 
conduct will be subject to effective supervision.”2 
In general, the ASC oversees the real estate appraisal 
regulatory framework as it relates to federally related 
transactions as defined in Title XI.3

Title XI requires the ASC to:
 ● monitor the requirements established by States:

 ○ for the certification and licensing of individuals 
who are qualified to perform appraisals in 
connection with federally related transactions, 
including a code of professional responsibility; and 

 ○ for the registration and supervision of the 
operations and activities of appraisal management 
companies (AMCs) 

 ● monitor the requirements established by the 
Federal financial institutions regulatory agencies 
with respect to:

 ○ appraisal standards for federally related 
transactions under their jurisdiction; and 

 ○ determinations as to which federally related 
transactions under their jurisdiction require the 
services of a State certified appraiser and which 
require the services of a State licensed appraiser 

 ● maintain a National Registry of State certified and 
licensed appraisers (Appraiser Registry) who are 
eligible to perform appraisals in federally related 
transactions 

 ● maintain a National Registry of AMCs (AMC 
Registry) that either are registered with and subject 
to supervision of a State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agency or are operating subsidiaries of a 
Federally regulated financial institution4

 ● establish and operate an appraisal complaint 
national hotline, including a toll-free telephone 
number and email address, for the referral of 
complaints concerning alleged violations of 
appraisal independence standards and/or Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) 

 ● monitor and review the practices, procedures, 
activities and organizational structure of the 
Appraisal Foundation (Foundation) 

 ● transmit an annual report to Congress not later 
than June 15 of each year that describes the way each 
function assigned to the ASC has been carried out 
during the preceding year 
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Title XI also requires the ASC to: 
 ● make grants in such amounts as it deems 
appropriate to the Foundation to help defray costs 
relating to the activities of the Appraisal Standards 
Board (ASB) and Appraiser Qualifications Board 
(AQB) 

 ● make grants to State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agencies in accordance with policies 
developed by the ASC5 to support the efforts of such 
agencies to comply with Title XI, including— 

 ○ the complaint process, complaint investigations, 
and appraiser enforcement activities of such 
agencies 

 ○ the submission of data on State licensed and 
certified appraisers and AMCs to the Appraiser 
Registry and the AMC Registry, including 
information affirming that appraisers or 
AMCs meet required qualification criteria, 
and information on formal and informal 
disciplinary actions 

 ○ reporting to all State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agencies when a license or certification 
is surrendered, revoked or suspended 

5 The ASC adopted a grants handbook on December 12, 2019, which includes all the ASC policies and procedures with regard to grants.

An unofficial ASC staff version of Title XI is in 
Appendix G.

The ASC has seven members, each designated 
respectively by the head of their agency, including 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System (Federal Reserve), Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (Bureau), Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), National Credit Union 
Administration (NCUA), Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency (OCC), Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA), and U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD). Title XI also requires the 
FFIEC to appoint a Chairperson from the member 
representatives to serve a two-year term. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

6  WHITE HOUSE (2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/06/01/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-
announces-new-actions-to-build-black-wealth-and-narrow-the-racial-wealth-gap/ (last visited Jan 13, 2022).

2021 was a year of significant initiatives for the 
Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) particularly focused 
on diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) in the 
appraisal industry. In the interest of advancing racial 
equity and support for underserved communities, 
the ASC has carried out the following: (1) holding 
Roundtables to engage audiences from government, 
finance, real estate appraisal, civil rights advocates, 
and communities impacted by the appraisal system; 
(2) providing support through the ASC Grants 
Program to support State appraiser regulatory 
agencies’ work to address appraiser shortages in 
underserved markets; (3) revising the Appraisal 
Complaint National Hotline to include information 
and referrals to file complaints of alleged appraisal 
bias, lender discrimination, or violation of the Fair 
Housing Act; (4) commissioning an independent 
review of appraisal standards and appraiser 
qualification criteria focusing on fairness, equity, 
objectivity and diversity; and (5) working with other 
federal agencies to address appraisal bias, lender 
discrimination, or violation of fair housing/fair 
lending laws. The ASC implemented all aspects of 
its action plan in 2021 and is committed to carrying 
these initiatives forward and expanding on these 
efforts to advance racial equity.

On June 1, 2021, President Biden directed the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) Secretary Marcia Fudge to lead “...a first-of-
its-kind interagency initiative to address inequity 
in home appraisals [to] utilize, quickly, the many 
levers at the federal government’s disposal, including 
potential enforcement under fair housing laws, 
regulatory action, and development of standards and 
guidance in close partnership with industry and state 
and local governments, to root out discrimination in 
the appraisal and homebuying process.” 6 In response 
to President Biden’s directive, Secretary Fudge, along 
with the Director of the Domestic Policy Council, 
Ambassador Susan Rice, established the Interagency 
Task Force on Property Appraisal and Valuation 
Equity (PAVE) comprised of 13 federal government 
agencies, including cabinet level departments. All 

ASC member agencies and the ASC itself were named 
members of PAVE. PAVE is expected to present its 
recommendations to the President in early 2022. 
More information about PAVE can be found at 
Home | pave.hud.gov.

The ASC approved a $250,000 grant to the ASC’s 
cooperative agreement holder, the Council on 
Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation (CLEAR), 
to obtain a comprehensive review of the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) 
and the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria 
(Criteria), as well as related and required courses to 
attain and maintain licensure as an appraiser. USPAP 
and the Criteria are established by the Appraisal 
Foundation’s Appraisal Standards Board and the 
Appraiser Qualifications Board respectively. The 
review was intended to focus on whether USPAP, the 
Criteria, and related courses ensure and promote 
fairness, equity, objectivity, and diversity, in both 
appraisals and in the training and credentialing of 
appraisers. Research and analysis was conducted by a 
consortium led by the National Fair Housing Alliance 
(NFHA) with additional subject matter expertise 
provided by Dane Law and The Christensen Law Firm 
specializing in civil rights, fair housing, fair lending 
and appraisal practice. The report was received by the 
ASC in December 2021 and publicly released by the 
NFHA in January 2022. 

The ASC held two Roundtables in the fall of 
2021 entitled Building a More Equitable Appraisal 
System. Close to 700 appraiser, civil rights and fair 
housing experts, lenders and other stakeholders 
attended and participated in the Roundtables. More 
detail on the Roundtables can be found on page 9.

The ASC conducted three public quarterly meetings 
and two special meetings virtually. During the 
September 15, 2021 public meeting, the ASC approved 
the Fiscal Year 2022 Budget to include:

 ● $9.1 million in projected revenue
 ● $9.0 million in expenses, including $4.8 million in 
new federal grants
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The ASC continues to expand its grant program to 
support State Programs, the Appraisal Foundation, 
appraisers, Appraisal Management Companies 
(AMCs) and the valuation industry. In 2021, the ASC 
provided grants to two additional States and more 
than $450,000 was drawn down on all State grants 
in 2021. The Appraisal Foundation declined the 
2021 ASC grant. More information regarding ASC 
grants can be found on page 12.

As a result of the ongoing pandemic and travel 
restrictions, the ASC continued to conduct 
State Appraiser and AMC Program State Offsite 
Assessments (SOAs). While not as in-depth as 
standard ASC Compliance Reviews, these SOAs 
are proving to be effective in assisting the ASC in 
monitoring the State Programs. Staff performed 
19 Appraiser and AMC Program SOAs in 2021.

The ASC continues to operate its Appraisal Complaint 
National Hotline (Hotline). The Hotline now includes 
resource information on where to file complaints 
of alleged appraisal bias, lender discrimination, 
or violations of the Fair Housing Act. The Hotline 
incorporates a toll-free telephone number, e-mail 
address, and website for referring complainants 
to the appropriate State and/or Federal agency for 
complaints of alleged violations of USPAP and/ 
or non-compliance with appraisal independence 
standards. The Hotline statistics for 2021 are in 
Appendix E. 

7 https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-22-104472

In December 2021, the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) completed its review of Title XI 
exemptions.7 The study examined the extent to 
which: (1) Title XI appraisal exemptions increased 
risks for federally regulated lenders and homebuyers; 
and (2) the ASC followed its waiver review process 
or faced challenges when it granted North Dakota a 
temporary waiver in 2019. The GAO findings included 
the recommendation that the ASC define appraiser 
scarcity and significant delay in measurable 
ways and establish standards that ASC can use to 
objectively determine whether these conditions 
exist. The ASC agrees with the recommendation and 
will undertake a notice of proposed rulemaking to 
address this recommendation. 

Sadly, the ASC lost a beloved staff member to 
COVID-19 in 2021. Vicki Ledbetter Metcalf was a 
member of the ASC team since 1991 and served as 
Acting Executive Director in addition to other roles. 
She was a long-time Policy Manager and is sorely 
missed by ASC members, staff and State personnel. 

In closing, 2021 was one of the most active and 
eventful years for the ASC. We continue to emphasize 
transparency, collaboration and effective oversight 
of the industry, especially in addressing the role 
appraisal bias plays with the growing wealth gap and 
racial inequity in home ownership.
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APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE 
REPRESENTATIVES

National Credit union Administration 
Chair: Timothy Segerson since April 2020
Member since May 2013 
Mr. Segerson is Deputy Director,  
Office of Examination and Insurance.

u.S. Department of housing and urban Development 
Member: Bobbi Borland since August 2017
Ms.Borland is Deputy Director,  
Office of Single Family Program Development.
Alternate Member: Brian Barnes since February 2020

Consumer financial Protection Bureau 
Vice Chair: John Schroeder since May 2020
Member since July 2019
Mr. Schroeder is the Midwest Regional Director, 
Supervision, Enforcement and Fair Lending.
Alternate Member: Orlando Orellano since July 2019

federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Member: John Jilovec since October 2019
Mr. Jilovec is the Deputy Regional Director, 
Division of Risk Management Supervision in 
the Kansas City Regional Office. 
Alternate Member: Rae-Ann Miller since February 2016

Board of governors of the federal reserve System 
Member: Keith Coughlin since August 2020 
Mr. Coughlin is an Assistant Director in the  
Division of Supervision and Regulation.

federal housing finance Agency 
Member: Maria Fernandez since October 2014 
Ms. Fernandez is Senior Associate Director,  
Housing and Regulatory Policy. 
Alternate Member: Robert Witt since July 2013

office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
Member: Enice Thomas since January 2021
Mr. Thomas is the Deputy Comptroller for 
Credit Risk Policy. 
Alternate Member: James Rives since December 2019
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE

StAff lIStINg
James R. Park, Executive Director

Denise E. Graves, Deputy Executive Director

Alice M. Ritter, General Counsel

Mark W. Abbott, Grants Director

Ada L. Bohorfoush, Attorney-Advisor

L. Girard Hull, Financial Manager

Jenny Howard Tidwell, Policy Manager 

Kristi A. Klamet, Policy Manager

Neal R. Fenochietti, Policy Manager

Claire M. Brooks, Policy Manager

Lori L. Schuster, Management and Program Analyst

Brian T. Kelly, Administrative Officer/Project Manager - IT

Maria M. Brown, Regulatory Affairs Specialist

Vacant, Policy Manager

Vacant, Administrative Assistant

Vacant, Administrative Officer

ASC MEEtINg ProCEDurES
The ASC held virtual Meetings in March, June and September, and virtual Special Meetings in May 
and December. 
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STATE APPRAISER AND AMC 
PROGRAM OVERSIGHT

8 Priority Contact visits may be performed onsite or remotely.

StAtE CoMPlIANCE rEVIEWS
The ASC issues Policy Statements to provide States 
with the necessary information to maintain their 
Appraiser Programs and AMC Programs (State 
Programs) in compliance with Title XI. Current Policy 
Statements are set forth in Appendix G. Though 
historically, the ASC has monitored State Appraiser 
and AMC Programs largely through our Compliance 
Review process, which included on-site visits to 
the States, on-site visits to the States have been 
suspended due to ongoing safety precautions related 
to the Coronavirus. The ASC performed on-site 
Compliance Reviews of each State at least once every 
two years. (See Appendix C, Tools for Monitoring State 
Compliance with Title XI.) Programs that evidenced 
noncompliance in one or more areas could be 
subject to additional oversight, including Follow-up 
Reviews, an accelerated Review Cycle and/or off-site 
monitoring. 

As a result of the temporary suspension of on-site 
visits, the ASC initiated an alternative process to 
communicate with States referred to as State Offsite 
Assessments (SOAs). SOAs are used in lieu of a 
Compliance Review when travel is restricted. An 
SOA is a limited assessment and evaluation of the 
Appraiser and AMC Program’s compliance with Title 
XI intended to provide feedback to State staff. SOAs 
focus on State Appraiser or AMC Program statutes, 
rules, policies, and applications intended to identify 
characteristics which could lead to non-compliance. 
The SOA does not result in a finding regarding 
compliance or a Program rating, but rather provides 
the State with information it needs to make program 
improvements, if necessary. The ASC performed 
19 SOAs of both Appraiser and AMC Programs 
in 2021. 

PrIorItY CoNtACtS
The ASC identifies Appraiser Programs that may 
have a significant impact on the nation’s appraiser 
regulatory system. The following 14 States, listed 
alphabetically, collectively represent over 50% of the 
credentialed appraisers on the Appraiser Registry: 
California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, 
Michigan, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia and Washington. 
The ASC performs Priority Contact visits with these 
States in those years when Compliance Reviews or 
SOAs are not scheduled.8 The ASC also conducts a 
Priority Contact visit for individual States when a 
specific concern warrants special attention by the 
ASC. The primary purpose of the Priority Contact 
visit is to review topical issues, evaluate regulatory 
compliance issues and maintain a close working 
relationship with the State. The ASC performed 
3 Priority Contact visits remotely in 2021. 
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ASC ROUNDTABLES: BUILDING A MORE 
EQUITABLE APPRAISAL SYSTEM
On September 22, 2021, the ASC began convening 
virtual Roundtables around the theme: “Building 
a More Equitable Appraisal System” to address 
historical and contemporary factors that have 
contributed to racial and other inequities challenging 
the appraisal system today. The goals of the 
Roundtable were to: 1) engage audiences around the 
challenges and opportunities of building a more 
equitable appraisal system; 2) educate stakeholders 
on issues of racial bias and inequity in the appraisal 
process; and 3) collaborate with ASC’s partners on 
potential strategies for achieving a more equitable 
appraisal system. This groundbreaking event 
brought together leaders in government, finance, 
real estate, non-profits, and communities impacted 
by the appraisal system.

The September 2021 Roundtable brought together a 
distinguished group of speakers, including:

Secretary Marcia L. Fudge, U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (Opening Remarks)

Timothy Segerson, Chairman, Appraisal 
Subcommittee (Welcoming Remarks)

Jillian White, Head of Collateral, Better.com 
(Keynote Speaker & Subject Matter Expert)

B. Doyle Mitchell Jr, President and CEO of Industrial 
Bank (Keynote Speaker)

Rodman Schley, 2021 National President, The 
Appraisal Institute (Keynote Speaker)

Marc H. Morial, President & CEO, National Urban 
League (Keynote Speaker)

Johnnie White, CEO, American Society of 
Appraisers (Subject Matter Expert)

Cate Agnew, Head of Valuation & Executive Director, 
Natixis CIB (Subject Matter Expert)

Cy Richardson, Senior Vice President, National 
Urban League (Subject Matter Expert)

The event featured four keynote speakers followed 
by a question-and-answer session and then breakout 
sessions in which participants were “visited” in their 
breakout rooms by subject matter experts.

Ideas generated by the discussion included:
 ● providing implicit bias education to industry 
participants, including appraisers, brokers and 
mortgage professionals

 ● rethinking the apprenticeship/training model for 
new entrants into the appraisal profession 

 ● collecting and employing data to identify trends 
and inform opportunities for solutions

On November 9, 2021, the ASC convened the second 
virtual Roundtable. 

The November 2021 Roundtable brought together 
another distinguished group of speakers, including:

The Honorable Maxine Waters, (VIP) Chair, 
U.S. House of Representatives Financial Services 
Committee

Vivian Li, (Keynote) Director, Quantitative 
Analytics, Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
(Freddie Mac)

Erika Poethig, (VIP) Special Assistant to the 
President for Housing and Urban Policy at the White 
House’s Domestic Policy Council (DPC)

Melody Taylor, (Keynote) Executive Director of PAVE 
and Regional Director for the Mid-Atlantic Office 
of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity for the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Danny Wiley, (Keynote) Senior Director, Single 
Family Valuation, Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation (Freddie Mac)
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The event featured two special VIP speakers and 
two keynote presentations, followed by theme based 
concurrent sessions. In one session participants could 
ask questions and make comments regarding the 
Freddie Mac presentation and the other session was a 
listening session for the PAVE Task Force initiative. 

The ASC anticipates hosting additional Roundtables 
around this theme, “Building a More Equitable 
Appraisal System,” in 2022.
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APPRAISAL FOUNDATION 
MONITORING AND REVIEW

9 Title XI § 1103(b), 12 U.S.C. § 3332 (b).

ASC oVErSIght of thE 
APPrAISAl fouNDAtIoN

Monitoring and Reviewing the 
Appraisal Foundation (Foundation)
Title XI specifically requires the ASC to “monitor 
and review the practices, procedures, activities 
and organizational structure” of the Foundation.9 
Historically, the ASC has carried out this 
responsibility in several ways, including:

 ● attendance at all relevant public and private ASB, 
AQB and Board of Trustees (BOT) meetings 

 ● providing informal and formal comments and 
input on proposed changes to USPAP and the AQB 
Criteria 

 ● providing informal and formal comments and 
input on activities of the BOT that impact the 
Foundation’s Title XI-related activities

In 2020, the ASC adopted a policy that memorialized 
the actions the ASC would take to monitor and 
review the Foundation. In September of 2021, the ASC 
revised the policy to clarify ASC staff attendance at 
public meetings, with attendance delegated by the 
ASC Executive Director to ASC staff on a rotating 
basis, and at private meetings on an as needed basis. 

In addition to attending Foundation meetings, 
the ASC provided written comments to the AQB 
regarding the Second Exposure Draft of proposed 
changes to the Real Property Appraiser Qualification 
Criteria (Criteria) urging the AQB to develop written 
requirements for organizations seeking to qualify 
for review and approval authority of asynchronous 
education.

In May, the ASC approved budget authority of 
up to $150,000 to support a comprehensive and 
independent review of the USPAP and the Criteria. 
The goal of the review was to ensure that USPAP and 
the AQB Criteria do not encourage or systematize 
bias, and consistently support or promote fairness, 
equity, objectivity and diversity in both appraisals 
and the training and credentialing of appraisers. The 
Council on Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation, 
Inc. (CLEAR) has a three-year cooperative agreement 
with the ASC to, in part, undertake research on 
the appraisal and AMC regulatory system. CLEAR 
managed the procurement of appropriate experts to 
carry out the independent review. The independent 
review was completed in December 2021 and was 
made public in January 2022.

In September, the ASC published a Notice of Funding 
Availability (NOFA) for the Foundation in the amount 
of $2,000,000 over two years. The purpose of the 
funds would be to support operations of the AQB and 
ASB, including projects that promote innovation and 
reform of the AQB and ASB grant-eligible activities, 
including: 

 ● an outside study to review the current publishing 
cycle for USPAP and its connection to the 
Foundation’s revenue needs 

 ● free or reduced cost copy of Standards 
1-4 and associated annotations for trainees and 
credentialed appraisers

 ● appraiser shortages
 ● diversity in the profession
 ● Veterans’ outreach
 ● National Exam updates
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ASC GRANTS 
The ASC grantmaking-related activities in 2021 included:

thE APPrAISAl fouNDAtIoN grANt 
Title XI authorizes the ASC “to make grants in such 
amounts as it deems appropriate to the [Foundation], 
to help defray those costs of the Foundation 
relating to the activities of [the ASB] and [AQB].” 
Since the ASC’s inception in 1989, it has provided 
approximately $21.7 million in grant funds to 
the Foundation.

In FY 2021 the ASC published a non-competitive 
Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) authorizing 
up to $1,000,000 for the Foundation in FY 2022 to 
support activities of the ASB and AQB. The deadline 
for the Foundation’s proposal was December 15, 2021, 
which passed without the Foundation submitting 
an application.

In addition to direct support for the AQB and ASB, 
ASC offered to fund activities to promote innovation 
and expand the positive impact of the Foundation 
on appraisers and other stakeholders, including 
addressing appraiser shortages, lack of diversity in 
the profession and additional outreach to veterans. 
ASC also encouraged the Foundation to ask for funds 
in the following areas:

1. USPAP Publishing and Revenue Model. The 
Appraisal Foundation (TAF) can request funds to 
commission an outside study to review the current 
publishing cycle for USPAP and its connection to 
TAF’s revenue needs.

2.  AQB/ASB/BOT Operational Assessment. TAF 
can request funds to use outside experts to assess 
structure, operations and programmatic impact 
of the AQB and ASB’s work. The assessment can 
include analysis and recommendations related 
to legal support and review of the Boards’ work 
product, general professional Board staffing, 
diversity of the Boards, independence and 
governance (Board term lengths, recruitment/
selection strategies) of the Boards.

3. Free USPAP. Grant funds may be used to provide 
trainees and credentialed appraisers with a free or 
reduced cost copy of Standards 1-4 and associated 
annotations.

Through FY 2018, the ASC has used an independent 
auditing firm to perform an annual Agreed Upon 
Procedures Review in accordance with standards 
established by the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants relating to the Foundation 
grant and the applicable requirements of OMB 
Circular A-122. The engagement used the Foundation 
attestations to: 

 ● Ascertain that grant funds are expended for the 
activities allowed in the grant 

 ● Ascertain whether minimum or maximum limits 
for specified services are met 

 ● Determine whether funds were obligated within 
the period of availability and obligations were 
liquidated within the required time period

 ● Determine whether revenues are correctly recorded 
and disbursed in accordance with the grant/
program requirements 

 ● Ascertain that costs charged to the meetings are in 
compliance with the grant agreement 
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trAININg AND tEChNICAl ASSIStANCE CooPErAtIVE AgrEEMENt
The ASC published a competitive NOFA to identify 
a new partner to work closely with ASC to deliver 
training and technical assistance to State Appraiser 
and AMC regulatory agencies and commission 
research on the appraisal industry to support the 
goals of Title XI and advance the profession in 
general. CLEAR was the recipient of this award. 
CLEAR was awarded an initial $349,758 to carry out 
planned training and technical assistance to State 
regulatory agencies plus an additional $400,000 for 
supplemental activities. 

CLEAR produced outcomes in FY 2021 that included 
a comprehensive training needs assessment of 
the State Appraiser and AMC regulatory agencies, 
a Report on Appraisal Standards and Appraiser 
Qualifications carried out on an independent basis 
by the National Fair Housing Alliance, and a scoping 
project to prepare for a national census and survey of 
active appraisers in the U.S.

StAtE grANtS
Title XI authorizes the ASC to make grants to the 
States in accordance with policies developed by 
the ASC in support of States’ Title XI activities. In 
2020, the ASC significantly increased the size of 
the State grant program by making $10 million 
available over three years (2020-2022) directly to the 
55 eligible States and U.S. Territories. Funds can be 
used to improve State appraiser and AMC regulatory 
processes and advance the appraisal industry with 
high-quality, impact-oriented programming.

The ASC awarded $709,619 in new funds to 
support activities that included hiring additional 
investigator staff, training for staff and board 
members, technology upgrades, and the creation 
of a new training experience program to support 
and accelerate credentialing of new appraisers to 
be carried out across FYs 2021 and 2022 in the States 
listed below. This brings the total ASC State grant 
portfolio to 14 States, or 25% of the entities eligible to 
receive an award. ASC anticipates new States will be 
added to the portfolio in FY 2022.

FY 2021 STATE GRANTEES Award Amount

North Carolina $117,200

Arkansas $116,500

Texas $101,640

Hawaii $25,850

Mississippi $119,900

Connecticut $119,409

Vermont $109,120
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APPRAISER REGISTRY

10 Title XI § 1103(a)(3), 12 U.S.C. § 3332(a)(3).
11 This number does not represent the number of individual appraisers as some appraisers have credentials from multiple States.

Title XI requires the ASC to maintain an Appraiser 
Registry of State certified and licensed appraisers 
who are eligible to perform appraisals in federally 
related transactions.10 As of December 31, 2021, the 
Appraiser Registry contained 93,26211 appraiser 
credentials, up slightly from the 93,204 entries at 
the end of 2020, and down approximately 23% from 
the peak in 2007 of over 121,000. (See Appendix B, 
National Registry Statistics.) 

The Appraiser Registry is accessible at the ASC’s 
website (www.asc.gov), and is used by appraisers, 
Federal and State agencies, financial institutions, 
users of appraisal services, law enforcement, and 
consumers. Use of the Appraiser Registry is free. 
The Appraiser Registry allows users to determine 
whether an appraiser is State certified or licensed 
to perform appraisals in connection with federally 
related transactions. Users can also access an 
appraiser’s credential status and determine 
whether the appraiser’s credential is currently 
suspended, revoked, or surrendered in lieu of State 
disciplinary action. 

The Appraiser Registry facilitates information 
sharing that assists State Programs in enforcing their 
appraiser-related statutes and regulations, including 
temporary practice and reciprocity. Financial 
institutions and other users also can access the 
Appraiser Registry to: 

 ● Receive automatic notifications about new 
revocations, suspensions, surrenders, and 
certification/license expirations 

 ● Download publicly available information or parts of 
the Appraiser Registry into predefined queries and 
user-customized queries 

 ● Verify appraiser credentials 
 ● Set up automatic queries of Appraiser Registry 
information using a web service which allows 
computer systems used by lenders, regulatory 
agencies and other authorized parties to integrate 
directly with the Appraiser Registry. States reported 
12,052 disciplinary actions taken against appraisers 
over the past 10 years. (See Appendix D, Disciplinary 
Actions Reported by States.) 
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AMC REGISTRY

12 Title XI § 1103(a)(6), 12 U.S.C. § 3332(a)(6).

Title XI requires the ASC to maintain an AMC 
Registry of AMCs that either are registered with and 
subject to supervision of a State AMC Program or 
are Federally regulated.12 The AMC Registry became 
available for States to populate on July 16, 2018. As 
of December 31, 2021, the AMC Registry contained 
AMCs registered from 44 States. 

The AMC Registry is accessible at the ASC’s website 
(www.asc.gov), and is used by appraisers, Federal 
and State agencies, financial institutions, users of 
appraisal services, law enforcement, and consumers. 
Use of the AMC Registry is free. The AMC Registry 
allows users to determine whether an AMC meets 
the federal definition of an AMC and is registered 
in a particular State. Users can also access an AMC’s 
registration status and determine whether the AMC 
is currently suspended, revoked or surrendered in 
lieu of State disciplinary action. 

The AMC Registry facilitates information sharing 
that assists State Programs in enforcing their 
AMC-related statutes and regulations. Financial 
institutions and other users also can access the AMC 
Registry to: 

 ● Receive automatic notifications about new 
revocations, suspensions, surrenders, and 
registration expirations 

 ● Download publicly available information or parts of 
the AMC Registry into predefined queries and user-
customized queries 

 ● Set up automatic queries of AMC Registry 
information using a web service which allows 
computer systems used by lenders, regulatory 
agencies, and other authorized parties to integrate 
directly with the AMC Registry 
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APPRAISAL COMPLAINT 
NATIONAL HOTLINE 

13 Title XI § 1122(i), 12 U.S.C. § 3351(i).

Title XI requires the ASC to maintain a national 
hotline to receive complaints of non-compliance with 
the appraisal independence standards and/or USPAP, 
including complaints from appraisers, individuals, or 
other entities concerning the improper influencing 
or attempted improper influencing of appraisers or 
the appraisal process.13 

The ASC began operation of the Appraisal 
Complaint National Hotline (Hotline) on March 
15, 2013. The Hotline refers complainants to the 
appropriate State and/or Federal agencies to handle 
complaints of alleged non-compliance with USPAP 
and/or appraisal independence standards. The 
Hotline incorporates three components: a website 
(ReferMyAppraisalComplaint.asc.gov), an online 
contact form and a call center with a toll-free 
telephone number (877-739-0096). The Hotline 
now includes resource information on where to 
file complaints of alleged appraisal bias, lender 
discrimination, or violation of the Fair Housing 
Act — see https://www.asc.gov/Hotline.aspx. 

The Hotline website received 7,580 contacts in 
calendar year 2021. Additionally, the toll-free 
telephone number received 554 calls and the email 
portal received 15 contacts. These contacts resulted 
in 730 referrals to State and Federal agencies. 
Appendix E, Appraisal Complaint National Hotline, 
contains more detailed information on the source 
of contacts, specific agency referrals and whether 
the contact concerned issues of potential non-
compliance with appraisal independence standards 
or violations of USPAP. Since the Hotline was 
designed as a referral system, it does not collect data 
on the resolution of complaints referred to the State 
or Federal agencies. Appendix F, Agency Complaint 
Data, also contains data reported by the Federal 
financial institution regulatory agencies and the 
Bureau concerning complaints received by them 
during calendar year 2021. The numbers reported 
in this table differ from those reported in the ASC’s 
table for several reasons. The Hotline is a referral 
tool available to a wide range of users; consequently, 
not all complainants who access the Hotline will 
proceed to filing a complaint with one of the agencies, 
or they may choose to file a complaint with their 
State appraiser regulatory agency. Additionally, 
the reported data includes all appraisal-related 
complaints received by the Federal agency without 
identifying whether the complainant used the 
Hotline to obtain the referral information. States 
do not report data on appraisal-related complaints 
to the ASC, although a State’s processing and 
disposition of complaints are part of the Compliance 
Review process.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE ASC 
MEMBER AGENCIES

14 See 75 Federal Register 77450 (December 10, 2010).
15 FDIC: 12 CFR Part 323, subpart A; Board: 12 CFR 225.61(b); 12 CFR Part 208, subpart E; OCC: 12 CFR Part 34, subpart C; NCUA: 12 CFR Part 722.

Following Title XI’s adoption in 1989, each of the 
Federal financial institutions regulatory agencies 
and HUD adopted appraisal-related rules and 
policies. The OCC, Federal Reserve, FDIC and 
NCUA also jointly issued Interagency Appraisal and 
Evaluation Guidelines (Guidelines) for an institution’s 
appraisal and evaluation program.14 The Guidelines 
address an institution’s collateral valuation function, 
including appraisal independence, minimum 
appraisal standards for federally related transactions, 
the development and content of evaluations, 
appraisals for residential tract development lending 
and background on USPAP. The appraisal regulations 
require institutions regulated by the applicable 
agencies to ensure that appraisals supporting 
federally related transactions, among other things, 
comply with USPAP and are performed by a State 
certified or State licensed appraiser.15
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INTERAGENCY ACTIVITY

ProPErtY APPrAISAl AND 
VAluAtIoN EquItY (PAVE)
On June 1, 2021, President Biden announced the 
creation of an interagency initiative to address 
inequity in home appraisals.

Task Force members agreed that the scope of the Task 
Force will be to:

1. Ensure that government oversight and industry 
practice further valuation equity;

2. Combat valuation bias through educating the 
consumer and training the practitioner;

3. Ensure equity in valuation by making available 
high-quality data;

4. Create a comprehensive approach to combating 
valuation bias through enforcement and other 
efforts.

hIghEr-PrICED MortgAgE loANS 
On November 30, 2021, the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, Federal Reserve Board, and the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency announced 
that the threshold for exempting loans from special 
appraisal requirements for higher-priced mortgage 
loans during 2022 will increase to $28,500. The 
threshold amount was effective January 1, 2022 and 
is based on the annual percentage increase in the 
Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and 
Clerical Workers (CPI-W) as of June 1, 2021.
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MEMBER AGENCY ACTIVITY

16  For more information on Community Banking Connections please visit https://www.communitybankingconnections.org/.

Several ASC member agencies issued appraisal 
related rules, guidance and training in addition to the 
interagency rulemaking projects.

fEDErAl rESErVE BoArD
In 2021, the Federal Reserve Board participated as 
a member agency in the Interagency Task Force on 
Property Appraisal and Valuation Equity (PAVE) 
formed by the White House and Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to address 
inequity in home appraisals. The Federal Reserve 
Board also continued to engage with stakeholders 
in the appraisal industry. The Federal Reserve Board 
participated in the roundtable events hosted by the 
Appraisal Subcommittee along with other outreach 
efforts, including panel discussions, to explain the 
federal banking agencies’ appraisal regulations 
and guidance to financial institutions, appraisal 
professionals, users of appraisal services, and state 
appraiser regulators. In addition, the Federal Reserve 
Board continued to publish Community Banking 
Connections16, a web-based publication that provides 
community bankers with access to information on 
safe and sound banking practices, which has covered 
compliance with appraisal regulations. 

offICE of thE CoMPtrollEr 
of thE CurrENCY
In addition to the interagency activities noted above, 
OCC staff participated in outreach throughout the 
year with various constituents in the appraisal 
profession including appraisers, industry 
associations, users of appraisal services, bankers, 
and other regulators. This outreach included 
virtual panel discussions, webcasts, and seminar 
presentations. Through this outreach, the agency 
provided training, information, and guidance on real 
estate lending, appraisals, and evaluations. OCC is 
an active participant in the PAVE Interagency Task 
Force. PAVE is focused on ensuring that government 
oversight and industry practice further valuation 
equity, combat valuation bias through educating the 
consumer and training the practitioner, foster equity 
in valuation by ensuring available high-quality 
data and creating a comprehensive and coordinated 
approach to combating valuation bias through 
enforcement, compliance and other efforts. In 
FY 2022, OCC staff will remain engaged in the PAVE 
Interagency Task Force.

fEDErAl DEPoSIt INSurANCE 
CorPorAtIoN
FDIC staff participated in outreach programs to 
explain its appraisal regulations and guidance to 
various members of the appraisal profession as 
well as users of appraisal services and appraiser 
regulators throughout 2021. Through this outreach, 
the FDIC provided information on real estate lending, 
appraisals, and evaluations. The FDIC continues to 
work with the other member agencies on interagency 
rulemakings for appraisal-related provisions of the 
Dodd- Frank Act.
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NAtIoNAl CrEDIt uNIoN 
ADMINIStrAtIoN
In addition to the interagency activities noted 
above, NCUA participated in outreach throughout 
the year with various stakeholders in the appraisal 
profession. This outreach included virtual panel 
discussions, webcasts, and seminar presentations. 
Through this outreach, the NCUA provided 
training, information, and guidance on real estate 
appraisals, and evaluations. NCUA is a part of the 
PAVE Interagency Task Force. PAVE is focused 
on diagnosing and addressing impediments to 
valuation equity, combating valuation bias through 
education training, foster equity in valuation and 
creating a comprehensive and coordinated approach 
to combating valuation bias through enforcement, 
compliance and other efforts. NCUA will continue 
to work with PAVE and on appropriate interagency 
guidance and rulemakings to address appraisal 
bias. Further, NCUA established an internal working 
group and provided examiner training on the issue of 
appraisal bias during 2021.

fEDErAl houSINg fINANCE AgENCY 
On December 28, 2020, FHFA published a request 
for input (RFI) on appraisal-related policies, 
practices, and processes, with a 60-day response 
period ending February 26, 2021. A total of 
198 respondents, including Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac (the Enterprises), lenders, trade associations, 
appraisal management companies, appraisers, and 
technology vendors provided input. RFI respondents 
supported the need for a more modern appraisal 
process, including a wide range of property valuation 
alternatives.

Throughout 2021, the Enterprises continued work 
on the Appraisal Policy and Process Modernization 
initiative with the goal of improved data quality, 
consistency, and analysis in support of effective risk 
management and process efficiency. The 2021 efforts 
included testing new data standards, technologies, 
and processes to modernize residential appraisal 
practices. Lenders and service providers participated 
in test-and-learn activities designed to improve 
the methodologies for collecting property data 
on single-family residences. The Enterprises also 
maintained their outreach and engagement with 
various industry stakeholders, including appraisers, 
software providers, insurance companies, appraisal 
management companies, inspection companies, 
mortgage insurers, and industry trade groups. 

In October 2021, FHFA announced that the 
Enterprises would implement the acceptance of 
desktop appraisals for certain eligible purchase loans 
as permanent policy guidance. On December 17, 2021, 
FHFA authorized Enterprise reliance on desktop 
appraisals for certain eligible purchase transactions 
up to 90 percent loan-to-value. The Enterprises will 
provide quarterly reporting that monitors desktop 
appraisal loan performance.

The Enterprises are continuing a multi-year project 
begun in 2018 by collaborating with industry 
stakeholders to update the Uniform Appraisal 
Dataset (UAD) to align with the latest Mortgage 
Industry Standards Maintenance Organization 
(MISMO) Reference Model. This project includes 
retiring existing appraisal forms and implementing 
a dynamic Uniform Residential Appraisal Report 
(URAR). Driven by extensive feedback from industry 
outreach individual interviews, surveys, UAD 
Advisory group meetings, and MISMO workgroup 
reviews, the Enterprises completed URAR 
example reports for Single-Family, Condo, Co-op, 
Manufactured Housing, and 2-4 Units. Additionally, 
the Enterprises conducted a borrower focus group 
that confirmed strong consumer preference for 
the redesigned appraisal report. Efforts to update 
the MISMO Reference Model are progressing, with 
85 percent of proposed UAD changes reviewed and 
approved, and a proposed timeline for MISMO version 
3.6 anticipated in 2022 that will include a public 
comment period. 
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FHFA is committed to addressing appraisal bias and 
enhancing valuation equity. In 2021, FHFA identified 
potential bias in appraisals and property valuation as 
a key priority for both the agency and the Enterprises. 
After conducting an initial review of language in 
appraisals, FHFA published a blog on December 14, 
2021, titled “Reducing Valuation Bias by Addressing 
Appraiser and Property Valuation Commentary.” 
The blog post provided background on FHFA’s 
appraisal activities, and shared examples of observed 
references to race and ethnicity from free-form text 
fields in the Uniform Residential Appraisal Report 
(URAR). Observations by appraisers included the 
percentages of racial and ethnic makeup of the 
geographic area, foreign birthplaces of neighborhood 
residents, notes about demographic transitions 
or language preferences in the surrounding area, 
and describing a town as having a “Black race 
population above state average.” In publishing the 
blog post, FHFA recognized that there is likely not 
a single solution to neutralizing discrimination 
and discriminatory practices in property valuation 
but acknowledged that FHFA will work with 
other agencies to combat appraisal bias through 
transparency, awareness, training, education, and 
enhanced policies.

FHFA serves as a key participant in the Property 
Appraisal and Valuation Equity (PAVE) Interagency 
Task Force, led by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD). The goal of the PAVE 
Task Force is to address inequity in home appraisals 
by making recommendations and taking concrete 
actions to root out racial bias in home valuations. 
In 2021, FHFA staff participated in every PAVE 
workstream, sharing extensive expertise and 
information with interagency partners on data, 
appraisal policies, fair lending considerations, 
and initiatives to enhance appraiser diversity. 
The PAVE Task Force plans to issue a report in 
2022 documenting the historical impact of appraisal 
bias and defining a set of commitments and 
recommendations aimed at increasing equity in 
property valuations. 

Freddie Mac published a research note on appraisal 
bias in September 2021, “Racial and Ethnic Valuation 
Gaps in Home Purchase Appraisals.” Freddie 
Mac reviewed raw differences in the percentage of 
properties that receive an appraisal value lower than 
the contract price in minority tracts compared to 
those in white tracts, and then conducted exploratory 
research to begin to understand what causes the 
valuation gaps for minority versus white tracts. The 
analysis shows gaps for a large fraction of appraisers 
who provide valuations in both minority and white 
tracts. Freddie Mac’s preliminary modeling results 
suggest that a property is more likely to receive an 
appraisal lower than the contract price if it is located 
in a minority tract. In 2022, Freddie Mac will continue 
researching these gaps.

In February 2022, Fannie Mae published “Appraising 
the Appraisal,” a research brief with preliminary 
analysis of potential undervaluation for Black 
and Latino borrowers. According to its analysis of 
1.8 million appraisals in 2019 and 2020 for refinance 
transactions only, this report finds that Black 
borrowers received a slightly lower average appraisal 
value than determined by two different automated 
valuation models. The report also finds that homes 
owned by white borrowers were overvalued more 
frequently than homes owned by Black borrowers, 
and that six states accounted for nearly 50 percent 
of the overvalued homes of white owners in 
majority-Black neighborhoods. The states were 
Georgia, Louisiana, South Carolina, North Carolina, 
Mississippi, and Alabama. Fannie Mae plans to 
conduct additional analysis of these findings in 2022. 
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DEPArtMENt of houSINg AND urBAN DEVEloPMENt
In fiscal year 2021, through a number of measures 
undertaken throughout the pandemic, the Federal 
Housing Administration’s (FHA) central goal was 
to keep FHA homeowners in their homes while 
providing flexibilities to lenders and other FHA 
program participants necessary to safely continue 
FHA-insured mortgage lending. 

FHA continued to permit appraisers to use Exterior-
Only Appraisal inspection as a substitute for interior 
inspection across certain program transactions. This 
flexibility was flexibility was extended through June 
30, 2021.

In fiscal year 2021, FHA endorsed 1,432,877 home 
mortgages through its forward mortgage program of 
which 59 percent were purchase mortgages. Of these 
purchase mortgages, over 84 percent or 716,028 were 
for first time homebuyers. FHA insurance served 
457,489 individuals and households of color.

In fiscal year 2021, FHA endorsed 49,163 reverse 
mortgages through its Home Equity Conversion 
Mortgage (HECM) program, allowing seniors to 
access the equity in their homes. 

In FY2021, FHA conducted a comprehensive review 
of its policies and programs to identify and address 
barriers to achieving racial equity. FHA took concrete 
action in key areas to advance equitable access to 
credit and address racial bias in the appraisal process. 
These actions included:

 ● Contributed to the work of the Property Appraisal 
and Valuation Equity (PAVE) Task Force, chaired 
by HUD Secretary Marcia Fudge, to address 
the persistent undervaluation of properties for 
communities and households of color.

 ● Provided clarification regarding compliance 
with all applicable laws including the Fair 
Housing Act and all other federal, state, and local 
antidiscrimination laws.
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FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE ASC

17 12 CFR 1102.400 - 1102.403.

In fiscal year 2021, the ASC’s revenue totaled 
approximately $9.8 million, and expenses (including 
the State grants) totaled approximately $3.6 million. 
ASC funds are derived from the Appraiser and AMC 
Registry fees. The annual Appraiser Registry fee 
of $40 is paid by licensed and certified appraisers 
to be listed on the Appraiser Registry as eligible to 
perform appraisals for federally related transactions. 
Appraiser Registry fees totaled $3.5 million in 
FY 2021. Annual AMC Registry fees are paid by 
AMCs consistent with the ASC rule on collection 
and transmission of AMC Registry fees.17 The fee is 
based on the number of appraisers who performed an 
appraisal for a covered transaction during a defined 
annual period. AMC fees totaled $6.3 million in 
FY 2021. 

Appendix A contains the ASC audited financial 
statements for fiscal year 2021, ending September 30, 
2021. The ASC realized a net gain of approximately 
$6.2 million. During FY21, the ASC restructured 
its grants program and committed approximately 
$4.7 million for FY22 and FY23 grants. With the 
establishment of these obligations, the ASC 
maintained reserves of approximately $8.4 million. 
The external auditors found no material weakness 
involving the ASC’s internal control structure 
and operation, or any material instances of 
noncompliance with selected provisions of applicable 
laws and regulations tested.

The ASC continued to provide careful stewardship 
of the funds entrusted to it as the following charts 
demonstrate. The bar graph reflects expenditures 
versus budgeted amounts for the most recent five-
year period. This data reflects the ASC’s continuing 
efforts to operate in an efficient and effective manner 
as shown by the fact that expenditures consistently 
were held below budgeted amounts.
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Appraisal Subcommittee Budget vs Expenditures, FY 2017-2021
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Appraisal Subcommittee (5 Year Trend)

revenue Budget Expenditures % of Budget Expended

FY 2017 3,428,245 3,857,320 3,471,615 90.0%

FY 2018 3,647,104 3,633,515 3,630,136 99.9%

FY 2019 4,278,071 3,867,499 3,726,450 96.4%

FY 2020 7,786,343 6,372,175 3,442,300 54.0%

FY 2021 9,874,138 9,160,555 3,605,383 39.4%
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT 

To the Appraisal Subcommittee of the 
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council 
Washington, DC 20005 

Report on the Financial Statements 
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of the Appraisal Subcommittee (“ASC”) as of 
September 30, 2021 and 2020, the related statements of net cost, changes in net position and
budgetary resources for the fiscal years then ended, and the related notes to the financial 
statements.   

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this 
includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the 
preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditors' Responsibility 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We 
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government 
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the Office of 
Management and Budget (“OMB”) Bulletin No. 21-04, Audit Requirements for Federal 
Financial Statements. Those standards and OMB Bulletin No. 21-04 require that we plan and 
perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free 
from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors' 
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditors consider 
internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not 
for  the  purpose  of  expressing  an  opinion  on  the  effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control.  Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial 
statements.
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our audit opinion. 

Opinion on Financial Statements 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of the Appraisal Subcommittee as of September 30, 2021 and 2020, and its 
net cost, changes in net position and budgetary resources for the years then ended, in accordance 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 

Other Matters 
Required Supplementary Information 
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles require that the information in the Management’s 
Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) section be presented to supplement the basic financial 
statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by 
the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board, who considers it to be an essential part of 
financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, 
economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required 
supplementary information in accordance with U.S. generally accepted government auditing 
standards, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the 
information and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our 
inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audits of 
the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the 
information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express 
an opinion or provide any assurance. 

Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 
In planning and performing our audits of the financial statements, we considered the Appraisal 
Subcommittee's internal control over financial reporting (“internal control”) to determine the 
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing our 
opinion on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Appraisal Subcommittee's internal control.  Accordingly, we do not express 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Appraisal Subcommittee's internal control.  We limited our 
internal control testing to those controls necessary to achieve the objectives described in OMB 
Bulletin No. 21-04. We did not test all internal controls relevant to operating objectives as 
broadly defined by the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982 (“FMFIA”), such as 
those controls relevant to ensuring efficient operations. 

A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow 
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to 
prevent, or detect and correct, misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a 
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control, such that there is a reasonable 
possibility that a material misstatement of the entity's financial statements will not be prevented, 
or detected and corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a 
combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet 
important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance. 
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Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph 
of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be 
material weaknesses or significant deficiencies.  Given these limitations, during our audits we 
did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. 
However, material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified. 

Report on Compliance and Other Matters 
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Appraisal Subcommittee’s financial 
statements are free from material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain 
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which 
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. 
However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our 
audit and, accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.  The results of our tests disclosed no 
instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government 
Auditing Standards or OMB Bulletin No. 21-04. 

Management’s Responsibility for Internal Control and Compliance 
Appraisal Subcommittee’s management is responsible for (1) evaluating effectiveness of internal 
control over financial reporting based on criteria established under the Federal Managers 
Financial Integrity Act (“FMFIA”), (2) providing a statement of assurance on the overall 
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, and (3) ensuring compliance with other 
applicable laws and regulations. 

Auditors’ Responsibilities 
We are responsible for (1) obtaining a sufficient understanding of internal control over financial 
reporting to plan the audits, (2) testing compliance with certain provisions of laws and 
regulations that have a direct and material effect on the financial statements and applicable laws 
for which OMB Bulletin No. 21-04 requires testing, and (3) applying certain limited procedures 
with respect to the MD&A. 

We did not evaluate all internal controls relevant to operating objectives as broadly established 
by the FMFIA, such as those controls relevant to preparing statistical reports and ensuring 
efficient operations. We limited our internal control testing to testing internal control over 
financial reporting. Because of inherent limitations in internal control, misstatements due to error 
or fraud, losses, or noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be detected. We also caution 
that projecting our audit results to future periods is subject to the risk that controls may become 
inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the degree of compliance with controls may 
deteriorate. In addition, we caution that our internal control testing may not be sufficient for 
other purposes. 
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We did not test compliance with all laws and regulations applicable to Appraisal Subcommittee. 
We limited our tests of compliance to certain provisions of laws and regulations that have a 
direct and material effect on the financial statements and those required by OMB Bulletin No. 
21-04 that we deemed applicable to Appraisal Subcommittee’s financial statements for the fiscal
year ended September 30, 2021. We caution that noncompliance with laws and regulations may
occur and not be detected by these tests and that such testing may not be sufficient for other
purposes.

Purpose of the Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting and the Report on 
Compliance and Other Matters 

The purpose of the Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting and the Report on 
Compliance and Other Matters sections of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing 
of internal control and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion 
on the effectiveness of the Appraisal Subcommittee's internal control or on compliance.  These 
reports are an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards and OMB Bulletin No. 21-04 in considering the Appraisal Subcommittee's internal 
control and compliance. Accordingly, these reports are not suitable for any other purpose. 

This report (with the exception of the report on the financial statements) is intended solely for the 
information and use of management of the Appraisal Subcommittee, OMB, the Government 
Accountability Office, and Congress, and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone 
other than these specified parties.  

Certified Public Accountants 
Braintree, Massachusetts 

March 8, 2022 
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ASC History 

The Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) was 
created on August 9, 1989, pursuant to Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement 
Act of 1989 (Title XI). Title XI’s purpose is to “provide that Federal financial and public policy interests in real 
estate transactions will be protected by requiring that real estate appraisals utilized in connection with federally 
related transactions are performed in writing, in accordance with uniform standards, by individuals whose 
competency has been demonstrated and whose professional conduct will be subject to effective supervision.” 

In general, the ASC oversees the real estate appraisal process as it relates to federally related transactions, as 
defined in Section 1121(4) of Title XI (1). The ASC is an FFIEC subcommittee. The FFIEC was established 
pursuant to Title X of the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978. The FFIEC 
is an interagency body empowered to set uniform principles for the examination of federally regulated financial 
institutions. 

Title XI requires the ASC to: 
 monitor the requirements established by States:

o for the certification and licensing of individuals who are qualified to perform appraisals in
connection with federally related transactions, including a code of professional responsibility;
and

o for the registration and supervision of the operations and activities of appraisal management
companies (AMCs)

 monitor the requirements established by the Federal financial institutions regulatory agencies with respect
to:

o appraisal standards for federally related transactions under their jurisdiction; and
o determinations as to which federally related transactions under their jurisdiction require the

services of a State certified appraiser and which require the services of a State licensed appraiser 

 maintain a national registry of State certified and licensed appraisers (Appraiser Registry) who are eligible
to perform appraisals in federally related transactions

 maintain a National Registry of AMCs (AMC Registry) that either are registered with and subject to
supervision of a State appraiser certifying and licensing agency or are operating subsidiaries of a Federally
regulated financial institution

 monitor and review the practices, procedures, activities, and organizational structure of the Appraisal
Foundation (Foundation).

 transmit an annual report to Congress not later than June 15 of each year that describes the way each
function assigned to the ASC has been carried out during the preceding year

Title XI also requires the ASC to: 

• make grants in such amounts as it deems appropriate to the Foundation to help defray costs relating to the
activities of the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) and Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB)

• make grants to State appraiser certifying and licensing agencies in accordance with policies developed by
the ASC to support the efforts of such agencies to comply with Title XI, including—
○ the complaint process, complaint investigations, and appraiser enforcement activities of such agencies
○ the submission of data on State licensed and certified appraisers and AMCs to the Appraiser Registry and

the AMC Registry, including information affirming that appraisers or AMCs meet required qualification
criteria, and information on formal and informal disciplinary actions

○ reporting to all State appraiser certifying and licensing agencies when a license or certification is
surrendered, revoked or suspended
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The ASC has seven members, each designated respectively by the head of their agency, including the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve), Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), and U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD). Title XI also requires the FFIEC to appoint a chairperson from the member 
representatives to serve a two-year term. 

The Appraisal Subcommittee's (ASC) Mission Statement: 

To provide federal oversight of State appraiser regulatory programs and a monitoring framework for the 
Appraisal Foundation and the Federal Financial Institutions Regulatory Agencies in their roles to protect federal 
financial and public policy interests in real estate appraisals utilized in federally related transactions. 

Strategic Goals 

1. Promote Title XI‐compliant State Appraiser Programs and AMC Programs;
2. Carry out Title XI monitoring functions;
3. Administer Title XI Grant Programs;
4. Finalize Implementation of Advisory Committee recommendations;
5. Maintain the National Registries (Appraiser Registry and AMC Registry);
6. Prudently manage ASC resources; and
7. Facilitate Effective and Efficient Valuation Services and Regulation.
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Performance Goals 

As required by Title XI, the ASC monitors each State’s Program for compliance with Title XI, AQB Criteria 
and ASC Policy Statements. Appraisers credentialed by State Programs that do not comply with the 
requirements of Title XI may be prohibited from performing appraisals of real property involved in federally 
related transactions in that State. The ASC’s rating criteria of the State Programs focuses on three key 
components: (1) complying with Title XI mandates and requirements of ASC Policy Statements; (2) maintaining 
a strong regulatory program; and (3) limiting overall risk of Program failure. 

The ASC monitors State Programs largely through on-site visits to the States; the ASC performs an on-site 
Compliance Review of each State at least once every two years. Programs that evidence noncompliance in one 
or more areas may be subject to additional oversight, including Follow-up Reviews, an accelerated Review 
Cycle and/or off-site monitoring. 

The ASC identifies State Programs that may have a significant impact on the nation’s appraiser regulatory 
system. The following 14 States, listed alphabetically, collectively represent over 50% of the credentialed 
appraisers on the Appraiser Registry: California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, 
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia and Washington.  The ASC performs Priority 
Contact visits with these States in those years when Compliance Reviews are not scheduled. The ASC also 
conducts a Priority Contact visit for individual States when a specific concern warrants special attention by the 
ASC. The primary purpose of the Priority Contact visit is to review topical issues, evaluate regulatory 
compliance issues and maintain a close working relationship with the State. 

ASC Organizational Overviews 

Compliance Review Process 

The ASC’s Compliance Review process is a risk-based review process, focusing on areas of State Programs that 
are not in compliance with Title XI or that exhibit characteristics which could lead to non-compliance. Effective 
June 1, 2013, the ASC refined its Compliance Review process to better identify various levels of compliance. 

Compliance Reviews are scheduled over a three to four-day period to coincide with a meeting of the State 
Program’s decision-making body whenever possible. Preliminary Findings are communicated to the State in an 
ASC staff report and the State is given 60 days to respond. ASC staff then considers the State’s response and 
makes formal recommendations for final disposition. The ASC, or its designated representative acting under 
delegated authority, considers the ASC staff report and recommendations along with responses from the State 
Program before rendering a decision. A final Compliance Review Report and letter to the State with a 
determination regarding the State’s compliance with Title XI is then issued. Actions taken under delegated 
authority are presented to the ASC at its next regularly scheduled meeting. 

State Off-Site Assessments

As a result of the temporary suspension of on-site visits, the ASC initiated an alternative process to communicate 
with States referred to as State Offsite Assessments (SOAs).  SOAs are used in lieu of a Compliance Review 
when travel is restricted.  An SOA is a limited assessment and evaluation of the Appraiser and AMC Program’s 
compliance with Title XI intended to provide feedback to State staff.  SOAs focus on State Appraiser or AMC 
Program statutes, rules, policies, and applications intended to identify characteristics which could lead to non-
compliance.  The SOA does not result in a finding regarding compliance or a Program rating, but rather provides 
the State with information it needs to make program improvements, if necessary. The ASC performed 19 SOAs 
of both Appraiser and AMC Programs in 2021. 
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State Programs are issued one of the following Findings: 

ASC Finding Rating Criteria Review Cycle* 

Excellent 

• State meets all Title XI mandates and complies with requirements of ASC
Policy Statements

• State maintains a strong regulatory Program

• Very low risk of Program failure
2-year

Good 

• State meets the majority of Title XI mandates and complies with the
majority of ASC Policy Statement requirements

• Deficiencies are minor in nature

• State is adequately addressing deficiencies identified and correcting them
in the normal course of business

• State maintains an effective regulatory Program

• Low risk of Program failure

2-year

Needs Improvement 

• State does not meet all Title XI mandates and does not comply with all
requirements of ASC Policy Statements

• Deficiencies are material but manageable and if not corrected in a timely
manner pose a potential risk to the Program

• State may have a history of repeated deficiencies but is showing progress
toward correcting deficiencies

• State regulatory Program needs improvement

• Moderate risk of Program failure

2-year with
additional
monitoring

Not Satisfactory 

• State does not meet all Title XI mandates and does not comply with all
requirements of ASC Policy Statements

• Deficiencies present a significant risk and if not corrected in a timely
manner pose a well-defined risk to the Program

• State may have a history of repeated deficiencies and requires more
supervision to ensure corrective actions are progressing

• State regulatory Program has substantial deficiencies

• Substantial risk of Program failure

1-year

Poor 

• State does not meet Title XI mandates and does not comply with
requirements of ASC Policy Statements

• Deficiencies are significant and severe, require immediate attention and if
not corrected represent critical flaws in the Program

• State may have a history of repeated deficiencies and may show a lack of
willingness or ability to correct deficiencies

• High risk of Program failure

Continuous 
monitoring 

*Program history or nature of deficiency may warrant a more accelerated Review Cycle. 
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 Priority Contacts 

The ASC identifies Appraiser Programs that may have a significant impact on the nation’s appraiser regulatory 
system. The following 14 States, listed alphabetically, collectively represent over 50% of the credentialed 
appraisers on the Appraiser Registry: California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, 
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia and Washington. The ASC performs Priority 
Contact visits with these States in those years when Compliance Reviews or SOAs are not scheduled.1 The ASC 
also conducts a Priority Contact visit for individual States when a specific concern warrants special attention by 
the ASC. The primary purpose of the Priority Contact visit is to review topical issues, evaluate regulatory 
compliance issues and maintain a close working relationship with the State. The ASC performed 3 off-site 
Priority Contact visits remotely in 2021  

ASC Roundtables: Building a More Equitable Appraisal System 
On September 22, 2021, the ASC began convening virtual Roundtables around the theme: “Building a More 
Equitable Appraisal System” to address historical and contemporary factors that have contributed to racial and 
other inequities challenging the appraisal system today. The goals of the Roundtable were to: 1) engage 
audiences around the challenges and opportunities of building a more equitable appraisal system; 2) educate 
stakeholders on issues of racial bias and inequity in the appraisal process; and 3) collaborate with ASC’s partners 
on potential strategies for achieving a more equitable appraisal system. This groundbreaking event brought 
together leaders in government, finance, real-estate, non-profits, and communities impacted by the appraisal 
system. 

The September 2021 Roundtable brought together a distinguished group of speakers, including: 

 Secretary Marcia L. Fudge, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (Opening
Remarks)

 Timothy Segerson, Chairman, Appraisal Subcommittee (Welcoming Remarks)
 Jillian White, Head of Collateral, Better.com (Keynote Speaker & Subject Matter Expert)
 B. Doyle Mitchell Jr, President and CEO of Industrial Bank (Keynote Speaker)
 Rodman Schley, 2021 National President, The Appraisal Institute (Keynote Speaker)
 Marc H. Morial, President & CEO, National Urban League (Keynote Speaker)
 Johnnie White, CEO & Executive Vice President, American Society of Appraisers (Subject

Matter Expert)
 Cate Agnew, Head of Valuation & Executive Director, Natixis CIB (Subject Matter Expert)
 Cy Richardson, Senior Vice President, National Urban League (Subject Matter Expert)

The event featured four keynote speakers followed by a question-and-answer session and then breakout 
sessions in which participants were “visited” in their breakout rooms by subject matter experts. 

Ideas generated by the discussion included: 

 providing implicit bias education to industry participants, including appraisers, brokers and mortgage
professionals

 rethinking the apprenticeship/training model for new entrants into the appraisal profession
 collecting and employing data to identify trends and inform opportunities for solutions

1 Priority Contact visits may be performed onsite or remotely. 
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On November 9, 2021, the ASC convened the second virtual Roundtable that brought together another 
distinguished group of speakers, including: 

 The Honorable Maxine Waters, (VIP) Chair, US House of Representatives Financial Services
Committee

 Vivian Li, (Keynote) Director, Quantitative Analytics, Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
(Freddie Mac)

 Erika Poethig, (VIP) Special Assistant to the President for Housing and Urban Policy at the White
House’s Domestic Policy Council (DPC)

 Melody Taylor, (Keynote) Executive Director of PAVE and Regional Director for the Mid-Atlantic
Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

 Danny Wiley, (Keynote) Senior Director, Single Family Valuation, Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation (Freddie Mac)

The event featured two special VIP speakers and two keynote presentations, followed by theme based 
concurrent sessions.  In one session participants could ask questions and make comments regarding the Freddie 
Mac presentation and the other session was a listening session for the PAVE Task Force initiative.  

The ASC anticipates hosting additional Roundtables around this theme, “Building a More Equitable Appraisal 
System,” in 2022. 

Appraisal Foundation Monitoring and Review  
ASC Oversight of the Appraisal Foundation 

Monitoring and Reviewing the Appraisal Foundation (Foundation) 

Title XI specifically requires the ASC to “monitor and review the practices, procedures, activities and 
organizational structure” of the Foundation.2  Historically, the ASC has carried out this responsibility in several 
ways, including: 

 attendance at all relevant public and private ASB, AQB and Board of Trustees (BOT) meetings
 providing informal and formal comments and input on proposed changes to USPAP and the AQB

Criteria
 providing informal and formal comments and input on activities of the BOT that impact the

Foundation’s Title XI-related activities

In 2020, the ASC adopted a policy that memorialized the actions the ASC would take to monitor and review the 
Foundation.  In September of 2021, the ASC revised the policy to clarify ASC staff attendance at public 
meetings, with attendance delegated by the ASC Executive Director to ASC staff on a rotating basis and private 
meetings on an as needed basis.  

2 Title XI § 1103(b), 12 U.S.C. § 3332 (b). 
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In addition to attending Foundation meetings, the ASC provided written comments to the AQB regarding the 
Second Exposure Draft of proposed changes to the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria (Criteria) 
urging the AQB to develop written requirements for organizations seeking to qualify for review and approval 
authority of asynchronous education. 

In June, the ASC approved budget authority of up to $250,000 to support a comprehensive and independent 
review of the USPAP and the Criteria. The goal of the review was to ensure that USPAP and the AQB Criteria 
do not encourage or systematize bias, and consistently support or promote fairness, equity, objectivity and 
diversity in both appraisals and the training and credentialing of appraisers. The Council on Licensure, 
Enforcement and Regulation. (CLEAR) has a three-year cooperative agreement with the ASC to, in part, 
undertake research on the appraisal and AMC regulatory system. CLEAR managed the procurement of 
appropriate experts to carry out the independent review.  The independent review was completed in December 
2021 and was made public in January 2022. 

In September, the ASC published a Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for the Foundation in the amount of 
$2,000,000 over two years.  The purpose of the funds would be to support operations of the AQB and ASB, 
including projects that promote innovation and reform of the AQB and ASB grant-eligible activities, including: 

 an outside study to review the current publishing cycle for USPAP and its connection to the
Foundation’s revenue needs

 free or reduced cost copy of Standards 1-4 and associated annotations for trainees and credentialed
appraisers

 appraiser shortages
 diversity in the profession
 Veterans’ outreach
 National Exam update
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Appraiser  Registry 
Title XI requires the ASC to maintain an Appraiser Registry of State certified and licensed appraisers who are 
eligible to perform appraisals in federally related transactions. As of December 31, 2021, the Appraiser Registry 
contained 93,262 appraiser credentials, up slightly from the 93,204 credentials at the end of 2020, and down 
23% from the peak of 121,000 in 2007. 

The Appraiser Registry is accessible at the ASC’s website (www.asc.gov), and is used by appraisers, Federal and 
S t a t e  agencies, financial institutions, users of appraisal services, law enforcement, and consumers. Use of the 
Appraiser Registry is free. The Appraiser Registry allows users to determine whether an appraiser is State 
certified or licensed to perform appraisals in connection with federally related transactions. Users can also access 
an appraiser’s credential status and determine whether the appraiser’s credential is currently suspended, revoked, 
or surrendered in lieu of State disciplinary action. 

The Appraiser Registry facilitates information sharing that assists State Programs in enforcing their appraiser-
related statutes and regulations, including temporary practice and reciprocity. Financial institutions and other 
users also can access the Appraiser Registry to: 

 Receive automatic notifications about new revocations, suspensions, surrenders, and certification/license
expirations

 Download publicly available information or parts of the Appraiser Registry into predefined queries and user- 
customized queries

 Verify appraiser credentials
 Set up automatic queries of Appraiser Registry information using a web service which allows computer

systems used by lenders, regulatory agencies, and other authorized parties to integrate directly with the
Appraiser Registry

States reported over 12,000 disciplinary actions taken against appraisers for misconduct or wrongdoing over 
the past 10 years. 

National Registry of AMCs (AMC Registry) 
 Title XI requires the ASC to maintain an AMC Registry of AMCs that either are registered with and subject to 
supervision of a State AMC Program or are Federally regulated.3 The AMC Registry became available for 
States to populate on July 16, 2018. As of December 31, 2021, the AMC Registry contained AMCs registered 
from 44 States.  

The AMC Registry is accessible at the ASC’s website (www.asc.gov), and is used by appraisers, Federal and 
State agencies, financial institutions, users of appraisal services, law enforcement, and consumers. Use of the 
AMC Registry is free. The AMC Registry allows users to determine whether an AMC meets the federal 
definition of an AMC and is registered in a particular State. Users can also access an AMC’s registration status 
and determine whether the AMC is currently suspended, revoked or surrendered in lieu of State disciplinary 
action.  

The AMC Registry facilitates information sharing that assists State Programs in enforcing their AMC-related 
statutes and regulations. Financial institutions and other users also can access the AMC Registry to:  

• Receive automatic notifications about new revocations, suspensions, surrenders, and registration expirations
• Download publicly available information or parts of the AMC Registry into predefined queries and

user-customized queries
• Set up automatic queries of AMC Registry information using a web service which allows computer systems

used by lenders, regulatory agencies, and other authorized parties to integrate directly with the
AMC Registry

3 Title XI § 1103(a)(6), 12 U.S.C. § 3332(a)(6). 
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  ASC Grants 

The Appraisal Foundation Grant 

Title XI authorizes the ASC “to make grants in such amounts as it deems appropriate to the [Foundation], to 
help defray those costs of the Foundation relating to the activities of [the ASB] and [AQB].” Since the ASC’s 
inception in 1989, it has provided approximately $21.7 million in grant funds to the Foundation. 

In FY 2021 the ASC published a non-competitive Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) authorizing up to 
$1,000,000 for the Foundation in FY 2022 to support activities of the ASB and AQB.  

In addition to direct support for the AQB and ASB, ASC offered to fund activities to promote innovation and 
expand the positive impact of the Foundation on appraisers and other stakeholders, including addressing the 
appraiser shortage, lack of diversity in the profession and additional outreach to veterans. ASC also encouraged 
the Foundation to ask for funds in the following areas: 

1. USPAP Publishing and Revenue Model.  TAF can request funds to commission an outside study to review
the current publishing cycle for USPAP and its connection to TAF’s revenue needs.

2. AQB/ASB/Board of Trustees (BOT) Operational Assessment.  TAF can request funds to use outside experts
to assess structure, operations and programmatic impact of the Boards’ work.  The assessment can include
analysis and recommendations related to legal support and review of the Boards’ work product, general
professional Board staffing, diversity of the Boards, independence and governance (Board term lengths,
recruitment/selection strategies) of the Boards.

3. Free USPAP.  Grant funds may be used to provide trainees and credentialed appraisers with a free or reduced
cost copy of Standards 1-4 and associated annotations.

Training and Technical Assistance Cooperative Agreement 

The ASC published a competitive NOFA to identify a new partner to work closely with ASC to deliver training 
and technical assistance to State Appraiser and AMC regulatory Agencies and commission research on the 
appraisal industry to support the goals of Title XI and advance the profession in general. The Council on 
Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation (CLEAR) was the recipient of this award.  CLEAR was awarded an 
initial $350,000 to carry out planned training and technical assistance to State regulatory agencies plus an 
additional $400,000 for supplemental activities.  

Outcomes in FY 2021 include a comprehensive training needs assessment of the State Appraiser and AMC 
regulatory agencies, a Report on Appraisal Standards and Appraiser Qualifications carried out by the National 
Fair Housing Alliance, and a scoping project to prepare for a national census and survey of active appraisers in 
the U.S. 
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State Grants 

Title XI authorizes the ASC to make grants to the States in accordance with policies developed by the ASC in 
support of States’ Title XI activities.  In 2020, the ASC significantly increased the size of the State grant program 
by making $10 million available over three years (2020-2022) directly to the 55 eligible States and U.S. 
Territories. Funds can be used to improve State appraiser and AMC regulatory processes and advance the 
appraisal industry with high-quality, impact-oriented programming. 

The ASC awarded $709,619 in new funds to support activities that included hiring additional investigator staff, 
training for staff and board members, technology upgrades, and the creation of a new training experience 
program to support and accelerate credentialing of new appraisers to be carried out across FYs 2021 and 2022 
in the States listed below. This brings the total ASC State grant portfolio to 14 States, or 25% of the entities 
eligible to receive an award. ASC anticipates new states will be added to the portfolio in FY 2022. 

FY 2021 State Grantees  Award Amount 
North Carolina $117,200 
Arkansas $116,500
Texas  $101,640 
Hawaii $25,850
Mississippi $119,900
Connecticut $119,409
Vermont  $109,120 
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2021 2020
Assets:
  Intragovernmental Assets:
    Fund balance with Treasury 14,667,553$   8,917,693$     
    Restricted fund balance with Treasury 3,518,910       3,204,698       
  Total Intragovernmental Assets: 18,186,463     12,122,391     

  Accounts receivable 1,911,751       2,317,541       
  Property and Equipment, net 900,493          402,416          

         Total Assets 20,998,707$   14,842,348$   

Liabilities:
  Intragovernmental Liabilities:
    Unearned revenues 992,238$        1,534,957$     
    Restricted funds held for others 3,518,910       3,204,698       
  Total Intragovernmental Liabilities: 4,511,148       4,739,655       

  Accounts payable 173,748 46,717
  Grants payable - 18,182 
  Accrued funded payroll and leave 138,012          129,773 
  Unfunded leave 271,757          272,734 

         Total Liabilities 5,094,665       5,207,061       

Net Position:
  Unexpended appropriations - other funds - - 
  Cumulative results of operations - other funds 15,904,042     9,635,287       

         Total Net Position 15,904,042     9,635,287       

         Total Liabilities and Net Position 20,998,707$   14,842,348$   

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE

Balance Sheets

As of September 30, 

Assets

Liabilities and Net Position

- 16 -
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2021 2020

Program Costs:
  Public costs 3,605,383$     3,442,300$     
  Less: Earned revenue from public (9,874,138)      (7,786,343)      

  Net public costs (6,268,755)$    (4,344,043)$    

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE

Statements of Net Cost

For the Years Ended September 30,

- 17 -
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2021 2020

Cumulative Results of Operations:
    Beginning Balance 9,635,287$     5,291,244$     
    Beginning Balance, As Adjusted 9,635,287       5,291,244       

  Budgetary Financing Sources:
    Appropriations used - - 

  Other Financing Sources:
    Imputed financing - - 

  Total Financing Sources - -
  Net Cost of Operations (+/-) 6,268,755       4,344,043       
  Net Change 6,268,755       4,344,043       

         Cumulative Results of Operations 15,904,042$   9,635,287$     

Unexpended Appropriations:
    Beginning Balance -$  -$  
    Beginning Balance, As Adjusted - - 

  Budgetary Financing Sources:
    Appropriations received 10,162,019     5,771,951       
    Other adjustments - - 
    Appropriations used (10,162,019)    (5,771,951)      
  Total Budgetary Financing Sources - - 
         Total Unexpended Appropriations - - 

         Net Position -$  -$  

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE

Statements of Changes in Net Position

For the Years Ended September 30,

- 18 -
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2021 2020
Budgetary Budgetary

Budgetary Resources:
  Unobligated balance brought forward, October 1 6,474,486$     4,398,005$     
  Unobligated balance brought forward, October 1, as adjusted 6,474,486       4,398,005       
  Recoveries from prior year unpaid obligations 84,362            140,711          
  Recoveries from prior year paid obligations 290 - 
  Other changes in unobligated balance - - 
  Unobligated balance from prior year budget authority, net 6,559,138       4,538,716       
  Appropriations (Discretionary and Mandatory) 10,162,019     5,771,951       

         Total Budgetary Resources 16,721,157$   10,310,667$   

Status of Budgetary Resources:
  New obligations and upward adjustments (total) 4,358,455$     3,836,181$     
  Unobligated balance, end of year
    Apportioned, unexpired accounts - - 
    Unapportioned, unexpired accounts 12,362,702     6,474,486       
  Unexpired unobligated balance, end of year 12,362,702     6,474,486       
  Expired unobligated balance, end of year - - 
  Unobligated balance, end of year 12,362,702     6,474,486       

         Total Status of Budgetary Resources 16,721,157$   10,310,667$   

Change in Obligated Balance:
  Unpaid obligations:
    Unpaid obligations, brought forward, October 1 363,459$        581,675$        
    New obligations and upward adjustments 4,358,455       3,836,181       
    Outlays (gross) (-) (4,112,588)      (3,913,686)      
    Recoveries of prior year unpaid obligations (84,362)           (140,711)         
  Unpaid obligations, end of year 524,964          363,459          
  Uncollected payments:
    Uncollected payments, Fed sources, brought forward, October 1 (-) - - 
    Change in uncollected payments, Fed sources (+/-) - - 
    Uncollected payments, Fed sources, end of year (-) - - 
  Memorandum (non-add) entries
  Obligated balance, start of year (+/-) 363,459$        581,675$        
  Obligated balance, end of year (+/-) 524,964$        363,459$        

Budget Authority and Outlays, Net:
  Budget authority, gross (discretionary and mandatory) 10,162,019$   5,771,951$     
  Actual offsetting collections (discretionary and mandatory) - - 
  Recoveries of prior year paid obligations (discretionary and mandatory) - - 
  Budget authority, net (total) (discretionary and mandatory) 10,162,019     5,771,951       
  Outlays (gross) (discretionary and mandatory) (4,112,298)      (3,913,686)      
  Actual offsetting collections (discretionary and mandatory) - - 
  Outlays, net (total) (discretionary and mandatory) (4,112,298)      (3,913,686)      
  Agency Outlays, net (discretionary and mandatory) (4,112,298)$    (3,913,686)$    

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE

Statements of Budgetary Resources

For the Years Ended September 30,
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APPRAISAL SUBCOMMITTEE
Notes to the Financial Statements 

September 30, 2021 and 2020 
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Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Policies  

Organization 
The Appraisal Subcommittee of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination 
Council (the “Appraisal Subcommittee” or “ASC”) was created by Title XI of the 
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act (“FIRREA”) of 1989. 
The mission of the Appraisal Subcommittee is to monitor the certification and 
licensing programs of the States to determine compliance with Title XI of FIRREA. 
The purpose of this title is to ensure that the federal financial and public policy 
interests in real estate-related transactions will be protected by requiring that real 
estate appraisals utilized in connection with federally related transactions are 
performed in writing, in accordance with uniform standards, by individuals whose 
competency has been demonstrated and whose professional conduct will be subject to 
effective supervision.  In accordance with Title XI of FIRREA, an appraiser must be 
registered to perform appraisals connected to federal transactions. Effective January 
1, 2012, ASC raised the annual fee assessed to the States from $25 per registered 
appraiser to $40. 

The federal financial institutions regulatory agencies include the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency, and the National Credit Union Administration.  The member agencies 
of the Appraisal Subcommittee include the federal financial institutions regulatory 
agencies, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”).  The CFPB and FHFA were added as members 
to the ASC as a result of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank Act”). 

Effective November 24, 2017, the ASC adopted a final rule to implement collection 
and transmission of appraisal management company ("AMC") annual registry fees 
under the Dodd-Frank Act. The first full year of collection of AMC fees began on 
October 1, 2018. The ASC adopted Section 1102.402. Section 1102.402 establishes 
the annual AMC registry fee for States that elect to register and supervise AMCs as 
follows: 
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In the case of an AMC that has been in existence for more than a year, $25 multiplied 
by the number of appraisers who have performed an appraisal for the AMC on a 
covered transaction in such date during the previous year. If an AMC has not been in 
existence for more than a year, $25 multiplied by the number of appraisers who have  
performed an appraisal for the AMC on a covered transaction in such State since the 
AMC commenced doing business.  

The COVID-19 crisis has created volatility in the financial markets and a significant 
decrease in the overall economy. Operations of ASC were minimally impacted by the 
novel corona virus (COVID-19) pandemic as ASC employees had already been 
teleworking. The full adverse impact and duration of COVID-19 on the ASC's 
finances and operations cannot be determined.  

Basis of Accounting and Presentation 
These financial statements have been prepared from the accounting records of ASC in 
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”), and the form 
and content for entity financial statements specified by the Office of Management and 
Budget (“OMB”) in OMB Circular No. A-136, as amended. GAAP for federal 
entities are standards prescribed by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory 
Board (“FASAB”), which has been designated the official accounting standards-
setting body for the Federal Government by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants. 

OMB Circular No. A-136 requires agencies to prepare financial statements, which 
include Balance Sheets, Statements of Net Cost, Statement of Changes in Net 
Position, and Statements of Budgetary Resources. The Balance Sheets present, as of 
September 30, 2021 and 2020, amounts of future economic benefits owned or 
managed by ASC (assets), amounts owed by ASC (liabilities), and amounts, which 
comprise the difference (net position). The Statements of Net Cost report the full cost 
of the program, both direct and indirect costs of the output, and the costs of 
identifiable supporting services provided by other segments within ASC and other 
reporting entities. The Statements of Budgetary Resources report an agency’s 
budgetary activity. 

Transactions are recorded on the accrual accounting basis in accordance with OMB 
Circular No. A-136. Under the accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized 
when earned, and expenses are recognized when a liability is incurred, without regard 
to receipt or payment of cash. The preparation of financial statements requires 
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of 
assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of 
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the financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during 
the reporting period. Actual results may differ from those estimates.  

Significant assumptions made in these financial statements include future collection 
of receivables and deferring revenue on the receipt of 25% of the incremental fee 
from $25 to $40.  

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared to report the financial 
position, net cost, changes in net position, and budgetary resources of the ASC as 
required by the Accountability of Tax Dollars Act of 2002. These financial 
statements have been prepared from the books and records of the ASC in accordance 
with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and the accounting 
standards issued by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) in 
the format prescribed by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. 
A-136, Financial Reporting Requirements, as amended. GAAP for federal entities
are the standards prescribed by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board
(FASAB), which is the official standard-setting body for the Federal government.

The ASC’s financial statements should be read with the realization that they are for a 
component of the U.S. Government whose liabilities not covered by budgetary 
resources cannot be liquidated without the enactment of an appropriation, and that the 
payment of all liabilities other than for contracts can be abrogated by the Federal 
Government acting in its capacity. 

Budgetary Basis of Accounting 
The ASC’S programs and activities are funded through annual appropriations and 
appraisal fees. Congress annually adopts a budget appropriation that provides the 
ASC with authority to use funds from the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury) 
to meet operating expense requirements. The ASC has single year budgetary 
authority and all unobligated amounts at year-end expire. At the end of the fifth year 
following the year of execution, all amounts not expended are canceled and returned 
to Treasury. Additionally, all revenue received from other sources must be returned to 
the Treasury. 

Budgetary accounting measures appropriation and consumption of budget/spending 
authority and facilitates compliance with legal constraints and controls over the use of 
federal funds. Under budgetary reporting principles, budgetary resources are 
consumed at the time an obligation is incurred. Only those liabilities for which valid 
obligations have been established are considered to consume budgetary resources. 
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Fund Balance with U.S. Treasury 
Fund Balance with the U.S. Treasury is the aggregate amount of the ASC’s funds 
with Treasury in expenditure, receipt, and revolving fund accounts. Appropriated 
funds recorded in expenditure accounts are available to pay current liabilities and 
finance authorized purchases. The ASC does not maintain bank accounts of its own, 
has no disbursing authority, and does not maintain cash held outside of Treasury. 
Treasury disburses funds for the agency upon request. 

Restricted Fund Balance with U.S. Treasury 
Restricted fund balance with the U.S. Treasury are amounts restricted by law that the 
Appraisal Subcommittee received in conjunction with the $15 fee increase, as 
permitted by the Dodd-Frank Act. As part of the fee increase that was effective 
January 1, 2012, Congress specifically required the ASC to set aside 25% of the 
increase without specifications as to how it could be used. Accordingly, these funds 
have been classified as a liability on the balance sheets. 

Accounts Receivable 
Accounts receivable consist of amounts due to the Appraisal Subcommittee for 
registry fees.  As of September 30, 2021 and 2020, management is of the opinion that 
an allowance for doubtful accounts is not necessary. 

Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment is stated at cost.  Depreciation is computed using the straight-
line method over the estimated useful lives ranging from three to ten years. The 
capitalization threshold is $5,000 for assets with a useful life of three or more years. 
For bulk purchases, items will be capitalized when the individual useful lives are at 
least three years and have an aggregate value of $15,000 or more.  

Annual and Sick Leave Program 
Annual leave is accrued as it is earned by employees and is included in personnel 
compensation and benefits cost. An unfunded liability is recognized as earned but 
unused annual leave since, from a budgetary standpoint, this annual leave will be paid 
from future funding sources when the leave is used by employees. The amount 
accrued is based upon current pay rates of the employees. Sick leave is expensed 
when used and no liability is recognized as employees have no right to be paid for 
unused sick leave. 

Unearned Revenues 
Registry fees received in advance are deferred and recognized as earned during the 
applicable fee year. 
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Tax Status 
The Appraisal Subcommittee is a federal governmental agency and is therefore 
generally exempt from income taxes under Section 115 of the Internal Revenue Code.  

Note 2 - Property and Equipment, Net 

Property and equipment at September 30, consist of the following: 

2021 2020

Property and equipment not depreciated:
Work in progress 866,754$   379,241$    

Property and equipment depreciated:
Computer equipment 531,692     489,806      
Total property and equipment 1,398,446  869,047      

Less: accumulated depreciation 497,953     466,631      

Net Property and Equipment 900,493$   402,416$    

During FY2020, the ASC disposed of fully depreciated software and equipment no 
longer in use with an original cost of $355,317.  

Note 3 - Appraisal Foundation Grant 

Title XI of FIRREA provides that amounts appropriated for, or collected by, the 
Appraisal Subcommittee be used to make grants to The Appraisal Foundation (the 
"Foundation") to help defray costs of the Foundation relating to the activities of its 
Appraisal Standards Board (“ASB”), Appraiser Qualifications Board (“AQB”), and 
State Investigator Training Grants. Since inception of the Appraisal Subcommittee on 
August 9, 1989, it has made grants to the Foundation under which approximately 
$21,264,000 was expended through September 30, 2021.  As of September 30, 2021 
and 2020, the Appraisal Subcommittee has $0 and $18,182, respectively, in 
undistributed grant funding available to the Foundation for the grant years ending 
September 30, 2021 and 2020, which is recorded in grants payable. 
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Note 4 - Retirement and Benefit Plans 

The Appraisal Subcommittee contributes to the Civil Service Retirement System and 
the Federal Employees’ Retirement System administered by the Office of Personnel 
Management for the benefit of U.S. Government employees.  The retirement plans 
are participatory.  Under the Civil Service Retirement System, the employer and 
employee each contribute amounts ranging from 7-8 percent of salary to the plan. 
Under the Federal Employees’ Retirement System, 13 percent of salary is contributed 
by the Appraisal Subcommittee and 1 percent of salary is contributed by the 
employee.  

The Appraisal Subcommittee contributes up to 5 percent of base pay for participants 
in the Thrift Savings Plan under the Federal Employees Retirement System. 
Contributions by the Appraisal Subcommittee during fiscal years 2021 and 2020 for 
the Civil Service Retirement System and the Federal Employees’ Retirement System 
plans aggregated approximately $394,000 and $368,000, respectively. 

Although the Appraisal Subcommittee contributes a portion of pension benefits for its 
employees participating in the retirement plans and withholds the necessary payroll 
deductions from them, it has no liability for future payments to employees under 
those programs and is not accountable for the assets of the Civil Service and Federal 
Employees’ Retirement Systems, nor does the Appraisal Subcommittee have actuarial 
data concerning the accumulated plan benefits or the unfunded pension liability 
relating to its employees.  These amounts are reported by the Office of Personnel 
Management for the retirement systems and are not allocated to the individual 
employers.  The Office of Personnel Management also accounts for all health and life 
insurance programs for retired federal employees. 

Note 5 -     Interagency Transactions 

In conducting its administrative operations, the Appraisal Subcommittee uses the 
services of various other federal agencies.  The largest of the administrative service 
arrangements is with the U.S. General Services Administration for certain accounting  
and reporting functions, and processing of payroll and related benefits.  Operating 
expenses of the Appraisal Subcommittee for fiscal years ended 2021 and 2020 
include approximately $130,000 and $119,000, respectively, for these services.   
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Note 6 -     Reconciliation of Net Cost of Operations to Budget 

2021 2020

Net Cost 3,605,383$   3,442,300$  

Components of Net Cost that are not
part of Net Outlays:

Property and equipment depreciation (31,322)       (113,547)      

Change in budgetary resources obligated for goods,
services, and benefits ordered but not yet provided 125,239      (5,997)   

(Increase) / Decrease in Liabilities
Accounts payable (127,031)     45,200  
Grants payable 18,182        242,024       
Salaries and benefits (7,262)         (75,535)        

Components of Net Outlays that are not
part of Net Cost:

Acquisition of capital assets 529,399      379,241       

Net Outlays 4,112,588$   3,913,686$  

A reconciliation of net cost of operations to budget is presented above to show the 
relationship between accrual-based (financial accounting) information in the 
statement of net cost and obligation-based (budgetary accounting) information in the 
statement of budgetary resources. This reconciliation ensures that the proprietary and 
budgetary accounts in the financial management system are in balance. For FY 2021 
and 2020, the ASC reconciled the difference between the $4.1 million and $3.9 
million in obligated resources and the $3.6 million and $3.4 million in the net cost of 
operations, respectively, by adjusting for offsetting collections, adjustments, 
recoveries, financing resources not part of the net cost of operations, and 
depreciation. The details of these reconciliations are as listed above. 
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Note 7 -     Management’s Acceptance of Financial Statements 
 

   Subsequent Events 
Management has evaluated subsequent events through March 8, 2022, the date for 
which the financial statements were available for issuance.  Management has 
accepted the financial statements and did not identify any events subsequent to 
September 30, 2021 requiring disclosure in the financial statements. 
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APPENDIX B
NAtIoNAl rEgIStrY StAtIStICS 

Appraiser Registry Credentials—Year-End 2012–2021
Note: These statistics reflect the number of appraiser credentials, not the number of appraisers, listed on the 
National Registry. It is not uncommon for the same appraiser to hold multiple State credentials.

Year-End Certified general Certified residential licensed transitional total Credentials

2012 37,834 52,504 11,875 12 102,225

2013 38,332 51,893 10,648 1 100,874

2014 38,777 51,240 9,507 0 99,524

2015 39,257 50,472 8,622 0 98,351

2016 39,246 49,631 7,926 0 96,803

2017 39,262 48,720 7,749 0 95,731

2018 39,135 47,908 7,481 0 94,524

2019 39,606 47,776 7,321 0 94,703

2020 39,070 47,073 7,061 0 93,204

2021 39,110 46,903 7,249 0 93,262

Note: Transitional licensing enabled persons to become licensed when they passed the appropriate examination but lacked either 
the educational or the experience requirements adopted by the State. Effective July 1, 2013, transitional credentials were no longer 
eligible for listing on the Appraiser Registry.

Yearly Appraiser Credential Trends

▪ Total Credentials     ▪ Certi�ed Residential     ▪ Certi�ed General     ▪ Licensed
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APPENDIX C
toolS for MoNItorINg StAtE CoMPlIANCE WIth tItlE xI

Monitoring tool Description frequency

routine Compliance reviews Full on-site Reviews of State appraiser 
and AMC regulatory Programs.

Every 2 years or annually if ASC 
determines a State needs closer 
monitoring.

follow-up Compliance reviews On-site Reviews focused on areas of 
non-compliance identified during routine 
Compliance Reviews.

6 to 12 months after previous 
Compliance Review.

Priority Contact Visits On-site visits, usually to States with large 
populations of appraisers, to discuss 
potentially problematic emerging issues 
and maintain a close working relationship 
with the State agency.

As needed.

off-site Monitoring Telephone or e-mail contacts with State 
agencies regarding emerging compliance 
issues and progress in addressing 
previously identified issues.

Continuous.

State off-Site Assessments Off-site assessment of appraiser and 
AMC regulatory programs limited to data 
available remotely.

Replaces Routine Compliance Reviews 
when travel is restricted.
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APPENDIX D

1 Public disciplinary actions on the Appraiser Registry are those State actions currently in effect that affect an appraiser’s ability to appraise: revocations, 
suspensions or voluntary surrenders in lieu of discipline. No disciplinary actions have been reported by Guam, Mariana Islands or Virgin Islands.

DISCIPlINArY ACtIoNS rEPortED BY StAtES1 

Appraiser
January 1, 2012 through December 31, 2021

State
Additional 
Education Downgrade limited

Monetary  
fine

official  
reprimand other Probation revocation Suspension tP Action

Voluntary 
Surrender

Warning, 
Corrective Action, 

and/or Disciplinary 
Action total

Alabama 23 0 0 88 17 42 2 3 6 0 5 13 199
Alaska 4 0 0 8 1 10 2 0 0 0 0 4 29
Arizona 42 0 1 3 0 27 31 8 9 0 9 2 132
Arkansas 33 0 2 27 0 1 36 0 5 0 6 14 124
California 550 0 23 550 1 14 144 50 95 0 49 0 1476
Colorado 31 2 0 46 5 4 2 18 13 0 34 49 204
Connecticut 1 0 0 102 0 0 1 1 5 0 5 1 116
Delaware 18 0 0 24 57 3 10 4 6 0 0 0 122
District Of Columbia 6 0 0 10 5 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 25
Florida 151 0 0 188 1 55 131 55 40 0 3 0 624
Georgia 0 0 0 0 7 316 0 51 29 0 0 0 403
Guam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hawaii 2 0 0 11 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 17
Idaho 16 0 0 51 0 33 24 3 2 0 1 3 133
Illinois 19 0 1 176 23 14 13 39 95 0 9 46 435
Indiana 1 0 0 3 4 0 24 2 9 0 2 1 46
Iowa 20 0 2 7 4 6 2 2 8 0 13 31 95
Kansas 29 2 0 15 0 0 4 3 1 0 2 0 56
Kentucky 57 2 0 48 2 21 0 3 15 0 2 0 150
Louisiana 20 0 0 30 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 79
Maine 32 0 0 44 18 2 5 7 5 0 2 23 138
Maryland 54 0 0 104 10 1 0 4 20 0 11 0 204
Massachusetts 60 0 0 83 22 0 63 11 7 0 10 0 256
Michigan 38 0 0 133 6 3 16 17 11 0 4 0 228
Minnesota 15 0 0 112 0 9 2 17 6 0 1 149 311
Mississippi 30 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 4 0 3 0 42
Missouri 0 0 0 0 0 23 61 26 29 0 11 0 150
Montana 15 0 0 19 1 2 7 4 14 0 4 0 66
Nebraska 23 1 1 12 0 9 2 0 4 0 2 4 58
Nevada 75 0 0 23 0 1 0 11 6 0 10 3 129
New Hampshire 18 0 0 17 18 3 0 5 2 0 2 0 65
New Jersey 40 0 0 123 14 1 6 3 31 0 18 0 236
New Mexico 23 0 0 6 1 0 0 8 1 0 1 29 69
New York 155 0 0 259 10 0 0 35 45 0 0 10 514
North Carolina 81 0 3 0 43 0 1 1 47 0 10 0 186
North Dakota 11 0 0 14 1 3 2 2 3 0 1 1 38
Ohio 82 0 0 82 15 1 0 3 58 0 2 0 243
Oklahoma 93 1 5 201 1 70 54 11 223 0 13 25 697
Oregon 91 0 0 116 4 7 1 5 9 0 14 14 261
Pennsylvania 85 0 0 111 8 3 14 9 17 0 15 5 267
Puerto Rico 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 19
Rhode Island 3 0 0 3 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 14
South Carolina 52 0 0 53 59 1 4 1 6 0 15 0 191
South Dakota 23 0 1 26 19 1 0 0 5 0 4 3 82
Tennessee 93 1 0 68 0 2 1 3 25 0 8 22 223
Texas 258 0 5 172 8 191 119 29 84 0 58 23 947
Utah 23 1 0 34 0 1 1 4 4 0 5 1 74
Vermont 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 1 2 9
Virginia 54 0 0 84 0 1 9 13 23 0 1 89 274
Washington 44 0 0 60 0 0 55 13 15 0 3 0 190
West Virginia 11 0 0 9 4 7 0 3 6 0 2 2 44
Wisconsin 108 0 21 5 123 7 0 3 70 0 28 0 365
Wyoming 7 0 0 7 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 17
total 2720 10 65 3382 546 900 854 496 1127 0 399 573 11072
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APPrAISAl MANAgEMENt CoMPANY DISCIPlINArY 
ACtIoNS rEPortED BY StAtES
August 10, 2018 through December 31, 2021

State
Additional 
Education Downgrade limited

Monetary  
fine

official  
reprimand other Probation revocation Suspension tP Action

Voluntary 
Surrender

Warning, 
Corrective Action, 

and/or Disciplinary 
Action total

Iowa 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6

Kansas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Kentucky 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Minnesota 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2

Missouri 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Montana 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Nebraska 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4

Oregon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

Pennsylvania 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9

South Carolina 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tennessee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Virginia 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

total 0 0 0 13 3 0 2 2 0 0 5 4 29
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APPENDIX E
APPrAISAl CoMPlAINt NAtIoNAl hotlINE
January-December 2021

In-Bound Source Calendar Year 2021 totals
Call Center Calls 554
Call Center Referrals n/a
Email Referral 15
Website Hits/Visits 7580
Federal Agency Referrals 59
State Agency Referrals 671

Member Agency Referrals

Agency Calendar Year 2021 totals
FRS 1
OCC 6
FDIC 0
NCUA 3
CFPB 44
FTC 5
FHFA 0

Description Calendar Year 2021 totals
Complainant
Appraiser 71
AMC 9
Bank, savings and loan, thrift, credit union, or other financial institution 18
Mortgage broker, lender, or loan originator 49
Settlement services provider 3
Other Totals 521

Consumer* 473
Real Estate Agent 45
Attorney 2
Insurance Agent 0
Federal Entity 0
Blank/Undefined 1

Complaint
USPAP 494
Appraisal Independence 177

Complaint Against
Appraiser 610
AMC 22
Bank, savings and loan, thrift, credit union, or other financial institution 22
Mortgage broker, lender, or loan originator 10
Settlement services provider 0
Other 7

Property type
1-4 Unit Residential 613
Commercial 37
No Property 21

federal loan type
FHA 120
VA 72
USDA 10
None 469

* Consumer consists of the following self-identified categories: Property Owner, Homeowner, Buyer, Borrower, Seller and 
Loan Applicant.
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APPENDIX F
AgENCY CoMPlAINt DAtA
January-December 2021

Description fDIC frB NCuA oCC CfPB total
Complainant
Appraiser 4 1 0 2 4 11
Appraisal Management Company 0 0 0 0 0 0
Business Property Owner 11 3 1 3 2 20
Financial Institution Lender 1 0 0 0 0 1
Individual Property Owner 35 3 2 32 145 217
Mortgage Broker 2 0 0 0 0 2
Non-Financial Institution Lender 0 0 0 1 0 1
Other 4 0 0 7 16 27
Complaint Against
Appraiser 24 1 3 14 68 110
Appraisal Management Company 6 0 0 1 8 15
Lender 41 6 0 30 91 168
Other 1 0 0 0 1 2
Complaint type
Non-Compliance with USPAP 24 2 1 10 112 149
Appraisal Independence 12 0 1 2 27 42
Other 21 5 2 33 28 89

Notes: 

OCC referred 21 complaints to CFPB and 1 complaint to NCUA which are not included in the OCC counts above.

The CFPB referred 25 complaints to other government agencies that are not included in the CFPB totals.

One complaint received by CFPB was against two entities, as a result "the complaint against" category 
has a higher number of complaints than the other categories.
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APPENDIX G
rEfErENCE MAtErIAlS

StAtutorY rEfErENCES 

Unofficial Staff Version of Title XI of FIRREA Real Estate Appraisal Reform 
[12 U.S.C. 3331-3356] as amended by the Dodd-Frank Act and the Economic 
Growth, Regulatory Relief and Consumer Protection Act

§ 1101. Purpose [12 u.S.C. 3331]
The purpose of this title is to provide that Federal 
financial and public policy interests in real estate related 
transactions will be protected by requiring that real estate 
appraisals utilized in connection with federally related 
transactions are performed in writing, in accordance with 
uniform standards, by individuals whose competency has 
been demonstrated and whose professional conduct will be 
subject to effective supervision.

§ 1102. Establishment of Appraisal Subcommittee of 
the federal financial Institutions Examination Council
 [12 u.S.C. 3310]
The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council 
Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C. 3301 et seq.) is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following new section:

§ 1011. Establishment of Appraisal Subcommittee
There shall be within the Council a subcommittee to 
be known as the Appraisal Subcommittee, which shall 
consist of the designees of the heads of the Federal 
financial institutions regulatory agencies, the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau, and the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency. Each such designee shall be a person 
who has demonstrated knowledge and competence 
concerning the appraisal profession. At all times at least 
one member of the Appraisal Subcommittee shall have 
demonstrated knowledge and competence through 
licensure, certification, or professional designation within 
the appraisal profession.

§ 1103. functions of Appraisal Subcommittee
 [12 u.S.C. 3332]
(a) In general. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall—

(1) monitor the requirements established by States—

(A) for the certification and licensing of 
individuals who are qualified to perform 
appraisals in connection with federally related 
transactions, including a code of professional 
responsibility; and

(B) for the registration and supervision of the 
operations and activities of an appraisal 
management company;

(2) monitor the requirements established by the 
Federal financial institutions regulatory agencies 
[and the Resolution Trust Corporation] with respect 
to—

(A) appraisal standards for federally related 
transactions under their jurisdiction, and

(B) determinations as to which federally related 
transactions under their jurisdiction require 
the services of a State certified appraiser and 
which require the services of a State licensed 
appraiser;

(3) maintain a National Registry of State certified and 
licensed appraisers who are eligible to perform 
appraisals in federally related transactions;

(4) [Omitted] terminated effective May 15, 2000, 
pursuant to § 3003 of Act Dec. 21, 1995, P.L. 10-466, 
which appears as 31 USCS § 1113 note (see also page 
170 of House Document No. 103-7);

(5) transmit an annual report to the Congress not later 
than June 15 of each year that describes the manner 
in which each function assigned to the Appraisal 
Subcommittee has been carried out during 
the preceding year. The report shall also detail 
the activities of the Appraisal Subcommittee, 
including the results of all audits of State appraiser 
regulatory agencies, and provide an accounting 
of disapproved actions and warnings taken in 
the previous year, including a description of the 
conditions causing the disapproval and actions 
taken to achieve compliance; and
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(6) maintain a national registry of appraisal 
management companies that either are registered 
with and subject to supervision of a State appraiser 
certifying and licensing agency or are operating 
subsidiaries of a Federally regulated financial 
institution.

(b) Monitoring and reviewing Foundation. The Appraisal 
Subcommittee shall monitor and review the practices, 
procedures, activities, and organizational structure of 
the Appraisal Foundation.

§ 1104. Chairperson of Appraisal Subcommittee; term of 
Chairperson; meetings [12 u.S.C. 3333]
(a) Chairperson. The Council shall select the Chairperson 

of the subcommittee. The term of the Chairperson 
shall be 2 years.

(b) Meetings; quorum; voting. The Appraisal Subcommittee 
shall meet in public session after notice in the 
Federal Register, but may close certain portions of 
these meetings related to personnel and review of 
preliminary State audit reports at the call of the 
Chairperson or a majority of its members when there is 
business to be conducted. A majority of members of the 
Appraisal Subcommittee shall constitute a quorum but 
2 or more members may hold hearings. Decisions of the 
Appraisal Subcommittee shall be made by the vote of a 
majority of its members. The subject matter discussed 
in any closed or executive session shall be described in 
the Federal Register notice of the meeting.

§ 1105. officers and staff [12 u.S.C. 3334]
The Chairperson of the Appraisal Subcommittee shall 
appoint such officers and staff as may be necessary to 
carry out the functions of this title consistent with the 
appointment and compensation practices of the Council.

§ 1106. Powers of Appraisal Subcommittee
 [12 u.S.C. 3335]
The Appraisal Subcommittee may, for the purpose of 
carrying out this title, establish advisory committees, 
hold hearings, prescribe regulations in accordance with 
chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code (commonly referred 
to as the Administrative Procedures Act) after notice and 
opportunity for comment, sit and act at times and places, 
take testimony, receive evidence, provide information, 
and perform research, as the Appraisal Subcommittee 
considers appropriate. Any regulations prescribed by 
the Appraisal Subcommittee shall (unless otherwise 
provided in this title) be limited to the following functions: 
temporary practice, national registry, information sharing, 
and enforcement. For purposes of prescribing regulations, 
the Appraisal Subcommittee shall establish an advisory 
committee of industry participants, including appraisers, 
lenders, consumer advocates, real estate agents, and 
government agencies, and hold meetings as necessary to 
support the development of regulations.

§ 1107. Procedures for establishing appraisal standards 
and requiring the use of certified and licensed 
appraisers [12 u.S.C. 3336]
Appraisal standards and requirements for using State 
certified and licensed appraisers in federally related 
transactions pursuant to this title shall be prescribed in 
accordance with procedures set forth in section 553 of title 
5, United States Code, including the publication of notice 
and receipt of written comments or the holding of public 
hearings with respect to any standards or requirements 
proposed to be established.

§ 1108. Startup funding [12 u.S.C. 3337]
(a) In general. For purposes of this title, the Secretary of 

the Treasury shall pay to the Appraisal Subcommittee 
a one-time payment of $ 5,000,000 on the date of 
the enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 9, 1989]. 
Thereafter, expenses of the subcommittee shall be 
funded through the collection of registry fees from 
certain certified and licensed appraisers pursuant to 
section 1109 [12 USCS § 3338] or, if required, pursuant to 
section 1122(b) of this title [12 USCS § 3351(b)].

(b) Additional funds. Except as provided in section 1122(c) 
of this title [12 USCS § 3351(b)], funds in addition to the 
funds provided under subsection (a) may be made 
available to the Appraisal Subcommittee only if 
authorized and appropriated by law.
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(c) Repayment of Treasury loan. Not later than September 
30, 1998, the Appraisal Subcommittee shall repay to 
the Secretary of the Treasury the unpaid portion of 
the $5,000,000 paid to the Appraisal Subcommittee 
pursuant to this section.

§ 1109. roster of State certified or licensed appraisers; 
authority to collect and transmit fees [12 u.S.C. 3338]
(a) In general. Each State with an appraiser certifying and 

licensing agency whose certifications and licenses 
comply with this title, shall—

(1) transmit to the Appraisal Subcommittee, no less 
than annually, a roster listing individuals who 
have received a State certification or license in 
accordance with this title;

(2) transmit reports on the issuance and renewal of 
licenses and certifications, sanctions, disciplinary 
actions, license and certification revocations, and 
license and certification suspensions on a timely 
basis to the national registry of the Appraisal 
Subcommittee;

(3) transmit reports on a timely basis of supervisory 
activities involving appraisal management 
companies or other third-party providers of 
appraisals and appraisal management services, 
including investigations initiated and disciplinary 
actions taken; and

(4) collect—

(A) from such individuals who perform or seek 
to perform appraisals in federally related 
transactions, an annual registry fee of not 
more than $40, such fees to be transmitted by 
the State agencies to the Council on an annual 
basis; and

(B) from an appraisal management company that 
either has registered with a State appraiser 
certifying and licensing agency in accordance 
with this title or operates as a subsidiary of a 
federally regulated financial institution, an 
annual registry fee of—

(i) in the case of such a company that 
has been in existence for more than a 
year, $25 multiplied by the number of 
appraisers working for or contracting with 
such company in such State during the 
previous year, but where such $25 amount 
may be adjusted, up to a maximum of 
$50, at the discretion of the Appraisal 
Subcommittee, if necessary to carry out 
the Subcommittee’s functions under this 
title; and

(ii) in the case of such a company that has 
not been in existence for more than a 
year, $25 multiplied by an appropriate 
number to be determined by the Appraisal 
Subcommittee, and where such number 
will be used for determining the fee 
of all such companies that were not in 
existence for more than a year, but where 
such $25 amount may be adjusted, up to a 
maximum of $50, at the discretion of the 
Appraisal Subcommittee, if necessary to 
carry out the Subcommittee’s functions 
under this title.

Subject to the approval of the Council, the Appraisal 
Subcommittee may adjust the dollar amount of registry 
fees under paragraph (4)(A), up to a maximum of $80 per 
annum, as necessary to carry out its functions under 
this title. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall consider 
at least once every 5 years whether to adjust the dollar 
amount of the registry fees to account for inflation. In 
implementing any change in registry fees, the Appraisal 
Subcommittee shall provide flexibility to the States for 
multi-year certifications and licenses already in place, as 
well as a transition period to implement the changes in 
registry fees.

In establishing the amount of the annual registry fee 
for an appraisal management company, the Appraisal 
Subcommittee shall have the discretion to impose 
a minimum annual registry fee for an appraisal 
management company to protect against the under 
reporting of the number of appraisers working for or 
contracted by the appraisal management company.

(b) Use of amounts appropriated or collected. Amounts 
appropriated for or collected by the Appraisal 
Subcommittee under this section shall be used—

(1) to maintain a registry of individuals who are 
qualified and eligible to perform appraisals in 
connection with federally related transactions;

(2) to support its activities under this title;

(3) to reimburse the general fund of the Treasury for 
amounts appropriated to and expended by the 
Appraisal Subcommittee during the 24-month 
startup period following the date of the enactment 
of this title [enacted Aug. 9, 1989];

(4) to make grants in such amounts as it deems 
appropriate to the Appraisal Foundation, to help 
defray those costs of the foundation relating to the 
activities of its Appraisal Standards and Appraiser 
Qualification Boards;
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(5) to make grants to State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agencies, in accordance with policies to 
be developed by the Appraisal Subcommittee, to 
support the efforts of such agencies to comply with 
this title, including—

(A) the complaint process, complaint 
investigations, and appraiser enforcement 
activities of such agencies; and

(B) the submission of data on State licensed and 
certified appraisers and appraisal management 
companies to the National appraisal registry, 
including information affirming that the 
appraiser or appraisal management company 
meets the required qualification criteria and 
formal and informal disciplinary actions; and

(6) to report to all State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agencies when a license or certification is 
surrendered, revoked, or suspended.

§ 1110. functions of federal financial institutions 
regulatory agencies relating to appraisal standards
 [12 u.S.C. 3339]
Each Federal financial institutions regulatory agency 
and the Resolution Trust Corporation shall prescribe 
appropriate standards for the performance of real 
estate appraisals in connection with federally related 
transactions under the jurisdiction of each such agency 
or instrumentality. These rules shall require, at a 
minimum—

(1) that real estate appraisals be performed in 
accordance with generally accepted appraisal 
standards as evidenced by the appraisal standards 
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of 
the Appraisal Foundation;

(2) that such appraisals shall be written appraisals. 
Each such agency or instrumentality may require 
compliance with additional standards if it makes 
a determination in writing that such additional 
standards are required in order to properly carry 
out its statutory responsibilities; and

(3) that such appraisals shall be subject to appropriate 
review for compliance with the Uniform Standards 
of Professional Appraisal Practice.

§ 1111. time for proposal and adoption of standards
 [12 u.S.C. 3340]
Appraisal standards established under this title shall be 
proposed not later than 6 months and shall be adopted in 
final form and become effective not later than 12 months 
after the date of the enactment of this Act [enacted 
Aug. 9, 1989].

§ 1112. functions of federal financial institutions 
regulatory agencies relating to appraiser qualifications
 [12 u.S.C. 3341]
(a) In general. Each Federal financial institutions 

regulatory agency and the Resolution Trust 
Corporation shall prescribe, in accordance with 
sections 1113 and 1114 of this title [12 USCS §§ 3342, 3343], 
which categories of federally related transactions 
should be appraised by a State certified appraiser and 
which by a State licensed appraiser under this title.

(b) Threshold level. Each Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agency and the Resolution Trust 
Corporation may establish a threshold level at or 
below which a certified or licensed appraiser is 
not required to perform appraisals in connection 
with federally related transactions, if such agency 
determines in writing that such threshold level does 
not represent a threat to the safety and soundness 
of financial institutions and receives concurrence 
from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau that 
such threshold level provides reasonable protection 
for consumers who purchase 1–4 unit single family 
residences.

(c) GAO study of appraisals in connection with real estate 
related financial transactions below the threshold level.

(1) GAO studies. The Comptroller General of the United 
States may conduct, under such conditions as the 
Comptroller General determines appropriate, 
studies on the adequacy and quality of appraisals 
or evaluations conducted in connection with real 
estate related financial transactions below the 
threshold level established under subsection (b), 
taking into account—

(A) the cost to any financial institution involved in 
any such transaction;

(B) the possibility of losses to the Deposit 
Insurance Fund or the National Credit Union 
Share Insurance Fund;

(C) the cost to any customer involved in any such 
transaction; and

(D) the effect on low-income housing.
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(2) Reports to Congress and the appropriate Federal 
financial institutions regulatory agencies. Upon 
completing each of the studies referred to in 
paragraph (1), the Comptroller General shall submit 
a report on the Comptroller General’s findings 
and conclusions with respect to such study to 
the Federal financial institutions regulatory 
agencies, the Committee on Banking, Finance and 
Urban Affairs of the House of Representatives, 
and the Committee on Banking, Housing, and 
Urban Affairs of the Senate, together with such 
recommendations for legislative or administrative 
action as the Comptroller General determines to be 
appropriate.

§ 1113. transactions requiring the services of a State 
certified appraiser [12 u.S.C. 3342]
In determining whether an appraisal in connection with 
a federally related transaction shall be performed by a 
State certified appraiser, an agency or instrumentality 
under this title shall consider whether transactions, either 
individually or collectively, are of sufficient financial 
or public policy importance to the United States that an 
individual who performs an appraisal in connection with 
such transactions should be a State certified appraiser, 
except that—

(a) a State certified appraiser shall be required for all 
federally related transactions having a value of 
$1,000,000 or more; and

(b) 1-to-4 unit, single family residential appraisals may be 
performed by State licensed appraisers unless the size 
and complexity requires a State certified appraiser, 
where a complex 1-to-4 unit single family residential 
appraisal means an appraisal for which the property 
to be appraised, the form of ownership, the property 
characteristics, or the market conditions are atypical.

§ 1114. transactions requiring the services of a State 
licensed appraiser [12 u.S.C. 3343]
All federally related transactions not requiring the services 
of a State certified appraiser shall be performed by either a 
State certified or licensed appraiser.

§ 1115. time for proposal and adoption of 
rules [12 u.S.C. 3344]
As appropriate, rules issued under sections 1113 and 
1114 [12 USCS §§ 3342 and 3343] shall be proposed not later 
than 6 months and shall be effective upon adoption in 
final form not later than 12 months after the date of the 
enactment of this Act [enacted Aug. 9, 1989].

§ 1116. Certification and licensing requirements
 [12 u.S.C. 3345]
(a) In general. For purposes of this title, the term “State 

certified real estate appraiser” means any individual 
who has satisfied the requirements for State 
certification in a State or territory whose criteria 
for certification as a real estate appraiser currently 
meets the minimum criteria for certification issued 
by the Appraiser Qualification Board of the Appraisal 
Foundation.

(b) Restriction. No individual shall be a State certified 
real estate appraiser under this section unless such 
individual has achieved a passing grade upon a suitable 
examination administered by a State or territory 
that is consistent with and equivalent to the Uniform 
State Certification Examination issued or endorsed 
by the Appraiser Qualification Board of the Appraisal 
Foundation.

(c) “State licensed appraiser” defined. As used in this 
section, the term “State licensed appraiser” means an 
individual who has satisfied the requirements for State 
licensing in a State or territory whose criteria for the 
licensing of a real estate appraiser currently meet or 
exceed the minimum criteria issued by the Appraisal 
Qualifications Board of The Appraisal Foundation for 
the licensing of real estate appraisers.

(d) Additional qualification criteria. Nothing in this title 
shall be construed to prevent any Federal agency or 
instrumentality under this title from establishing such 
additional qualification criteria as may be necessary or 
appropriate to carry out the statutory responsibilities 
of such department, agency, or instrumentality.

(e) Minimum Qualification Requirements. Any requirements 
established for individuals in the position of ‘Trainee 
Appraiser’ and ‘Supervisory Appraiser’ shall meet or 
exceed the minimum qualification requirements of 
the Appraiser Qualifications Board of The Appraisal 
Foundation. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall have 
the authority to enforce these requirements.

§ 1117. Establishment of State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agencies [12 u.S.C. 3346]
To assure the availability of State certified and licensed 
appraisers for the performance in a State of appraisals 
in federally related transactions and to assure effective 
supervision of the activities of certified and licensed 
appraisers, a State may establish a State appraiser 
certifying and licensing agency. The duties of such agency 
may additionally include the registration and supervision 
of appraisal management companies and the addition of 
information about the appraisal management company to 
the national registry.
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§ 1118. Monitoring of State appraiser certifying and 
licensing agencies [12 u.S.C. 3347]
(a) In general. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall monitor 

each State appraiser certifying and licensing agency 
for the purposes of determining whether such 
agency—

(1) has policies, practices, funding, staffing, and 
procedures that are consistent with this title;

(2) processes complaints and completes investigations 
in a reasonable time period;

(3) appropriately disciplines sanctioned appraisers 
and appraisal management companies;

(4) maintains an effective regulatory program; and

(5) reports complaints and disciplinary actions 
on a timely basis to the national registries on 
appraisers and appraisal management companies 
maintained by the Appraisal Subcommittee.

The Appraisal Subcommittee shall have the authority 
to remove a State licensed or certified appraiser or a 
registered appraisal management company from a 
national registry on an interim basis, not to exceed 90 days, 
pending State agency action on licensing, certification, 
registration, and disciplinary proceedings. The Appraisal 
Subcommittee and all agencies, instrumentalities, and 
Federally recognized entities under this title shall not 
recognize appraiser certifications and licenses from States 
whose appraisal policies, practices, funding, staffing, or 
procedures are found to be inconsistent with this title.

The Appraisal Subcommittee shall have the authority to 
impose sanctions, as described in this section, against 
a State agency that fails to have an effective appraiser 
regulatory program. In determining whether such a 
program is effective, the Appraisal Subcommittee shall 
include an analysis of the licensing and certification of 
apprais ers, the registration of appraisal management 
companies, the issuance of temporary licenses and 
certifications for appraisers, the receiving and tracking 
of submitted complaints against appraisers and appraisal 
management companies, the investigation of complaints, 
and enforcement actions against appraisers and appraisal 
management companies. The Appraisal Subcommittee 
shall have the authority to impose interim actions and 
suspensions against a State agency as an alternative to, or 
in advance of the derecognition of a State agency.

(b) Disapproval by Appraisal Subcommittee. The Federal 
financial institutions regulatory agencies, the Federal 
National Mortgage Association, the Federal Home 
Loan Mortgage Corporation, and the Resolution Trust 
Corporation shall accept certifications and licenses 
awarded by a State appraiser certifying the licensing 
agency unless the Appraisal Subcommittee issues a 
written finding that—

(1) the State agency fails to recognize and enforce 
the standards, requirements, and procedures 
prescribed pursuant to this title;

(2) the State agency is not granted authority or 
sufficient funding by the State which is adequate to 
permit the agency to carry out its functions under 
this title; or

(3) decisions concerning appraisal standards, 
appraiser qualifications and supervision of 
appraiser practices are not made in a manner that 
carries out the purposes of this title.

(c) Rejection of State certifications and licenses.

(1) Opportunity to be heard or correct conditions. 
Before refusing to recognize a State’s appraiser 
certifications or licenses, the Appraisal 
Subcommittee shall provide that State’s certifying 
and licensing agency a written notice of its 
intention not to recognize the State’s certified 
or licensed appraisers and ample opportunity 
to provide rebuttal information or to correct the 
conditions causing the refusal.

(2) Adoption of procedures. The Appraisal 
Subcommittee shall adopt written procedures for 
taking actions described in this section.

(3) Judicial review. A decision of the subcommittee 
under this section shall be subject to judicial 
review.

§ 1119. recognition of State certified and licensed 
appraisers for purposes of this title [12 u.S.C. 3348]
(a) Effective date for use of certified or licensed appraisers only.

(1) In general. Not later than December 31, 1992, all 
appraisals performed in connection with federally 
related transactions shall be performed only by 
individuals certified or licensed in accordance with 
the requirements of this title.
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(2) Extension of effective date. Subject to the approval 
of the Council, the Appraisal Subcommittee may 
extend, until December 31, 1991, the effective date 
for the use of certified or licensed appraisers if 
it makes a written finding that a State has made 
substantial progress in establishing a State 
certification and licensing system that appears to 
conform to the provisions of this title.

(b) Temporary waiver of appraiser certification or licensing 
requirements for State having scarcity of qualified 
appraisers. Subject to the approval of the Council, the 
Appraisal Subcommittee may waive any requirement 
relating to certification or licensing of a person to 
perform appraisals under this title if the Appraisal 
Subcommittee or a State agency whose certifications 
and licenses are in compliance with this title, makes 
a written determination that there is a scarcity of 
certified or licensed appraisers to perform appraisals 
in connection with federally related transactions in a 
State, or in any geographical political subdivision of a 
State, leading to significant delays in the performance 
of such appraisals. The waiver terminates when 
the Appraisal Subcommittee determines that such 
significant delays have been eliminated.

(c) Reports to State certifying and licensing agencies. The 
Appraisal Subcommittee, any other Federal agency 
or instrumentality, or any federally recognized entity 
shall report any action of a State certified or licensed 
appraiser that is contrary to the purposes of this 
title to the appropriate State agency for a disposition 
of the subject of the referral. The State agency shall 
provide the Appraisal Subcommittee or the other 
Federal agency or instrumentality with a report on 
its disposition of the matter referred. Subsequent to 
such disposition, the subcommittee or the agency 
or instrumentality may take such further action, 
pursuant to written procedures, it deems necessary to 
carry out the purposes of this title.

§ 1120. Violations in obtaining and performing 
appraisals in federally related transactions
 [12 u.S.C. 3349]
(a) Violations. Except as authorized by the Appraisal 

Subcommittee in exercising its waiver authority 
pursuant to section 1119(b) [12 USCS § 3348(b)], it shall be 
a violation of this section—

(1) for a financial institution to seek, obtain, or give 
money or any other thing of value in exchange for 
the performance of an appraisal by a person who 
the institution knows is not a State certified or 
licensed appraiser in connection with a federally 
related transaction; and

(2) for the Federal National Mortgage Association, 
the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, or 
the Resolution Trust Corporation to knowingly 
contract for the performance of any appraisal by 
a person who is not a State certified or licensed 
appraiser in connection with a real estate related 
financial transaction defined in section 1121(5) 
[12 USCS § 3350(5)] to which such association or 
corporation is a party.

(b) Penalties. A financial institution that violates 
subsection (a)(1) shall be subject to civil penalties 
under section 8(i)(2) of the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Act or section 206(k)(2) of the Federal Credit Union Act 
[12 USCS § 1818(i)(2) or 1786(k)(2)], as appropriate.

(c) Proceeding. A proceeding with respect to a violation 
of this section shall be an administrative proceeding 
which may be conducted by a Federal financial 
institutions regulatory agency in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in subchapter II of chapter 5 of title 
5, United States Code [5 USCS §§ 551 et seq.].

§ 1121. Definitions [12 u.S.C. 3350]
For purposes of this title:

(1) State appraiser certifying and licensing agency. The term 
“State appraiser certifying and licensing agency” 
means a State agency established in compliance with 
this title.

(2) Appraisal Subcommittee; subcommittee. The terms 
“Appraisal Subcommittee” and “subcommittee” mean 
the Appraisal Subcommittee of the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council.

(3) Council. The term “Council” means the Federal 
Financial Institutions Examination Council.

(4) Federally related transaction. The term “federally related 
transaction” means any real estate-related financial 
transaction which—

(A) a Federal financial institutions regulatory agency 
or the Resolution Trust Corporation engages in, 
contracts for, or regulates; and

(B) requires the services of an appraiser.

(5) Real estate related financial transaction. The term “real 
estate-related financial transaction” means any 
transaction involving—

(A) the sale, lease, purchase, investment in or 
exchange of real property, including interests in 
property, or the financing thereof;

(B) the refinancing of real property or interests in real 
property; and
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(C) the use of real property or interests in property 
as security for a loan or investment, including 
mortgage-backed securities.

(6) Federal financial institutions regulatory agencies. The 
term “Federal financial institutions regulatory 
agencies” means the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision, and the 
National Credit Union Administration.

(7) Financial institution. The term “financial institution” 
means an insured depository institution as defined 
in section 3 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act 
[12 USCS § 1813] or an insured credit union as defined 
in section 101 of the Federal Credit Union Act 
[12 USCS § 1752].

(8) Chairperson. The term “Chairperson” means the 
Chairperson of the Appraisal Subcommittee selected 
by the Council.

(9) Foundation. The terms “Appraisal Foundation” and 
“Foundation” means [mean] the Appraisal Foundation 
established on November 30, 1987, as a not for profit 
corporation under the laws of Illinois.

(10) Written appraisal. The term “written appraisal” 
means a written statement used in connection with 
a federally related transaction that is independently 
and impartially prepared by a licensed or certified 
appraiser setting forth an opinion of defined value of 
an adequately described property as of a specific date, 
supported by presentation and analysis of relevant 
market information.

(11) Appraisal Management Company. The term ‘appraisal 
management company’ means, in connection with 
valuing properties collateralizing mortgage loans 
or mortgages incorporated into a securitization, any 
external third party authorized either by a creditor of a 
consumer credit transaction secured by a consumer’s 
principal dwelling or by an underwriter of or other 
principal in the secondary mortgage markets, that 
oversees a network or panel of more than 15 certified or 
licensed appraisers in a State or 25 or more nationally 
within a given year—

(A) to recruit, select, and retain appraisers;

(B) to contract with licensed and certified appraisers 
to perform appraisal assignments;

(C) to manage the process of having an appraisal 
performed, including providing administrative 
duties such as receiving appraisal orders and 
appraisal reports, submitting completed appraisal 
reports to creditors and underwriters, collecting 
fees from creditors and underwriters for services 
provided, and reimbursing appraisers for services 
performed; or

(D) to review and verify the work of appraisers.

§ 1122. Miscellaneous provisions [12 u.S.C. 3351]
(a) Temporary practice.

(1) In general. A State appraiser certifying or licensing 
agency shall recognize on a temporary basis the 
certification or license of an appraiser issued by 
another State if—

(A) the property to be appraised is part of a 
federally related transaction,

(B) the appraiser’s business is of a temporary 
nature, and

(C) the appraiser registers with the appraiser 
certifying or licensing agency in the State of 
temporary practice.

(2) Fees for temporary practice. A State appraiser 
certifying or licensing agency shall not impose 
excessive fees or burdensome requirements, as 
determined by the Appraisal Subcommittee, for 
temporary practice under this subsection.

(b) Reciprocity. Notwithstanding any other provisions of 
this title, a federally related transaction shall not be 
appraised by a certified or licensed appraiser unless 
the State appraiser certifying or licensing agency of the 
State certifying or licensing such appraiser has in place 
a policy of issuing a reciprocal certification or license 
for an individual from another State when—

(1) the appraiser licensing and certification program 
of such other State is in compliance with the 
provisions of this title; and

(2) the appraiser holds a valid certification from a State 
whose requirements for certification or licensing 
meet or exceed the licensure standards established 
by the State where an individual seeks appraisal 
licensure.

(c) Supplemental funding. Funds available to the Federal 
financial institutions regulatory agencies may be 
made available to the Federal Financial Institutions 
Examination Council to support the Council’s 
functions under this title.
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(d) Prohibition against discrimination. Criteria established 
by the Federal financial institutions regulatory 
agencies, the Federal National Mortgage Association, 
the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, 
and the Resolution Trust Corporation for appraiser 
qualifications in addition to State certification or 
licensing may include education achieved, experience, 
sample appraisals, and references from prior clients. 
Membership in a nationally recognized professional 
appraisal organization may be a criteria considered, 
though lack of membership therein shall not be the 
sole bar against consideration for an assignment under 
these criteria.

(e) Other requirements. A corporation, partnership, or 
other business entity may provide appraisal services 
in connection with federally related transactions if 
such appraisal is prepared by individuals certified 
or licensed in accordance with the requirements of 
this title. An individual who is not a State certified or 
licensed appraiser may assist in the preparation of an 
appraisal if—

(1) the assistant is under the direct supervision of a 
licensed or certified individual; and

(2) the final appraisal document is approved and 
signed by an individual who is certified or licensed.

(f) Studies.

(1) Study. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall—

(A) conduct a study to determine whether real 
estate sales and financing information and 
data that is available to real estate appraisers 
in the States is sufficient to permit appraisers 
to properly estimate the values of properties in 
connection with federally related transactions; 
and

(B) study the feasibility and desirability of 
extending the provisions of this title to the 
function of personal property appraising and 
to personal property appraisers in connection 
with Federal financial and public policy 
interests.

(2) Report. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall— (A) 
report its findings to the Congress with respect 
to the study described in paragraph (1)(A) no later 
than 12 months after the date of the enactment 
of this title [enacted Aug. 9, 1989], and (B) report 
its findings with respect to the study described 
in paragraph (1) (B) to Congress not later than 
18 months after the date of the enactment of this 
title [enacted Aug. 9, 1989].

(g) Appraiser Independence Monitoring. The Appraisal 
Subcommittee shall monitor each State appraiser 
certifying and licensing agency for the purpose of 
determining whether such agency’s policies, practices, 
and procedures are consistent with the purposes of 
maintaining appraiser independence and whether 
such State has adopted and maintains effective 
laws, regulations, and policies aimed at maintaining 
appraiser independence.

(h) Approved Education. The Appraisal Subcommittee shall 
encourage the States to accept courses approved by 
the Appraiser Qualification Board’s Course Approval 
Program.

(i) Appraisal Complaint National Hotline. If, 6 months 
after the date of the enactment of this subsection, the 
Appraisal Subcommittee determines that no national 
hotline exists to receive complaints of non-compliance 
with appraisal independence standards and Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, including 
complaints from appraisers, individuals, or other 
entities concerning the improper influencing or 
attempted improper influencing of appraisers or the 
appraisal process, the Appraisal Subcommittee shall 
establish and operate such a national hotline, which 
shall include a toll-free telephone number and an 
email address. If the Appraisal Subcommittee operates 
such a national hotline, the Appraisal Subcommittee 
shall refer complaints for further action to appropriate 
governmental bodies, including a State appraiser 
certifying and licensing agency, a financial institution 
regulator, or other appropriate legal authorities. For 
complaints referred to State appraiser certifying 
and licensing agencies or to Federal regulators, the 
Appraisal Subcommittee shall have the authority 
to follow up such complaint referrals in order to 
determine the status of the resolution of the complaint.

§ 1123. Emergency exceptions for disaster areas
 [12 u.S.C. 3352]
(a) In general. Each Federal financial institutions 

regulatory agency may, by regulation or order, make 
exceptions to this title, and to standards prescribed 
pursuant to this title, for transactions involving 
institutions for which the agency is the primary 
Federal regulator with respect to real property located 
within a disaster area if the agency—

(1) makes the exception not later than 30 months 
after the date on which the President determines, 
pursuant to section 401 of the Robert T. Stafford 
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 
[42 USCS § 5170], that a major disaster exists in the 
area; and
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(2) determines that the exception—

(A) would facilitate recovery from the major 
disaster; and

(B) is consistent with safety and soundness.

(b) 3-year limit on exceptions. Any exception made under 
this section shall expire not later than 3 years after the 
date of the determination referred to in subsection (a)
(1).

(c) Publication required. Any Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agency shall publish in the Federal Register a 
statement that—

(1) describes any exception made under this section; 
and

(2) explains how the exception—

(A) would facilitate recovery from the major 
disaster; and

(B) is consistent with safety and soundness.

(d) “Disaster area” defined. For purposes of this section, 
the term “disaster area” means an area in which the 
President, pursuant to section 401 of the Robert T. 
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 
[42 USCS § 5170], has determined that a major disaster 
exists.

§ 1124. Appraisal Management Company 
Minimum requirements [12 u.S.C. 3353]
(a) In general. The Board of Governors of the Federal 

Reserve System, the Comptroller of the Currency, the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the National 
Credit Union Administration Board, the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency, and the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau shall jointly, by rule, establish 
minimum requirements to be applied by a State in the 
registration of appraisal management companies. 
Such requirements shall include a requirement that 
such companies—

(1) register with and be subject to supervision by a 
State appraiser certifying and licensing agency in 
each State in which such company operates;

(2) verify that only licensed or certified appraisers are 
used for federally related transactions;

(3) require that appraisals coordinated by an appraisal 
management company comply with the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice; and

(4) require that appraisals are conducted 
independently and free from inappropriate 
influence and coercion pursuant to the appraisal 
independence standards established under section 
129E of the Truth in Lending Act.

(b) Relation to State Law. Nothing in this section shall 
be construed to prevent States from establishing 
requirements in addition to any rules promulgated 
under subsection (a).

(c) Federally Regulated Financial Institutions. The 
requirements of subsection (a) shall apply to an 
appraisal management company that is a subsidiary 
owned and controlled by a financial institution and 
regulated by a Federal financial institution regulatory 
agency. An appraisal management company that 
is a subsidiary owned and controlled by a financial 
institution regulated by a Federal financial institution 
regulatory agency shall not be required to register with 
a State.

(d) Registration Limitations. An appraisal management 
company shall not be registered by a State or included 
on the national registry if such company, in whole 
or in part, directly or indirectly, is owned by any 
person who has had an appraiser license or certificate 
refused, denied, cancelled, surrendered in lieu of 
revocation, or revoked in any State. Additionally, 
each person that owns more than 10 percent of an 
appraisal management company shall be of good 
moral character, as determined by the State appraiser 
certifying and licensing agency, and shall submit to 
a background investigation carried out by the State 
appraiser certifying and licensing agency.

(e) Reporting. The Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System, the Comptroller of the Currency, 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the 
National Credit Union Administration Board, the 
Federal Housing Finance Agency, and the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau shall jointly promulgate 
regulations for the reporting of the activities of 
appraisal management companies to the Appraisal 
Subcommittee in determining the payment of the 
annual registry fee.

(f) Effective Date.

(1) In general. No appraisal management company 
may perform services related to a federally 
related transaction in a State after the date that is 
36 months after the date on which the regulations 
required to be prescribed under subsection (a) are 
prescribed in final form unless such company is 
registered with such State or subject to oversight by 
a Federal financial institutions regulatory agency.
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(2) Extension of Effective Date. Subject to the approval 
of the Council, the Appraisal Subcommittee 
may extend by an additional 12 months the 
requirements for the registration and supervision 
of appraisal management companies if it 
makes a written finding that a State has made 
substantial progress in establishing a State 
appraisal management company registration and 
supervision system that appears to conform with 
the provisions of this title.

§ 1125. Automated Valuation Models used to Estimate 
Collateral Value for Mortgage lending Purposes.
 [12 u.S.C. 3354]
(a) In general. Automated valuation models shall adhere to 

quality control standards designed to—

(1) ensure a high level of confidence in the estimates 
produced by automated valuation models;

(2) protect against the manipulation of data;

(3) seek to avoid conflicts of interest;

(4) require random sample testing and reviews; and

(5) account for any other such factor that the agencies 
listed in subsection (b) determine to be appropriate.

(b) Adoption of Regulations. The Board, the Comptroller 
of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, the National Credit Union 
Administration Board, the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency, and the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau, in consultation with the staff of the Appraisal 
Subcommittee and the Appraisal Standards Board 
of the Appraisal Foundation, shall promulgate 
regulations to implement the quality control standards 
required under this section.

(c) Enforcement. Compliance with regulations issued 
under this subsection shall be enforced by—

(1) with respect to a financial institution, or subsidiary 
owned and controlled by a financial institution 
and regulated by a Federal financial institution 
regulatory agency, the Federal financial institution 
regulatory agency that acts as the primary 
Federal supervisor of such financial institution or 
subsidiary; and

(2) with respect to other participants in the market for 
appraisals of 1-to-4 unit single family residential 
real estate, the Federal Trade Commission, the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and a State 
attorney general.

(d) Automated Valuation Model Defined. For purposes of this 
section, the term ‘automated valuation model’ means 
any computerized model used by mortgage originators 
and secondary market issuers to determine the 
collateral worth of a mortgage secured by a consumer’s 
principal dwelling.

§ 1126. Broker Price opinions [12 u.S.C. 3355]
(a) General Prohibition. In conjunction with the purchase of 

a consumer’s principal dwelling, broker price opinions 
may not be used as the primary basis to determine the 
value of a piece of property for the purpose of a loan 
origination of a residential mortgage loan secured by 
such piece of property.

(b) Broker Price Opinion Defined. For purposes of this 
section, the term ‘broker price opinion’ means an 
estimate prepared by a real estate broker, agent, or 
sales person that details the probable selling price of a 
particular piece of real estate property and provides a 
varying level of detail about the property’s condition, 
market, and neighborhood, and information on 
comparable sales, but does not include an automated 
valuation model, as defined in section 1125(c).

§ 1127. Exemption from Appraisals of real Estate 
located in rural Areas [12 u.S.C. 3356]
(a) Definitions. In this section—

(1) the term ‘mortgage originator’ has the meaning 
given the term in section 103 of the Truth in 
Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 1602); and

(2) the term ‘transaction value’ means the amount of 
a loan or extension of credit, including a loan or 
extension of credit that is part of a pool of loans or 
extensions of credit.

(b) Appraisal Not Required. Except as provided in 
subsection (d), notwithstanding any other provision of 
law, an appraisal in connection with a federally related 
transaction involving real property or an interest in 
real property is not required if—

(1) the real property or interest in real property is 
located in a rural area, as described in section 
1026.35(b) (2)(iv)(A) of title 12, Code of Federal 
Regulations;
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(2) not later than 3 days after the date on which the 
Closing Disclosure Form, made in accordance with 
the final rule of the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau entitled ‘Integrated Mortgage Disclosures 
Under the Real Estate Settlement Procedures 
Act (Regulation X) and the Truth in Lending Act 
(Regulation Z)’ (78 Fed. Reg. 79730 (December 31, 
2013)), relating to the federally related transaction 
is given to the consumer, the mortgage originator 
or its agent, directly or indirectly—

(A) has contacted not fewer than 3 State certified 
appraisers or State licensed appraisers, as 
applicable, on the mortgage originator’s 
approved appraiser list in the market area in 
accordance with part 226 of title 12, Code of 
Federal Regulations; and

(B) has documented that no State certified 
appraiser or State licensed appraiser, as 
applicable, was available within 5 business 
days beyond customary and reasonable fee and 
timeliness standards for comparable appraisal 
assignments, as documented by the mortgage 
originator or its agent;

(3) the transaction value is less than $400,000; and

(4) the mortgage originator is subject to oversight by a 
Federal financial institutions regulatory agency.

(c) Sale, Assignment, or Transfer. A mortgage originator that 
makes a loan without an appraisal under the terms 
of subsection (b) shall not sell, assign, or otherwise 
transfer legal title to the loan unless—

(1) the loan is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred 
to another person by reason of the bankruptcy or 
failure of the mortgage originator;

(2) the loan is sold, assigned, or otherwise transferred 
to another person regulated by a Federal financial 
institutions regulatory agency, so long as the loan 
is retained in portfolio by the person;

(3) the sale, assignment, or transfer is pursuant 
to a merger of the mortgage originator with 
another person or the acquisition of the mortgage 
originator by another person or of another person 
by the mortgage originator; or

(4) the sale, loan, or transfer is to a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the mortgage originator, provided 
that, after the sale, assignment, or transfer, the 
loan is considered to be an asset of the mortgage 
originator for regulatory accounting purposes.

(d) Exception. Subsection (b) shall not apply if—

(1) a Federal financial institutions regulatory agency 
requires an appraisal under section 225.63(c), 
323.3(c), 34.43(c), or 722.3(e) of title 12, Code of 
Federal Regulations; or

(2) the loan is a high-cost mortgage, as defined in 
section 103 of the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 
1602).

(e) Anti-Evasion. Each Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agency shall ensure that any mortgage 
originator that the Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agency oversees that makes a significant 
amount of loans under subsection (b) is complying 
with the requirements of subsection (b)(2) with respect 
to each loan.

Department of Housing and Urban 
Development Reform Act of 1989

§ 142 fhA operations [12 u.S.C. § 1708(g)]
(a) Appraisal standards.

(1) The Secretary shall prescribe standards for the 
appraisal of all property to be insured by the 
Federal Housing Administration. Such appraisals 
shall be performed in accordance with uniform 
standards, by individuals who have demonstrated 
competence and whose professional conduct is 
subject to effective supervision. These standards 
shall require at a minimum—

(A) that the appraisals of properties to be insured 
by the Federal Housing Administration shall 
be performed in accordance with generally 
accepted appraisal standards promulgated 
by the Appraisal Foundation a not-for-profit 
corporation established on November 30, 
1987 under the laws of Illinois; and

(B) that each appraisal is a written statement used 
in connection with a real estate transaction 
that is independently and impartially prepared 
by a licensed or certified appraiser setting forth 
an opinion of defined value of an adequately 
described property as of a specific date, 
supported by presentation and analysis of 
relevant market information.

(2) The Appraisal Subcommittee of the Federal 
Financial Institutions Examination Council shall 
include the Secretary or his designee.
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INtroDuCtIoN AND PurPoSE
Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, 
Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 as amended 
(Title XI) established the Appraisal Subcommittee 
of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination 
Council (ASC).1 The purpose of Title XI is to provide 
protection of Federal financial and public policy 
interests by upholding Title XI requirements 
for appraisals performed for federally related 
transactions. Specifically, those appraisals shall be 
performed in writing, in accordance with uniform 
standards, by individuals whose competency has 
been demonstrated and whose professional conduct 
will be subject to effective supervision.

Pursuant to Title XI, one of the ASC’s core functions 
is to monitor the requirements established by the 
States2 for certification and licensing of appraisers 
qualified to perform appraisals in connection with 
federally related transactions.3 Title XI as amended 
by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank Act)4 expanded 
the ASC’s core functions to include monitoring of 
the requirements established by States that elect to 
register and supervise the operations and activities of 
appraisal management companies5 (AMCs).6

1 The ASC Board is made up of seven members. Five members are designated by the heads of the FFIEC agencies (Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and 
National Credit Union Administration). The other two members are designated by the heads of the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
and the Federal Housing Finance Agency.

2 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “State.”
3 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “federally related transaction.”
4 Pub. L. 111-203, 124 Stat. 1376.
5 Title XI § 1103 (a)(1)(B), 12 U.S.C. § 3332.
6 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “appraisal management company” or AMC.
7 See Appendix A, Compliance Review Process.
8 The Dodd-Frank Act required the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation; National Credit Union Administration; Consumer Financial Protection Bureau; and Federal Housing Finance Agency to 
establish, by rule, minimum requirements to be imposed by a participating State appraiser certifying and licensing agency on AMCs doing business in 
the State. (Title XI § 1124 (a), 12 U.S.C. 3353(a)). Those rules were finalized and published on June 9, 2015, at 80 Federal Register 32658 with an effective date 
of August 10, 2015. (12 CFR 34.210 – 34.216; 12 CFR 225.190 – 225.196; 12 CFR 323.8 -323.14; 12 CFR 1222.20 – 1222.26).

9 These Policy Statements, adopted February 14, 2018, supersede all previous Policy Statements adopted by the ASC.

The ASC performs periodic Compliance Reviews7 of 
each State appraiser regulatory program (Appraiser 
Program) to determine compliance or lack thereof 
with Title XI, and to assess implementation of 
minimum requirements for credentialing of 
appraisers as adopted by the Appraiser Qualifications 
Board (The Real Property Appraiser Qualification 
Criteria or AQB Criteria). As a result of the Dodd-Frank 
Act amendments to Title XI, States with an AMC 
regulatory program (AMC Program) will be evaluated 
during the Compliance Review to determine 
compliance or lack thereof with Title XI, and to assess 
implementation of the minimum requirements 
for State registration and supervision of AMCs as 
established by the AMC Rule.8

The ASC is issuing these revised Policy Statements9 
in three parts to provide States with the necessary 
information to maintain their Appraiser Programs 
and AMC Programs in compliance with Title XI:

 ● Part A, Appraiser Program—Policy Statements 
1 through 7 correspond with the categories that 
are: (a) evaluated during the Appraiser Program 
Compliance Review; and (b) included in the ASC’s 
Compliance Review Report of the Appraiser Program.

 ● Part B, AMC Program—Policy Statements 8 through 
10 correspond with the categories that are: (a) 
evaluated during the AMC Program Compliance 
Review; and (b) included in the ASC’s Compliance 
Review Report of the AMC Program.

 ● Part C, Interim Sanctions—Policy Statement 12 sets 
forth required procedures in the event that interim 
sanctions are imposed against a State by the ASC for 
non-compliance in either the Appraiser Program or 
the AMC Program.
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Part A: Appraiser Program

10 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
11 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “State board.”

PolICY StAtEMENt 1

Statutes, Regulations, Policies and Procedures 
Governing State Appraiser Programs

A. State Regulatory Structure

Title XI requires the ASC to monitor each State 
appraiser certifying and licensing agency for the 
purpose of determining whether each such agency 
has in place policies, practices and procedures 
consistent with the requirements of Title XI.10 The 
ASC recognizes that each State may have legal, fiscal, 
regulatory or other factors that may influence the 
structure and organization of its Appraiser Program. 
Therefore, a State has flexibility to structure its 
Appraiser Program so long as it meets its Title XI-
related responsibilities.

States should maintain an organizational structure 
for appraiser certification, licensing and supervision 
that avoids conflicts of interest. A State agency 
may be headed by a board, commission or an 
individual. State board11 or commission members, 
or employees in policy or decision-making 
positions, should understand and adhere to State 
statutes and regulations governing performance of 
responsibilities consistent with the highest ethical 
standards for public service. In addition, Appraiser 
Programs using private entities or contractors should 
establish appropriate internal policies, procedures 
and safeguards to promote compliance with the State 
agency’s responsibilities under Title XI and these 
Policy Statements.

B. Funding and Staffing

The Dodd-Frank Act amended Title XI to require 
the ASC to determine whether States have 
sufficient funding and staffing to meet their Title 
XI requirements. Compliance with this provision 
requires that a State must provide its Appraiser 
Program with funding and staffing sufficient to carry 
out its Title XI-related duties. The ASC evaluates 
the sufficiency of funding and staffing as part of 
its review of all aspects of an Appraiser Program’s 
effectiveness, including the adequacy of State boards, 
committees, or commissions responsible for carrying 
out Title XI-related duties.

C. Minimum Criteria

Title XI requires States to adopt and/or implement 
all relevant AQB Criteria. Requirements established 
by a State for certified residential or certified general 
appraisers, as well as requirements established 
for licensed appraisers, trainee appraisers and 
supervisory appraisers must meet or exceed 
applicable AQB Criteria.

D. Federally Recognized Appraiser Classifications

 State Certified Appraisers

“State certified appraisers” means those individuals 
who have satisfied the requirements for residential 
or general certification in a State whose criteria 
for certification meet or exceed the applicable 
minimum AQB Criteria. Permitted scope of practice 
and designation for State certified residential or 
certified general appraisers must be consistent with 
State and Federal laws, including regulations and 
supplementary guidance.
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State Licensed Appraisers

“State licensed appraisers” means those individuals 
who have satisfied the requirements for licensing in 
a State whose criteria for licensing meet or exceed the 
applicable minimum AQB Criteria. The permitted 
scope of practice and designation for State licensed 
appraisers must be consistent with State and Federal 
laws, including regulations and supplementary 
guidance.

Trainee Appraisers

“Trainee appraisers” means those individuals who 
have satisfied the requirements for credentialing 
in a State whose criteria for credentialing meet or 
exceed the applicable minimum AQB Criteria. Any 
minimum qualification requirements established 
by a State for individuals in the position of “trainee 
appraiser” or “supervisory appraiser” must meet 
or exceed the applicable minimum AQB Criteria. 
ASC staff will evaluate State designations such 
as “registered appraiser,” “apprentice appraiser,” 
“provisional appraiser,” or any other similar 
designation to determine if, in substance, such 
designation is consistent with a “trainee appraiser” 
designation and, therefore, administered to comply 
with Title XI. The permitted scope of practice and 
designation for trainee appraisers must be consistent 
with State and Federal laws, including regulations 
and supplementary guidance.

Any State or Federal agency may impose 
additional appraiser qualification requirements 
for trainee, State licensed, certified residential or 
certified general classifications, if they consider 
such requirements necessary to carry out their 
responsibilities under Federal and/or State 
statutes and regulations, so long as the additional 
qualification requirements do not preclude 
compliance with AQB Criteria.

E. Non-federally Recognized Credentials

States using non-federally recognized credentials 
or designations12 must ensure that they are easily 
distinguished from the federally recognized 
credentials.

12 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “non-federally recognized credentials or designations.”
13 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.”

F. Appraisal Standards

Title XI and the Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agencies’ regulations mandate that all 
appraisals performed in connection with federally 
related transactions be in written form, prepared 
in accordance with generally accepted appraisal 
standards as promulgated by the Appraisal Standards 
Board (ASB) in the Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice (USPAP), and be subject to 
appropriate review for compliance with USPAP.13 
States that have incorporated USPAP into State 
law should ensure that statutes or regulations are 
updated timely to adopt the current version of USPAP, 
or if State law allows, automatically incorporate the 
latest version of USPAP as it becomes effective. States 
should consider ASB Advisory Opinions, Frequently 
Asked Questions, and other written guidance issued 
by the ASB regarding interpretation and application 
of USPAP.

Any State or Federal agency may impose additional 
appraisal standards if they consider such standards 
necessary to carry out their responsibilities, so 
long as additional appraisal standards do not 
preclude compliance with USPAP or the Federal 
financial institutions regulatory agencies’ appraisal 
regulations for work performed for federally related 
transactions.
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The Federal financial institutions regulatory 
agencies’ appraisal regulations define “appraisal” 
and identify which real estate-related financial 
transactions require the services of a State certified 
or licensed appraiser. These regulations define 
“appraisal” as a “written statement independently 
and impartially prepared by a qualified appraiser 
setting forth an opinion as to the market value of 
an adequately described property as of a specific 
date(s) supported by the presentation and analysis of 
relevant market information.” Per these regulations, 
an appraiser performing an appraisal review which 
includes the reviewer providing his or her own 
opinion of value constitutes an appraisal. Under 
these same regulations, an appraisal review that does 
not include the reviewer providing his or her own 
opinion of value does not constitute an appraisal. 
Therefore, under the Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agencies’ regulations, only those 
transactions that involve appraisals for federally 
related transactions require the services of a State 
certified or licensed appraiser.

G. Exemptions

Title XI and the Federal financial institutions 
regulatory agencies’ regulations specifically require 
the use of State certified or licensed appraisers 
in connection with the appraisal of certain real 
estate-related financial transactions.14 A State may 
not exempt any individual or group of individuals 
from meeting the State’s certification or licensing 
requirements if the individual or group member 
performs an appraisal when Federal statutes 
and regulations require the use of a certified or 
licensed appraiser.

14 Title XI § 1112, 12 U.S.C. § 3341; Title XI § 1113, 12 U.S.C. § 3342; Title XI § 1114, 12 U.S.C. § 3343.
15 Title XI § 1101, 12 U.S.C. § 3331; Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.
16 Title XI §§ 1116 (a), (c) and (e), 12 U.S.C. § 3345; Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
17 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
18 Id; Title XI § 1118 (b), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
19 Title XI §§ 1116 (a), (c) and (e), 12 U.S.C. § 3345; Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; Title XI § 1113, 12 U.S.C. § 3342; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification 

Criteria.

For example, an individual who has been exempted 
by the State from its appraiser certification or 
licensing requirements because he or she is an officer, 
director, employee or agent of a federally regulated 
financial institution would not be permitted to 
perform an appraisal in connection with a federally 
related transaction.

H. ASC Staff Attendance at State Board Meetings

The efficacy of the ASC’s Compliance Review 
process rests on the ASC’s ability to obtain reliable 
information about all areas of a State’s Appraiser 
Program. ASC staff regularly attends open State 
board meetings as part of the on-site Compliance 
Review process. States are expected to make available 
for review by ASC staff minutes of closed meetings 
and executive sessions. States are encouraged to 
allow ASC staff to attend closed and executive 
sessions of State board meetings where such 
attendance would not violate State law or regulation 
or be inconsistent with other legal obligations of 
the State board. ASC staff is obligated to protect 
information obtained during the Compliance Review 
process concerning the privacy of individuals and 
any confidential matters.

I. Summary of Requirements

1. States must require that appraisals be performed 
in accordance with the latest version of USPAP.15

2. States must, at a minimum, adopt and/or 
implement all relevant AQB Criteria.16

3. States must have policies, practices and procedures 
consistent with Title XI.17

4. States must have funding and staffing sufficient to 
carry out their Title XI-related duties.18

5. States must use proper designations and permitted 
scope of practice for certified residential; certified 
general; licensed; and trainee classifications.19
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6. State board members, and any persons in policy 
or decision-making positions, must perform their 
responsibilities consistent with Title XI.20

7. States’ certification and licensing requirements 
must meet the minimum requirements set forth 
in Title XI.21

8. State requirements for trainee appraisers and 
supervisory appraisers must meet or exceed the 
AQB Criteria.

9. State agencies must be granted adequate authority 
by the State to maintain an effective regulatory 
Appraiser Program in compliance with Title XI.22

PolICY StAtEMENt 2

Temporary Practice

A. Requirement for Temporary Practice

Title XI requires State agencies to recognize, on a 
temporary basis, the certification or license of an out- 
of-State appraiser entering the State for the purpose of 
completing an appraisal assignment23 for a federally 
related transaction. States are not, however, required 
to grant temporary practice permits to trainee 
appraisers. The out-of-State appraiser must register 
with the State agency in the State of temporary 
practice (Host State). A State may determine the 
process necessary for “registration” provided such 
process complies with Title XI and does not impose 
“excessive fees or burdensome requirements,” as 
determined by the ASC.24 Thus, a credentialed 
appraiser25 from State A has a statutory right to enter 
State B (the Host State) to perform an assignment 
concerning a federally related transaction, so long 
as the appraiser registers with the State agency in 
State B prior to performing the assignment. Though 
Title XI contemplates reasonably free movement of 
credentialed appraisers across State lines, an out-of-
State appraiser must comply with the Host State’s 
real estate appraisal statutes and regulations and is 

20 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
21 Title XI §§ 1116 (a), (c) and (e), 12 U.S.C. § 3345.
22 Title XI § 1118 (b), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
23 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “assignment.”
24 Title XI § 1122 (a) (2), 12 U.S.C. § 3351.
25 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “credentialed appraisers.”
26 Title XI § 1122 (a) (2), 12 U.S.C. § 3351.
27 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “home State agency.”

subject to the Host State’s full regulatory jurisdiction. 
States should utilize the National Registry of 
Appraisers to verify credential status on applicants 
for temporary practice.

B. Excessive Fees or Burdensome Requirements

Title XI prohibits States from imposing excessive fees 
or burdensome requirements, as determined by the 
ASC, for temporary practice.26 Adherence by State 
agencies to the following mandates and prohibitions 
will deter the imposition of excessive fees or 
burdensome requirements.

Host State agencies must:

a. issue temporary practice permits on an 
assignment basis;

b. issue temporary practice permits within five 
business days of receipt of a completed application, 
or notify the applicant and document the file as to 
the circumstances justifying delay or other action;

c. issue temporary practice permits designating the 
permit’s effective date;

d. take regulatory responsibility for a temporary 
practitioner’s unethical, incompetent and/or 
fraudulent practices performed while in the State;

e. notify the appraiser’s home State agency27 in the 
case of disciplinary action concerning a temporary 
practitioner;

f. allow at least one temporary practice permit 
extension through a streamlined process;

g. track all temporary practice permits using 
a permit log which includes the name of the 
applicant, date application received, date 
completed application received, date of issuance, 
and date of expiration, if any (States are strongly 
encouraged to maintain this information in an 
electronic, sortable format); and

h. maintain documentation sufficient to 
demonstrate compliance with this Policy 
Statement.
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Host State agencies may not:

a. limit the valid time period of a temporary practice 
permit to less than 6 months (unless the applicant 
requests a specific end date and the applicant is 
allowed an extension if required to complete the 
assignment, the applicant’s credential is no longer 
in active status during that period of time);

b. limit an appraiser to one temporary practice 
permit per calendar year;28

c. charge a temporary practice permit fee exceeding 
$250, including one extension fee;

d. impose State appraiser qualification requirements 
for education, experience and/or exam upon 
temporary practitioners;

e. require temporary practitioners to obtain a 
certification or license in the State of temporary 
practice;

f. require temporary practitioners to affiliate with an 
in-State licensed or certified appraiser;

g. refuse to register licensed or certified appraisers 
seeking temporary practice in a State that does not 
have a licensed or certified level credential; or

h. prohibit temporary practice.

Home State agencies may not:

a. delay the issuance of a written “letter of good 
standing” or similar document for more than five 
business days after receipt of a request; or

b. fail to consider and, if appropriate, take 
disciplinary action when one of its certified or 
licensed appraisers is disciplined by another State.

C. Summary of Requirements

1. States must recognize, on a temporary basis, 
appraiser credentials issued by another State if 
the property to be appraised is part of a federally 
related transaction.29

28 State agencies may establish by statute or regulation a policy that places reasonable limits on the number of times an out-of-State certified or licensed 
appraiser may exercise his or her temporary practice rights in a given year. If such a policy is not established, a State agency may choose not to honor an 
out-of-State certified or licensed appraiser’s temporary practice rights if it has made a determination that the appraiser is abusing his or her temporary 
practice rights and is regularly engaging in real estate appraisal services within the State.

29 Title XI § 1122 (a) (1), 12 U.S.C. § 3351.
30 Title XI § 1122 (a) (2), 12 U.S.C. § 3351.
31 Title XI § 1103 (a) (3), 12 U.S.C. § 3332.
32 Title XI § 1109, Roster of State certified or licensed appraisers; authority to collect and transmit fees, requires the ASC to consider at least once every 5 years 

whether to adjust the dollar amount of the registry fees to account for inflation. (Title XI § 1109 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3338).

2. States must adhere to mandates, prohibitions and 
documentation requirements as set forth above in 
Section B above, titled Excessive Fees or Burdensome 
Requirements.30

PolICY StAtEMENt 3

National Registry of Appraisers 
(Appraiser Registry)

A. Requirements for the Appraiser Registry

Title XI requires the ASC to maintain a National 
Registry of State certified and licensed appraisers 
who are eligible to perform appraisals in federally 
related transactions.31 Title XI further requires the 
States to transmit to the ASC: (1) a roster listing 
individuals who have received a State certification or 
license in accordance with Title XI; (2) reports on the 
issuance and renewal of licenses and certifications, 
sanctions, disciplinary actions, revocations and 
suspensions; and (3) the registry fee as set by 
the ASC32 from individuals who have received 
certification or licensing. States must notify the ASC 
as soon as practicable if a credential holder listed 
on the Appraiser Registry does not qualify for the 
credential held.

Roster and registry fee requirements apply to all 
individuals who receive State certifications or 
licenses, originally or by reciprocity, whether or not 
the individuals are, in fact, performing or planning to 
perform appraisals in federally related transactions. 
If an appraiser is certified or licensed in more than 
one State, the appraiser is required to be on each 
State’s roster of certified or licensed appraisers, and 
a registry fee is due from each State in which the 
appraiser is certified or licensed.
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Only AQB-compliant certified and licensed 
appraisers in active status on the Appraiser Registry 
are eligible to perform appraisals in connection with 
federally related transactions. Only those appraisers 
whose registry fees have been transmitted to the ASC 
will be eligible to be on the Appraiser Registry for the 
period subsequent to payment of the fee.

Some States may give State certified or licensed 
appraisers an option to not pay the registry fee. If a 
State certified or licensed appraiser chooses not to 
pay the registry fee, then the Appraiser Program must 
ensure that any potential user of that appraiser’s 
services is aware that the appraiser is not eligible to 
perform appraisals for federally related transactions. 
The Appraiser Program must place a conspicuous 
notice directly on the face of any evidence of the 
appraiser’s authority to appraise stating, “Not Eligible 
To Appraise Federally Related Transactions,” and the 
appraiser must not be listed in active status on the 
Appraiser Registry.

The ASC extranet application allows States to update 
their appraiser credential information directly to 
the Appraiser Registry. Only Authorized Registry 
Officials are allowed to request access for their State 
personnel (see section C below). The ASC will issue 
a User Name and Password to the designated State 
personnel responsible for that State’s Appraiser 
Registry entries. Designated State personnel are 
required to protect the right of access, and not share 
their User Name or Password with anyone. States 
must adopt and implement a written policy to protect 
the right of access, as well as the ASC issued User 
Name and Password. The ASC will provide detailed 
specifications regarding the data elements on the 
Appraiser Registry.

B. Registry Fee and Invoicing Policies

Each State must remit to the ASC the annual 
registry fee, as set by the ASC, for State certified or 
licensed appraisers within the State to be listed on 
the Appraiser Registry. Requests to prorate refunds 
or partial-year registrations will not be granted. If 
a State collects multiple-year fees for multiple-year 
certifications or licenses, the State may choose to 
remit to the ASC the total amount of the multiple-
year registry fees or the equivalent annual fee 
amount. The ASC will, however, record appraisers 
on the Appraiser Registry only for the number of 
years for which the ASC has received payment. 
Nonpayment by a State of an appraiser’s registry 
fee may result in the status of that appraiser being 
listed as “inactive.” States must reconcile and pay 
registry invoices in a timely manner (45 calendar 
days after the invoice date). When a State’s failure 
to pay a past due invoice results in appraisers being 
listed as inactive, the ASC will not change those 
appraisers back to active status until payment is 
received from the State. An inactive status on the 
Appraiser Registry, for whatever the reason, renders 
an appraiser ineligible to perform appraisals in 
connection with federally related transactions.

C. Access to Appraiser Registry Data

The ASC website provides free access to the public 
portion of the Appraiser Registry at www.asc.gov. 
The public portion of the Appraiser Registry data 
may be downloaded using predefined queries or user-
customized applications.

Access to the full database, which includes 
non-public data (e.g., certain disciplinary action 
information), is restricted to authorized State and 
Federal regulatory agencies. States must designate 
a senior official, such as an executive director, to 
serve as the State’s Authorized Registry Official, and 
provide to the ASC, in writing, information regarding 
the designated Authorized Registry Official. States 
must ensure that the authorization information 
provided to the ASC is updated and accurate.
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D. Information Sharing

Information sharing (routine exchange of certain 
information among lenders, governmental entities, 
State agencies and the ASC) is essential for carrying 
out the purposes of Title XI. Title XI requires the ASC, 
any other Federal agency or instrumentality, or any 
federally recognized entity to report any action of a 
State certified or licensed appraiser that is contrary 
to the purposes of Title XI to the appropriate State 
agency for disposition. The ASC believes that full 
implementation of this Title XI requirement is vital 
to the integrity of the system of State appraiser 
regulation. States are encouraged to develop and 
maintain procedures for sharing of information 
among themselves.

The Appraiser Registry’s value and usefulness are 
largely dependent on the quality and frequency 
of State data submissions. Accurate and frequent 
data submissions from all States are necessary to 
maintain an up-to-date Appraiser Registry. States 
must submit appraiser data in a secure format to the 
ASC at least monthly. If there are no changes to the 
data, the State agency must notify the ASC of that fact 
in writing. States are encouraged to submit data as 
frequently as possible.

33 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “disciplinary action.”
34 Id.
35 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
36 Id.
37 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; Title XI § 1109 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3338.
38 Id.
39 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.

States must report all disciplinary action33 taken 
against an appraiser to the ASC via the extranet 
application within 5 business days after the 
disciplinary action is final, as determined by State 
law.34 States not reporting via the extranet application 
must provide, in writing to the ASC, a description 
of the circumstances preventing compliance with 
this requirement.35 For the most serious disciplinary 
actions (i.e., voluntary surrenders, suspensions 
and revocations, or any action that interrupts a 
credential holder’s ability to practice), the appraiser’s 
status must be changed on the Appraiser Registry to 
“inactive,” thereby making the appraiser ineligible to 
perform appraisals for federally related transactions 
or other transactions requiring the use of State 
certified or licensed appraisers.36

Title XI also contemplates the reasonably free 
movement of certified and licensed appraisers across 
State lines. This freedom of movement assumes, 
however, that certified and licensed appraisers are, in 
all cases, held accountable and responsible for their 
actions while performing appraisal activities.

E. Summary of Requirements

1. States must reconcile and pay registry invoices 
in a timely manner (45 calendar days after the 
invoice date).37

2. States must report all disciplinary action taken 
against an appraiser to the ASC via the extranet 
application within 5 business days after the 
disciplinary action is final, as determined by 
State law.38

3. States not reporting via the extranet application 
must provide, in writing to the ASC, a description 
of the circumstances preventing compliance with 
this requirement.39
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4. For the most serious disciplinary actions 
(i.e., voluntary surrenders, suspensions and 
revocations, or any action that interrupts a 
credential holder’s ability to practice), the 
appraiser’s status must be changed on the 
Appraiser Registry to “inactive,” thereby making 
the appraiser ineligible to perform appraisals 
for federally related transactions or other 
transactions requiring the use of State certified or 
licensed appraisers.40

5. States must designate a senior official, such as an 
executive director, who will serve as the State’s 
Authorized Registry Official, and provide to 
the ASC, in writing, information regarding the 
selected Authorized Registry Official, and any 
individual(s) authorized to act on their behalf.41

6. States must ensure that the authorization 
information provided to the ASC is updated and 
accurate.42

7. States must adopt and implement a written policy 
to protect the right of access to the Appraiser 
Registry, as well as the ASC issued User Name and 
Password.43

8. States must ensure the accuracy of all data 
submitted to the Appraiser Registry.44

9. States must submit appraiser data (other than 
discipline) to the ASC at least monthly. If a State’s 
data does not change during the month, the 
State agency must notify the ASC of that fact in 
writing.45

10. If a State certified or licensed appraiser chooses 
not to pay the registry fee, the State must ensure 
that any potential user of that appraiser’s 
services is aware that the appraiser’s certificate 
or license is limited to performing appraisals 
only in connection with nonfederally related 
transactions.46

40 Id.
41 Id.
42 Id.
43 Id.
44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Id.
47 Includes applications for credentialing of trainee, licensed, certified residential or certified general classifications.

PolICY StAtEMENt 4

Application Process
AQB Criteria sets forth the minimum education, 
experience and examination requirements 
applicable to all States for credentialing of real 
property appraisers (certified, licensed, trainee and 
supervisory). In the application process, States must, 
at a minimum, employ a reliable means of validating 
both education and experience credit claimed by 
applicants for credentialing.47 Effective January 
1, 2017, AQB Criteria also requires States to assess 
whether an applicant for a real property appraiser 
credential possesses a background that would not 
call into question public trust. The basis for such 
assessment shall be a matter left to the individual 
States, and must, at a minimum, be documented to 
the file.

A. Processing of Applications

States must process applications in a consistent, 
equitable and well-documented manner. 
Applications for credentialing should be timely 
processed by State agencies (within 90 calendar days 
after receipt of a completed application). Any delay 
in the processing of applications must be sufficiently 
documented in the file to explain the delay. States 
must ensure appraiser credential applications 
submitted for processing do not contain invalid 
examinations as established by AQB Criteria.

States must obtain and maintain sufficient relevant 
documentation pertaining to an application for 
issuance, upgrade and renewal of a credential 
so as to enable understanding of the facts and 
determinations in the matter and the reasons for 
those determinations. Documentation must include:

1. Application receipt date;

2. Education;

3. Experience;

4. Examination;
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5. Continuing education; and

6. Any administrative or disciplinary action taken in 
connection with the application process, including 
results of any continuing education audit.

B. Qualifying Education for Initial or Upgrade 
Applications

States must verify that:

1. the applicant’s claimed education courses are 
acceptable under AQB Criteria; and

2. the applicant has successfully completed courses 
consistent with AQB Criteria for the appraiser 
credential sought.

States may not accept an affidavit for claimed 
qualifying education from applicants for any 
federally recognized credential.48 States must 
maintain adequate documentation to support 
verification of education claimed by applicants.

C. Continuing Education for Reinstatement and 
Renewal Applications

1. Reinstatement Applications

States must verify that:

1. the applicant’s claimed continuing education 
courses are acceptable under AQB Criteria; and

2. the applicant has successfully completed all 
continuing education consistent with AQB Criteria 
for reinstatement of the appraiser credential 
sought.

States may not accept an affidavit for continuing 
education claimed from applicants for reinstatement. 
Applicants for reinstatement must submit 
documentation to support claimed continuing 
education and States must maintain adequate 
documentation to support verification of claimed 
education.

48 If a State accepts education-related affidavits from applicants for initial licensure in any non-certified classification, upon the appraiser’s application 
to upgrade to a certified classification, the State must require documentation to support the appraiser’s educational qualification for the certified 
classification, not just the incremental amount of education required to move from the non-certified to the certified classification. This requirement 
applies to all federally recognized credentials.

2. Renewal Applications

States must ensure that continuing education 
courses for renewal of an appraiser credential are 
consistent with AQB Criteria and that continuing 
education hours required for renewal of an appraiser 
credential were completed consistent with AQB 
Criteria. States may accept affidavits for continuing 
education credit claimed for credential renewal so 
long as the State implements a reliable validation 
procedure that adheres to the following objectives 
and requirements:

a. Validation Objectives

The State’s validation procedures must be structured 
to permit acceptable projections of the sample 
results to the entire population of subject appraisers. 
Therefore, the sample must include an adequate 
number of affidavits selected from each federally 
recognized credential level to have a reasonable 
chance of identifying appraisers who fail to comply 
with AQB Criteria, and the sample must include a 
statistically relevant representation of the appraiser 
population being sampled.

b. Minimum Standards

1. Validation must include a prompt post-approval 
audit. Each audit of an affidavit for continuing 
education credit claimed must be completed 
within 60 business days from the date the 
credential is scheduled for renewal (based on 
the credential’s expiration date). To ensure the 
audit is a statistically relevant representation, a 
sampling of credentials that were renewed after 
the scheduled expiration date and/or beyond the 
date the sample was selected, must also be audited 
to ensure that a credential holder may not avoid 
being selected for a continuing education audit by 
renewing early or late.

2. States must audit the continuing education-
related affidavit for each credentialed appraiser 
selected in the sampling procedure.

3. States must determine that education courses 
claimed conform to AQB Criteria and that the 
appraiser successfully completed each course.
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4. When a State determines that an appraiser’s 
continuing education does not meet AQB Criteria, 
and the appraiser has failed to complete any 
remedial action offered, the State must take 
appropriate action to suspend the appraiser’s 
eligibility to perform appraisals in federally 
related transactions until such time that 
the requisite continuing education has been 
completed. The State must notify the ASC within 
five (5) business days after taking such action in 
order for the appraiser’s record on the Appraiser 
Registry to be updated appropriately.

5. If a State determines that a renewal applicant 
knowingly falsely attested to completing the 
continuing education required by AQB Criteria, 
the State must take appropriate administrative 
and/ or disciplinary action and report such action, 
if deemed to be discipline, to the ASC within five 
(5) business days.

6. If more than ten percent of the audited appraisers 
fail to meet the AQB Criteria, the State must 
take remedial action49 to address the apparent 
weakness of its affidavit process. The ASC will 
determine on a case-by-case basis whether 
remedial actions are effective and acceptable.

7. In the case of a renewal being processed after 
the credential’s expiration date, but within the 
State’s allowed grace period for a late renewal, the 
State must establish a reliable process to audit 
affidavits for continuing education (e.g., requiring 
documentation of all continuing education).

c. Documentation

States must maintain adequate documentation to 
support its affidavit renewal and audit procedures 
and actions.

49 For example:

(1) a State may conduct an additional audit using a higher percentage of audited appraisers; or

(2) a State may publicly post action taken to sanction non-compliant appraisers to increase awareness in the appraiser community of the importance of 
compliance with continuing education requirements.

50 See Policy Statement 1D and E for discussion of “federally recognized credential” and “non-federally recognized credential.” If prior to July 1, 2013, a 
State accepted experience-related affidavits from applicants for initial licensure in any non-certified classification, upon the appraiser’s application 
to upgrade to a certified classification, the State must require experience documentation to support the appraiser’s qualification for the certified 
classification, not just the incremental amount of experience required to move from the non-certified to the certified classification. For example, 
if a State accepted an experience affidavit from an appraiser to support the appraiser’s initial hours to qualify for the licensed classification, and 
subsequently that appraiser applies to upgrade to the certified residential classification, the State must require documentation to support the full 
experience hours required for the certified residential classification, not just the difference in hours between the two classifications.

d. List of Education Courses

To promote accountability, the ASC encourages 
States accepting affidavits for continuing education 
credit claimed for credential renewal to require that 
the appraiser provide a list of courses to support 
the affidavit.

D. Experience for Initial or Upgrade Applications

States must ensure that appraiser experience logs 
conform to AQB Criteria. States may not accept an 
affidavit for experience credit claimed by applicants 
for any federally recognized credential.50

1. Validation Required

States must implement a reliable validation 
procedure to verify that each applicant’s experience 
meets AQB Criteria, including but not limited to, 
being USPAP compliant and containing the required 
number of hours and months.

2. Validation Procedures, Objectives and Requirements

a. Experience Hours Validation

States must determine the hours and time period 
claimed on the experience log are accurate. Appraiser 
Program staff or State board members must select 
the work product to validate the experience hours 
claimed; applicants may not have any role in this 
selection process.

b. USPAP Compliance
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States must analyze a representative sample of 
the applicant’s work product for compliance with 
USPAP. For appraisal experience to be acceptable 
under AQB Criteria, it must be USPAP compliant. 
States must exercise due diligence in determining 
whether submitted documentation of experience 
or work product demonstrates compliance with 
USPAP. Persons analyzing work product for USPAP 
compliance must be knowledgeable about appraisal 
practice and USPAP, and States must be able to 
document how such persons are so qualified.

c. Determination of Experience Time Periods

Experience time periods must conform to 
requirements set forth in the AQB Criteria for the 
credential sought.

d. Supporting Documentation

States must maintain adequate documentation 
to support validation methods. The applicant’s 
file, either electronic or paper, must include the 
information necessary to identify each appraisal 
assignment selected to validate the experience 
hours claimed and each appraisal assignment 
analyzed by the State for USPAP compliance, notes, 
letters and/or reports prepared by the official(s) 
evaluating the report for USPAP compliance, 
and any correspondence exchanged with the 
applicant regarding the appraisals submitted. This 
supporting documentation may be discarded upon 
the completion of the first ASC Compliance Review 
performed after the credential issuance or denial for 
that applicant.

E. Examination

States must ensure that an appropriate AQB-
approved qualifying examination is administered 
for each of the federally recognized appraiser 
classifications requiring an examination.

51 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
52 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.
53 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
54 Id.
55 Id.
56 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
57 Id.
58 Id.
59 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.

F. Summary of Requirements

Processing of Applications

1. States must process applications in a consistent, 
equitable and well-documented manner.51

2. States must ensure appraiser credential 
applications submitted for processing do not 
contain invalid examinations as established by 
AQB Criteria.52

3. States must obtain and maintain sufficient 
relevant documentation pertaining to an 
application for issuance, upgrade or renewal of a 
credential so as to enable understanding of the 
facts and determinations in the matter and the 
reasons for those determinations.53

Education

1. States must verify that the applicant’s claimed 
education courses are acceptable under AQB 
Criteria, whether for initial credentialing, 
renewal, upgrade or reinstatement.54

2. States must verify that the applicant has 
successfully completed courses consistent with 
AQB Criteria for the appraiser credential sought, 
whether for initial credentialing, renewal, 
upgrade or reinstatement.55

3. States must maintain adequate documentation to 
support verification.56

4. States may not accept an affidavit for education 
claimed from applicants for any federally 
recognized credential.57

5. States may not accept an affidavit for continuing 
education claimed from applicants for 
reinstatement.58

6. States may accept affidavits for continuing 
education credit claimed for credential renewal so 
long as the State implements a reliable validation 
procedure.59
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7. Audits of affidavits for continuing education 
credit claimed must be completed within sixty 
(60) business days from the date the credential is 
scheduled for renewal (based on the credential’s 
expiration date).60

8. In the case of a renewal being processed after 
the credential’s expiration date, but within the 
State’s allowed grace period for a late renewal, the 
State must establish a reliable process to audit 
affidavits for continuing education (e.g., requiring 
documentation of all continuing education).61

9. States are required to take remedial action when 
it is determined that more than ten percent of 
audited appraiser’s affidavits for continuing 
education credit claimed fail to meet the 
minimum AQB Criteria.62

10. States are required to take appropriate 
administrative and/or disciplinary action when it 
is determined that an applicant knowingly falsely 
attested to completing continuing education.63

11. When a State determines that an appraiser’s 
continuing education does not meet AQB Criteria, 
and the appraiser has failed to complete any 
remedial action offered, the State must take 
appropriate action to suspend the appraiser’s 
eligibility to perform appraisals in federally 
related transactions until such time that 
the requisite continuing education has been 
completed.

The State must notify the ASC within five (5) 
business days after taking such action in order for 
the appraiser’s record on the Appraiser Registry to be 
updated appropriately.64

60 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
61 Id.
62 Id.
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.
67 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
68 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.
73 Id.

Experience

1. States may not accept an affidavit for experience 
credit claimed from applicants for any federally 
recognized credential.65

2. States must ensure that appraiser experience logs 
conform to AQB Criteria.66

3. States must use a reliable means of validating 
appraiser experience claims on all initial or 
upgrade applications for appraiser credentialing.67

4. States must select the work product to validate the 
experience hours claimed on all initial or upgrade 
applications for appraiser credentialing.68

5. States must analyze a representative sample of 
the applicant’s work product for compliance with 
USPAP on all initial or upgrade applications for 
appraiser credentialing.69

6. States must exercise due diligence in determining 
whether submitted documentation of experience 
or work product demonstrates compliance with 
USPAP on all initial or upgrade applications for 
appraiser credentialing.70

7. Persons analyzing work product for USPAP 
compliance must be knowledgeable about 
appraisal practice and USPAP, and States must 
be able to document how such persons are so 
qualified.71

8. Experience time periods must conform to 
requirements set forth in the AQB Criteria for the 
credential sought.72

Examination

1. States must ensure that an appropriate AQB-
approved qualifying examination is administered 
for each of the federally recognized credentials 
requiring an examination.73
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PolICY StAtEMENt 5

Reciprocity

A. Reciprocity Policy

Title XI contemplates the reasonably free movement 
of certified and licensed appraisers across State 
lines. The ASC monitors Appraiser Programs for 
compliance with the reciprocity provision of Title XI 
as amended by the Dodd-Frank Act.74 Title XI requires 
that in order for a State’s appraisers to be eligible to 
perform appraisals for federally related transactions, 
the State must have a policy in place for issuing 
reciprocal credentials IF:

a. the appraiser is coming from a State (Home State) 
that is “in compliance” with Title XI as determined 
by the ASC; AND

b. (i) the appraiser holds a valid credential from the 
Home State; AND

(ii) the credentialing requirements of the Home 
State75 meet or exceed those of the reciprocal 
credentialing State (Reciprocal State).76

An appraiser relying on a credential from a State that 
does not have such a policy in place may not perform 
appraisals for federally related transactions. A State 
may be more lenient in the issuance of reciprocal 
credentials by implementing a more open door 
policy. However, States cannot impose additional 
impediments to obtaining reciprocal credentials.

For purposes of implementing the reciprocity 
policy, States with an ASC Finding77 of “Poor” do not 
satisfy the “in compliance” provision for reciprocity. 
Therefore, States are not required to recognize, for 
purposes of granting a reciprocal credential, the 
license or certification of an appraiser credentialed in 
a State with an ASC Finding of “Poor.”

B. Application of Reciprocity Policy

The following examples illustrate application of 
reciprocity in a manner that complies with Title XI. 
The examples refer to the reciprocity policy requiring 
issuance of a reciprocal credential IF:

74 Title XI § 1122 (b), 12 U.S.C. § 3351.
75 As they exist at the time of application for reciprocal credential.
76 Id.
77 See Appendix A, Compliance Review Process, for an explanation of ASC Findings.

a. the appraiser is coming from a State that is “in 
compliance”; AND

b. (i) the appraiser holds a valid credential from that 
State; AND

(ii) the credentialing requirements of that State (as 
they currently exist) meet or exceed those of the 
reciprocal credentialing State (as they currently 
exist).

Example 1. Additional Requirements Imposed on 
Applicants

State A requires that prior to issuing a reciprocal 
credential the applicant must certify that 
disciplinary proceedings are not pending against 
that applicant in any jurisdiction. Under b (ii) above, 
if this requirement is not imposed on all of its 
own applicants for credentialing, STATE A cannot 
impose this requirement on applicants for reciprocal 
credentialing.

Example 2. Credentialing Requirements

An appraiser is seeking a reciprocal credential in 
STATE A. The appraiser holds a valid credential in 
STATE Z, even though it was issued in 2007. This 
satisfies b (i) above. However, in order to satisfy b (ii), 
STATE A would evaluate STATE Z’s credentialing 
requirements as they currently exist to determine 
whether they meet or exceed STATE A’s current 
requirements for credentialing.

Example 3. Multiple State Credentials

An appraiser credentialed in several States is 
seeking a reciprocal credential in State A. That 
appraiser’s initial credentials were obtained through 
examination in the original credentialing State and 
through reciprocity in the additional States. State 
A requires the applicant to provide a “letter of good 
standing” from the State of original credentialing as 
a condition of granting a reciprocal credential. State 
A may not impose such a requirement since Title XI 
does not distinguish between credentials obtained by 
examination and credentials obtained by reciprocity 
for purposes of granting reciprocal credentials.
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C. Appraiser Compliance Requirements

In order to maintain a credential granted by 
reciprocity, appraisers must comply with the 
credentialing State’s policies, rules and statutes 
governing appraisers, including requirements for 
payment of certification and licensing fees, as well 
as continuing education.78

D. Well-Documented Application Files

States must obtain and maintain sufficient relevant 
documentation pertaining to an application for 
issuance of a credential by reciprocity so as to enable 
understanding of the facts and determinations in the 
matter and the reasons for those determinations.

E. Summary of Requirements

1. States must have a reciprocity policy in place for 
issuing a reciprocal credential to an appraiser 
from another State under the conditions specified 
in Title XI in order for the State’s appraisers to be 
eligible to perform appraisals for federally related 
transactions.79

2. States may be more lenient in the issuance of 
reciprocal credentials by implementing a more 
open door policy; however, States may not impose 
additional impediments to issuance of reciprocal 
credentials.80

3. States must obtain and maintain sufficient 
relevant documentation pertaining to an 
application for issuance of a credential by 
reciprocity so as to enable understanding of the 
facts and determinations in the matter and the 
reasons for those determinations.81

78 A State may offer to accept continuing education (CE) for a renewal applicant who has satisfied CE requirements of a home State; however, a State may 
not impose this as a requirement for renewal, thereby imposing a requirement for the renewal applicant to retain a home State credential.

79 Title XI § 1122 (b), 12 U.S.C. § 3351.
80 Id.
81 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
82 For example:

(1) consent agreements requiring additional education should not specify a particular course provider when there are other providers on the State’s 
approved course listing offering the same course; and

(2) courses from professional organizations should not be automatically approved and/or approved in a manner that is less burdensome than the State’s 
normal approval process.

PolICY StAtEMENt 6

Education
AQB Criteria sets forth minimum requirements for 
appraiser education courses. This Policy Statement 
addresses proper administration of education 
requirements for compliance with AQB Criteria. (For 
requirements concerning qualifying and continuing 
education in the application process, see Policy 
Statement 4, Application Process.)

A. Course Approval

States must ensure that approved appraiser 
education courses are consistent with AQB Criteria 
and maintain sufficient documentation to support 
that approved appraiser education courses conform 
to AQB Criteria.

States should ensure that course approval expiration 
dates assigned by the State coincide with the 
endorsement period assigned by the AQB’s Course 
Approval Program or any other AQB-approved 
organization providing approval of course design 
and delivery. States may not continue to accept AQB 
approved courses after the AQB’s expiration date 
unless the course content is reviewed and approved 
by the State.

States should ensure that educational providers are 
afforded equal treatment in all respects.82

States are encouraged to accept courses approved by 
the AQB’s Course Approval Program.

B. Distance Education

States must ensure that distance education courses 
meet AQB Criteria and that the delivery mechanism 
for distance education courses offered by a non-
academic provider, including secondary providers, 
has been approved by an AQB-approved organization 
providing approval of course design and delivery.
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States may not continue to accept courses after the 
AQB-approved organization’s approval of course 
design and delivery date has expired.

C. Summary of Requirements

1. States must ensure that appraiser education 
courses are consistent with AQB Criteria.83

2. States must maintain sufficient documentation to 
support that approved appraiser courses conform 
to AQB Criteria.84

3. States must ensure the delivery mechanism 
for distance education courses offered by a 
non-academic provider, including secondary 
providers, has been approved by an AQB-approved 
organization providing approval of course design 
and delivery.85

PolICY StAtEMENt 7

State Agency Enforcement

A. State Agency Regulatory Program

Title XI requires the ASC to monitor the States 
for the purpose of determining whether the State 
processes complaints and completes investigations 
in a reasonable time period, appropriately disciplines 
sanctioned appraisers and maintains an effective 
regulatory program.86

B. Enforcement Process

States must ensure that the system for processing 
and investigating complaints87 and sanctioning 
appraisers is administered in a timely, effective, 
consistent, equitable, and well-documented manner.

83 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.
84 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
85 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.
86 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
87 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “complaint.”
88 The one-year period for resolution of complaints is not intended to have the impact of a statute of limitation or statute of repose.

1. Timely Enforcement

States must process complaints of appraiser 
misconduct or wrongdoing in a timely manner to 
ensure effective supervision of appraisers, and when 
appropriate, that incompetent or unethical appraisers 
are not allowed to continue their appraisal practice. 
Absent special documented circumstances, final 
administrative decisions regarding complaints must 
occur within one year (12 months) of the complaint 
filing date.88 Special documented circumstances are 
those extenuating circumstances (fully documented) 
beyond the control of the State agency that delays 
normal processing of a complaint such as: complaints 
involving a criminal investigation by a law 
enforcement agency when the investigative agency 
requests that the State refrain from proceeding; final 
disposition that has been appealed to a higher court; 
documented medical condition of the respondent; 
ancillary civil litigation; and complex cases that 
involve multiple individuals and reports. Such 
special documented circumstances also include 
those periods when State rules require referral of a 
complaint to another State entity for review and the 
State agency is precluded from further processing 
of the complaint until it is returned. In that 
circumstance, the State agency should document the 
required referral and the time period during which 
the complaint was not under its control or authority.

2. Effective Enforcement

Effective enforcement requires that States investigate 
allegations of appraiser misconduct or wrongdoing, 
and if allegations are proven, take appropriate 
disciplinary or remedial action. Dismissal of an 
alleged violation solely due to an “absence of harm to 
the public” is inconsistent with Title XI. Financial loss 
or the lack thereof is not an element in determining 
whether there is a violation. The extent of such 
loss, however, may be a factor in determining the 
appropriate level of discipline.
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Persons analyzing complaints for USPAP compliance 
must be knowledgeable about appraisal practice and 
USPAP and States must be able to document how such 
persons are so qualified.

States must analyze each complaint to determine 
whether additional violations, especially those 
relating to USPAP, should be added to the complaint.

Closure of a complaint based solely on a State’s 
statute of limitations that results in dismissal of a 
complaint without the investigation of the merits 
of the complaint is inconsistent with the Title XI 
requirement that States assure effective supervision 
of the activities of credentialed appraisers.89

3. Consistent and Equitable Enforcement

Absent specific documented facts or considerations, 
substantially similar cases within a State should 
result in similar dispositions.

4. Well-Documented Enforcement

States must obtain and maintain sufficient relevant 
documentation pertaining to a matter so as to enable 
understanding of the facts and determinations in the 
matter and the reasons for those determinations.

a. Complaint Files

Complaint files must:
 ● include documentation outlining the progress of 
the investigation;

 ● demonstrate that appraisal reports are analyzed 
and any USPAP violations are identified and 
considered, whether or not they were the subject of 
the complaint;

 ● include rationale for the final outcome of the case 
(i.e., dismissal or imposition of discipline);

 ● include documentation explaining any delay in 
processing, investigation or adjudication;

 ● contain documentation that all ordered or 
agreed upon discipline, such as probation, fine, 
or completion of education is tracked and that 
completion of all terms is confirmed; and

 ● be organized in a manner that allows 
understanding of the steps taken throughout the 
complaint, investigation, and adjudicatory process.

89 Title XI § 1117, 12 U.S.C. § 3346.

b. Complaint Logs

States must track all complaints using a complaint 
log. The complaint log must record all complaints, 
regardless of their procedural status in the 
investigation and/or resolution process, including 
complaints pending before the State board, Office 
of the Attorney General, other law enforcement 
agencies, and/or offices of administrative hearings.

The complaint log must include the following 
information (States are strongly encouraged to 
maintain this information in an electronic, sortable 
format):

1. Case number

2. Name of respondent

3. Actual date the complaint was received by the 
State

4. Source of complaint (e.g., consumer, lender, AMC, 
bank regulator, appraiser, hotline) or name of 
complainant

5. Current status of the complaint

6. Date the complaint was closed (e.g., final 
disposition by the administrative hearing agency, 
Office of the Attorney General, State Appraiser 
Regulatory Agency or Court of Appeals)

7. Method of disposition (e.g., dismissal, letter of 
warning, consent order, final order)
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C. Summary of Requirements

1. States must maintain relevant documentation 
to enable understanding of the facts and 
determinations in the matter and the reasons for 
those determinations.90

2. States must resolve all complaints filed against 
appraisers within one year (12 months) of 
the complaint filing date, except for special 
documented circumstances.91

3. States must ensure that the system for 
processing and investigating complaints and 
sanctioning appraisers is administered in 
an effective, consistent, equitable, and well-
documented manner.92

4. States must track complaints of alleged 
appraiser misconduct or wrongdoing using a 
complaint log.93

5. States must appropriately document enforcement 
files and include rationale.94

6. States must regulate, supervise and discipline 
their credentialed appraisers.95

7. Persons analyzing complaints for USPAP 
compliance must be knowledgeable about 
appraisal practice and USPAP, and States must 
be able to document how such persons are 
so qualified.96

90 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
91 Id.
92 Id.
93 Id.
94 Id.
95 Id.
96 Id.
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Part B: AMC Program

97 Title XI § 1103 (a)(1)(B), 12 U.S.C. § 3332. AMC Rule means the inter-agency final rule on minimum requirements for State registration and supervision of 
AMCs (12 CFR 34.210 – 34.216; 12 CFR 225.190 – 225.196; 12 CFR 323.8 -323.14; 12 CFR 1222.20 – 1222.26.

98 Title XI as amended by the Dodd-Frank Act defines “appraisal management company” to mean, in part, an external third party that oversees a network 
or panel of more than 15 appraisers (State certified or licensed) in a State, or 25 or more appraisers nationally (two or more States) within a given year. 
(12 U.S.C. 3350(11)). Title XI as amended by the Dodd-Frank Act also allows States to adopt requirements in addition to those in the AMC Rule. (12 U.S.C. 
3353(b)). For example, States may decide to supervise entities that provide appraisal management services, but do not meet the size thresholds of the 
Title XI definition of AMC. If a State has a more expansive regulatory framework that covers entities that provide appraisal management services but do 
not meet the Title XI definition of AMC, the State should only submit information regarding AMCs meeting the Title XI definition to the AMC Registry.

99 See footnote 97.

PolICY StAtEMENt 8

Statutes, Regulations, Policies and Procedures 
Governing State AMC Programs

A. Participating States and ASC Oversight

States are not required to establish an AMC 
registration and supervision program. For those 
States electing to participate in the registration and 
supervision of AMCs (participating States), ASC 
staff will informally monitor the State’s progress 
to implement the requirements of Title XI and the 
AMC Rule.97 Formal ASC oversight of State AMC 
Programs will begin at the next regularly scheduled 
Compliance Review of a State after a State elects 
to register and supervise AMCs pursuant to the 
AMC Rule. Formal ASC oversight will consist of 
evaluating AMC Programs in participating States 
during the Compliance Review process to determine 
compliance or lack thereof with Title XI, and to assess 
implementation of the minimum requirements 
for State registration and supervision of AMCs as 
established by the AMC Rule. Upon expiration of 
the statutory implementation period (see Policy 
Statement 11, Statutory Implementation Period), 
Compliance Reviews will include ASC oversight of 
AMC Programs for any participating State.

B. Relation to State Law

Participating States may establish requirements in 
addition to those in the AMC Rule.

Participating States may also have a more expansive 
definition of AMCs.98 However, if a participating State 
has a more expansive definition of AMCs than in Title 
XI (thereby encompassing State regulation of AMCs 
that are not within the Title XI definition of AMC), the 
State must ensure such AMCs are identified as such 
in the State database, just as States currently do for 
non-federally recognized credentials or designations. 
Only those AMCs that meet the Federal definition of 
AMC will be eligible to be on the AMC Registry.

C. Funding and Staffing

The Dodd-Frank Act amended Title XI to require 
the ASC to determine whether participating States 
have sufficient funding and staffing to meet 
their Title XI requirements. Compliance with this 
provision requires that a State must provide its 
AMC Program with funding and staffing sufficient 
to carry out its Title XI-related duties. The ASC 
evaluates the sufficiency of funding and staffing as 
part of its review of all aspects of an AMC Program’s 
effectiveness, including the adequacy of State boards, 
committees, or commissions responsible for carrying 
out Title XI-related duties.

D. Minimum Requirements for Registration and 
Supervision of AMCs as Established by the 
AMC Rule

1. AMC Registration and Supervision

If a State chooses to participate in the registration 
and supervision of AMCs in accordance with the 
AMC Rule, the State will be required to comply 
with the minimum requirements set forth in the 
AMC Rule. States should refer to the AMC Rule for 
compliance requirements99 as this Policy Statement 
merely summarizes what the AMC Rule requires of 
participating States.
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a. The AMC Rule includes requirements for 
participating States to establish and maintain 
within the State appraiser certifying and licensing 
agency an AMC Program with the legal authority 
and mechanisms to:

(1) Review and approve or deny AMC initial 
registration applications and/or renewals for 
registration;

(2) Examine records of AMCs and require AMCs to 
submit information;

(3) Verify that appraisers on AMCs’ panels hold 
valid State credentials;

(4) Conduct investigations of AMCs to assess 
potential violations of appraisal-related laws, 
regulations, or orders;

(5) Discipline, suspend, terminate, or deny renewal 
of the registration of an AMC that violates 
appraisal related laws, regulations, or orders; 
and

(6) Report an AMC’s violation of appraisal-
related laws, regulations, or orders, as well 
as disciplinary and enforcement actions and 
other relevant information about an AMC’s 
operations, to the ASC.

b. The AMC Rule includes requirements for 
participating States to impose requirements on 
AMCs that are not Federally regulated AMCs100 to:

(1) Register with and be subject to supervision by 
the State appraiser certifying and licensing 
agency;

(2) Engage only State-certified or State-licensed 
appraisers for federally related transactions 
in conformity with any federally related 
transaction regulations;

(3) Establish and comply with processes and 
controls reasonably designed to ensure that 
the AMC, in engaging an appraiser, selects an 
appraiser who is independent of the transaction 
and who has the requisite education, expertise, 
and experience necessary to competently 
complete the appraisal assignment for the 
particular market and property type;

100 “Federally regulated AMCs,” meaning AMCs that are subsidiaries owned and controlled by an insured depository institution or an insured credit union 
and regulated by a Federal financial institutions regulatory agency, are not required to register with the State (Title XI § 1124 (c), 12 U.S.C. § 3353(c)).

101 An AMC subject to State registration is not barred from being registered by a State or included on the AMC Registry of AMCs if the license or certificate 
of the appraiser with an ownership interest was not revoked for a substantive cause and has been reinstated by the State or States in which the appraiser 
was licensed or certified. (12 CFR 34.210 – 34.216; 12 CFR 225.190 – 225.196; 12 CFR 323.8 -323.14; 12 CFR 1222.20 – 1222.26.

(4) Direct the appraiser to perform the assignment 
in accordance with USPAP; and

(5) Establish and comply with processes and 
controls reasonably designed to ensure that 
the AMC conducts its appraisal management 
services in accordance with the requirements 
of section 129E(a) through (i) of the Truth in 
Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. 1639e(a) through (i), and 
regulations thereunder.

2. Ownership Limitations for State-registered AMCs

A. Appraiser certification or licensing of Owners

An AMC subject to State registration shall not be 
registered by a State or included on the AMC Registry 
if such AMC, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, 
is owned by any person who has had an appraiser 
license or certificate refused, denied, cancelled, 
surrendered in lieu of revocation, or revoked in any 
State for a substantive cause,101 as determined by the 
State appraiser certifying and licensing agency. A 
State’s process for review could, for example, be by 
questionnaire, or affidavit, or background screening, 
or otherwise. States must document to the file the 
State’s method of review and the result.

B. Good Moral Character of Owners

An AMC shall not be registered by a State if any 
person that owns more than 10 percent of the AMC—

1. Is determined by the State not to have good moral 
character; or

2. Fails to submit to a background investigation 
carried out by the State.

A State’s process for review could, for example, be by 
questionnaire, or affidavit, or background screening, 
or otherwise. The ASC would expect written 
documentation of the State’s method of review and 
the result.
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3. Requirements for Federally Regulated AMCs

Participating States are not required to identify 
Federally regulated AMCs102 operating in their States, 
but rather the Federal financial institution regulatory 
agencies are responsible for requiring such AMCs to 
identify themselves to participating States and report 
required information.

A Federally regulated AMC shall not be included on 
the AMC Registry if such AMC, in whole or in part, 
directly or indirectly, is owned by any person who 
has had an appraiser license or certificate refused, 
denied, cancelled, surrendered in lieu of revocation, 
or revoked in any State for a substantive cause, as 
determined by the ASC.

E. Summary of Requirements

1. Participating States must establish and maintain 
an AMC Program with the legal authority and 
mechanisms consistent with the AMC Rule.103

2. Participating States must impose requirements on 
AMCs consistent with the AMC Rule.104

3. Participating States must enforce and document 
ownership limitations for State-registered 
AMCs.105

4. Only those AMCs that meet the Federal definition 
of AMC will be eligible to be on the AMC Registry. 
Therefore, participating States that have a 
more expansive definition of AMCs than in 
the AMC Rule must ensure such non-Federally 
recognized AMCs are identified as such in the 
State database.106

5. States must have funding and staffing sufficient to 
carry out their Title XI-related duties. 107

102 See footnote 97.
103 12 CFR 34.210 – 34.216; 12 CFR 225.190 – 225.196; 12 CFR 323.8 -323.14; 12 CFR 1222.20 – 1222.26.
104 Id.
105 Id.
106 Title XI § 1118 (b), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
107 Id.
108 Title XI § 1103 (a) (6), 12 U.S.C. § 3332.
109 Title XI § 1109 (a) (4), 12 U.S.C. § 3338.
110 Title XI § 1109 (a) (3) and (4), 12 U.S.C. § 3338.
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National Registry of AMCs (AMC Registry)

A. Requirements for the AMC Registry

Title XI requires the ASC to maintain the AMC 
Registry of AMCs that are either registered with 
and subject to supervision of a participating State or 
are operating subsidiaries of a Federally regulated 
financial institution.108 Title XI further requires 
the States to transmit to the ASC: (1) reports on a 
timely basis of supervisory activities involving 
AMCs, including investigations resulting in 
disciplinary action being taken; and (2) the registry 
fee as set by the ASC109 from AMCs that are either 
registered with a participating State or are Federally 
regulated AMCs.110

As with appraiser registry fees, Title XI, § 1109(a)
(4) (b) requires the AMC registry fee to be collected 
by each participating State and transmitted to the 
ASC. Therefore, as with appraisers, an AMC will pay 
a registry fee in each participating State in which the 
AMC operates. As with appraisers, an AMC operating 
in multiple participating States will pay a registry fee 
in multiple States in order to be on the AMC Registry 
for each State.

States must notify the ASC as soon as practicable 
if an AMC listed on the AMC Registry is no longer 
registered with or operating in the State. The ASC 
extranet application allows States to update their 
AMC information directly to the AMC Registry.
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B. Registry Fee and Invoicing Policies

Each State must remit to the ASC the annual 
registry fee, as set by the ASC, for AMCs to be listed 
on the AMC Registry. Requests to prorate refunds 
or partial-year registrations will not be granted. 
If a State collects multiple-year fees for multiple-
years, the State may choose to remit to the ASC the 
total amount of the multiple-year registry fees or 
the equivalent annual fee amount. The ASC will, 
however, record AMCs on the AMC Registry only 
for the number of years for which the ASC has 
received payment.

States must reconcile and pay registry invoices in 
a timely manner (45 calendar days after receipt of 
the invoice).

C. Reporting Requirements

State agencies must report all disciplinary action111 
taken against an AMC to the ASC via the extranet 
application within 5 business days after the 
disciplinary action is final, as determined by State 
law. States not reporting via the extranet application 
must provide, in writing to the ASC, a description 
of the circumstances preventing compliance with 
this requirement. For the most serious disciplinary 
actions (e.g., any action that interrupts an AMCs 
ability to provide appraisal management services), 
the AMCs status must be changed on the AMC 
Registry to “inactive.” A Federally regulated AMC 
operating in a State must report to the State the 
information required to be submitted by the State to 
the ASC, pursuant to the ASC’s policies regarding the 
determination of the AMC registry fee.

D. Access to AMC Registry Data

The ASC website provides free access to the public 
portion of the AMC Registry at www.asc.gov. The 
public portion of the AMC Registry data may be 
downloaded using predefined queries or user-
customized applications.

111 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “disciplinary action.”
112 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347; Title XI § 1109 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3338.
113 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Id.

Access to the full database, which includes 
non-public data (e.g., certain disciplinary action 
information), is restricted to authorized State and 
Federal regulatory agencies. States must designate 
a senior official, such as an executive director, to 
serve as the State’s Authorized Registry Official, and 
provide to the ASC, in writing, information regarding 
the designated Authorized Registry Official. States 
must ensure that the authorization information 
provided to the ASC is updated and accurate.

States must adopt and implement a written policy to 
protect the right of access, as well as the ASC issued 
User Name and Password.

E. Summary of Requirements

1. States must reconcile and pay registry invoices in 
a timely manner (45 calendar days after receipt of 
the invoice).112

2. State agencies must report all disciplinary 
action taken against an AMC to the ASC via the 
extranet application within 5 business days after 
the disciplinary action is final, as determined by 
State law.113

3. States not reporting via the extranet application 
must provide, in writing to the ASC, a description 
of the circumstances preventing compliance with 
this requirement.114

4. For the most serious disciplinary actions (e.g., any 
action that interrupts an AMC’s ability to provide 
appraisal management services), the AMC’s 
status must be changed on the AMC Registry to 
“inactive.”115

5. States must notify the ASC as soon as practicable 
if an AMC listed on the AMC Registry is no longer 
registered with or operating in the State.

6. States must designate a senior official, such as an 
executive director, who will serve as the State’s 
Authorized Registry Official, and provide to 
the ASC, in writing, information regarding the 
selected Authorized Registry Official, and any 
individual(s) authorized to act on their behalf. 116
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7. States must adopt and implement a written 
policy to protect the right of access to the AMC 
Registry, as well as the ASC issued User Name and 
Password.117

8. States must ensure the accuracy of all data 
submitted to the AMC Registry.118
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State Agency Enforcement

A. State Agency Regulatory Program

Title XI requires the ASC to monitor the States 
for the purpose of determining whether the State 
processes complaints and completes investigations 
in a reasonable time period, appropriately disciplines 
sanctioned AMCs and maintains an effective 
regulatory program.119

B. Enforcement Process

States must ensure that the system for processing and 
investigating complaints120 and sanctioning AMCs 
is administered in a timely, effective, consistent, 
equitable, and well-documented121 manner.

1. Timely Enforcement

States must process complaints against AMCs in a 
timely manner to ensure effective supervision of 
AMCs. Absent special documented circumstances, 
final administrative decisions regarding complaints 
must occur within one year (12 months) of the 
complaint filing date. Special documented 
circumstances are those extenuating circumstances 
(fully documented) beyond the control of the 
State agency that delays normal processing of a 
complaint such as: complaints involving a criminal 
investigation by a law enforcement agency when the 
investigative agency requests that the State refrain 
from proceeding; final disposition that has been 
appealed to a higher court; documented medical 
condition of the respondent; ancillary civil litigation; 
and complex fraud cases that involve multiple 
individuals and reports. Such special documented 
circumstances also include those periods when State 

117 Id.
118 Id.
119 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
120 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “complaint.”
121 See Appendix B, Glossary of Terms, for the definition of “well- documented.”

rules require referral of a complaint to another State 
entity for review and the State agency is precluded 
from further processing of the complaint until it is 
returned. In that circumstance, the State agency 
should document the required referral and the time 
period during which the complaint was not under its 
control or authority.

2. Effective Enforcement

Effective enforcement requires that States investigate 
complaints, and if allegations are proven, take 
appropriate disciplinary or remedial action.

3. Consistent and Equitable Enforcement

Absent specific documented facts or considerations, 
substantially similar cases within a State should 
result in similar dispositions.

4. Well-Documented Enforcement

States must obtain and maintain sufficient relevant 
documentation pertaining to a matter so as to enable 
understanding of the facts and determinations in the 
matter and the reasons for those determinations.

a. Complaint Files

Complaint files must:
 ● include documentation outlining the progress of 
the investigation;

 ● include rationale for the final outcome of the case 
(i.e., dismissal or imposition of discipline);

 ● include documentation explaining any delay in 
processing, investigation or adjudication;

 ● contain documentation that all ordered or agreed 
upon discipline is tracked and that completion of all 
terms is confirmed; and

 ● be organized in a manner that allows 
understanding of the steps taken throughout the 
complaint, investigation, and adjudicatory process.
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b. Complaint Logs

States must track all complaints using a complaint 
log. The complaint log must record all complaints, 
regardless of their procedural status in the 
investigation and/or resolution process, including 
complaints pending before the State board, Office 
of the Attorney General, other law enforcement 
agencies, and/or offices of administrative hearings. 
The complaint log must include the following 
information (States are strongly encouraged 
to maintain this information in an electronic, 
sortableformat):

1. Case number

2. Name of respondent

3. Actual date the complaint was received by the 
State

4. Source of complaint (e.g., consumer, lender, AMC, 
bank regulator, appraiser, hotline) or name of 
complainant

5. Current status of the complaint

6. Date the complaint was closed (e.g., final 
disposition by the administrative hearing 
agency, Office of the Attorney General, State AMC 
Program or Court of Appeals)

7. Method of disposition (e.g., dismissal, letter of 
warning, consent order, final order)

C. Summary of Requirements

1. States must maintain relevant documentation 
to enable understanding of the facts and 
determinations in the matter and the reasons for 
those determinations.122

2. States must resolve all complaints filed 
against AMCs within one year (12 months) of 
the complaint filing date, except for special 
documented circumstances.123

122 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
123 Id.
124 Id.
125 Id.
126 Id.
127 Title XI § 1124 (f )(1), 12 U.S.C. § 3353 and 12 CFR 34.210 – 34.216; 12 CFR 225.190 – 225.196; 12 CFR 323.8 -323.14; 12 CFR 1222.20 – 1222.26.
128 Title XI § 1124 (f )(2), 12 U.S.C. § 3353.

3. States must ensure that the system for processing 
and investigating complaints and sanctioning 
AMCs is administered in an effective, consistent, 
equitable, and well-documented manner.124

4. States must track complaints of alleged 
AMC misconduct or wrongdoing using a 
complaint log.125

5. States must appropriately document enforcement 
files and include rationale.126
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Statutory Implementation Period
Title XI and the AMC Rule set forth the statutory 
implementation period.127 The AMC Rule was 
effective on August 10, 2015. As of 36 months from 
that date (August 10, 2018), an AMC may not provide 
appraisal management services for a federally related 
transaction in a non- participating State unless 
the AMC is a Federally regulated AMC. Appraisal 
management services may still be provided for 
federally related transactions in non-participating 
States by individual appraisers, by AMCs that are 
below the minimum statutory panel size threshold, 
and as noted, by Federally regulated AMCs.

The ASC, with the approval of the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), may 
extend this statutory implementation period for 
an additional 12 months if the ASC makes a finding 
that a State has made substantial progress toward 
implementing a registration and supervision 
program for AMCs that meets the standards of 
Title XI.128
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Part C: Interim Sanctions

129 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
130 Id.
131 See Appendix A—Compliance Review Process.
132 Title XI § 1118 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 3347.
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Interim Sanctions

A. Authority

Title XI grants the ASC authority to impose sanctions 
on a State that fails to have an effective Appraiser 
or AMC Program.129 The ASC may remove a State 
credentialed appraiser or a registered AMC from the 
Appraiser or AMC Registry on an interim basis, not 
to exceed 90 days, pending State agency action on 
licensing, certification, registration and disciplinary 
proceedings as an alternative to or in advance of 
a non-recognition proceeding.130 In determining 
whether an Appraiser or AMC Program is effective, 
the ASC shall conduct an analysis as required by 
Title XI. An ASC Finding of Poor on the Compliance 
Review Report131 issued to a State at the conclusion of 
an ASC Compliance Review may trigger an analysis 
by the ASC for potential interim sanction(s). The 
following provisions apply to the exercise by the 
ASC of its authority to impose interim sanction(s) 
on State agencies.

B. Opportunity to be Heard or Correct Conditions

The ASC shall provide the State agency with:

1. written notice of intention to impose an interim 
sanction; and

2. opportunity to respond or to correct the conditions 
causing such notice to the State.

Notice and opportunity to respond or correct the 
conditions shall be in accordance with section C, 
Procedures.

C. Procedures

This section prescribes the ASC’s procedures which 
will be followed in arriving at a decision by the ASC to 
impose an interim sanction against a State agency.

1. Notice

The ASC shall provide a written Notice of intention 
to impose an interim sanction (Notice) to the State 
agency. The Notice shall contain the ASC’s analysis 
as required by Title XI of the State’s licensing and 
certification of appraisers, the registration of AMCs, 
the issuance of temporary licenses and certifications 
for appraisers, the receiving and tracking of 
submitted complaints against appraisers and AMCs, 
the investigation of complaints, and enforcement 
actions against appraisers and AMCs.132 The ASC 
shall verify the State’s date of receipt, and publish 
both the Notice and the State’s date of receipt in the 
Federal Register.

2. State Agency Response

Within 15 days of receipt of the Notice, the State may 
submit a response to the ASC’s Executive Director. 
Alternatively, a State may submit a Notice Not to 
Contest with the ASC’s Executive Director. The filing 
of a Notice Not to Contest shall not constitute a waiver 
of the right to a judicial review of the ASC’s decision, 
findings and conclusions. Failure to file a Response 
within 15 days shall constitute authorization for the 
ASC to find the facts to be as presented in the Notice 
and analysis. The ASC, for good cause shown, may 
permit the filing of a Response after the prescribed 
time.

3. Briefs, Memoranda and Statements

Within 45 days after the date of receipt by the State 
agency of the Notice as published in the Federal 
Register, the State agency may file with the ASC’s 
Executive Director a written brief, memorandum or 
other statement providing factual data and policy 
and legal arguments regarding the matters set out in 
the Notice and analysis.
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4. Oral Presentations to the ASC

Within 45 days after the date of receipt by the State 
agency of the Notice as published in the Federal 
Register, the State may file a request with the ASC’s 
Executive Director to make oral presentation to 
the ASC. If the State has filed a request for oral 
presentation, the matter shall be heard within 
45 days. An oral presentation shall be considered as 
an opportunity to offer, emphasize and clarify the 
facts, policies and laws concerning the proceeding, 
and is not a Meeting133 of the ASC. On the appropriate 
date and time, the State agency will make the oral 
presentation before the ASC. Any ASC member may 
ask pertinent questions relating to the content of 
the oral presentation. Oral presentations will not be 
recorded or otherwise transcribed. Summary notes 
will be taken by ASC staff and made part of the record 
on which the ASC shall decide the matter.

5. Conduct of Interim Sanction Proceedings

(a) Written Submissions
All aspects of the proceeding shall be conducted 
by written submissions, with the exception of oral 
presentations allowed under subsection 4 above.

(b) Disqualification
An ASC member who deems himself or herself 
disqualified may at any time withdraw. Upon receipt 
of a timely and sufficient affidavit of personal bias or 
disqualification of such member, the ASC will rule on 
the matter as a part of the record.

(c) Authority of ASC Chairperson
The Chairperson of the ASC, in consultation with 
other members of the ASC whenever appropriate, 
shall have complete charge of the proceeding 
and shall have the duty to conduct it in a fair and 
impartial manner and to take all necessary action to 
avoid delay in the disposition of proceedings.

(d) Rules of Evidence
Except as is otherwise set forth in this section, 
relevant material and reliable evidence that is not 
unduly repetitive is admissible to the fullest extent 
authorized by the Administrative Procedure Act 
(5 U.S.C. §§ 551-559) and other applicable law.

133 The proceeding is more in the nature of a Briefing not subject to open meeting requirements. The presentation is an opportunity for the State to brief 
the ASC—to offer, emphasize and clarify the facts, policies and laws concerning the proceeding, and for the ASC members to ask questions. Additional 
consideration is given to the fact that this stage of the proceeding is pre-decisional.

134 5 U.S.C. § 703 - Form and venue of proceeding.

6. Decision of the ASC and Judicial Review

Within 90 days after the date of receipt by the State 
agency of the Notice as published in the Federal 
Register, or in the case of oral presentation having 
been granted, within 30 days after presentation, 
the ASC shall issue a final decision, findings and 
conclusions and shall publish the decision promptly 
in the Federal Register. The final decision shall be 
effective on issuance. The ASC’s Executive Director 
shall ensure prompt circulation of the decision to 
the State agency. A final decision of the ASC is a 
prerequisite to seeking judicial review.

7. Computing Time

Time computation is based on business days. The 
date of the act, event or default from which the 
designated period of time begins to run is not 
included. The last day is included unless it is a 
Saturday, Sunday, or Federal holiday, in which case 
the period runs until the end of the next day which is 
not a Saturday, Sunday or Federal holiday.

8. Documents and Exhibits

Unless otherwise provided by statute, all documents, 
papers and exhibits filed in connection with any 
proceeding, other than those that may be withheld 
from disclosure under applicable law, shall be placed 
by the ASC’s Executive Director in the proceeding’s 
file and will be available for public inspection and 
copying.

9. Judicial Review

A decision of the ASC under this section shall be 
subject to judicial review. The form of proceeding 
for judicial review may include any applicable form 
of legal action, including actions for declaratory 
judgments or writs of prohibitory or mandatory 
injunction in a court of competent jurisdiction.134
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Appendix A
CoMPlIANCE rEVIEW ProCESS
The ASC monitors State Appraiser and AMC 
Programs for compliance with Title XI. The 
monitoring of State Programs is largely accomplished 
through on-site visits known as a Compliance 
Review (Review). A Review is conducted over a two- 
to four-day period, and is scheduled to coincide 
with a meeting of the Program’s decision-making 
body whenever possible. ASC staff reviews the 
Appraiser Program and the seven compliance areas 
addressed in Policy Statements 1 through 7. ASC 
staff reviews a participating State’s AMC Program 
and the three compliance areas addressed in Policy 
Statements 8 through 10. Sufficient documentation 
demonstrating compliance must be maintained 
by a State and made available for inspection 
during the Review. ASC staff reviews a sampling of 
documentation in each of the compliance areas. The 
sampling is intended to be representative of a State 
Program in its entirety.

Based on the Review, ASC staff provides the State 
with an ASC staff report for the Appraiser Program, 
and if applicable, an ASC staff report for the AMC 
Program, detailing preliminary findings. The State 
is given 60 days to respond to the ASC staff report(s). 
At the conclusion of the Review, a Compliance Review 
Report (Report) is issued to the State for the Appraiser 
Program, and if applicable, a Report is also issued 
for the AMC Program, with the ASC Finding on each 
Program’s overall compliance, or lack thereof, with 
Title XI. Deficiencies resulting in non-compliance in 
any of the compliance areas are cited in the Report. 
“Areas of Concern” which potentially expose a 
Program to compliance issues in the future are also 
addressed in the Report. The ASC’s final disposition is 
based upon the ASC staff report, the State’s response 
and staff ’s recommendation.

The following chart provides an explanation of 
the ASC Findings and rating criteria for each ASC 
Finding category. The ASC Finding places particular 
emphasis on whether the State is maintaining an 
effective regulatory Program in compliance with 
Title XI.

The ASC has two primary Review Cycles: two-year 
and one-year. Most States are scheduled on a two-
year Review Cycle. States may be moved to a one-year 
Review Cycle if the ASC determines more frequent 
on-site Reviews are needed to ensure that the State 
maintains an effective Program. Generally, States are 
placed on a one-year Review Cycle because of non-
compliance issues or serious areas of concerns that 
warrant more frequent on-site visits. Both two-year 
and one-year Review Cycles include a review of all 
aspects of the State’s Program.

The ASC may conduct Follow-up Reviews and 
additional monitoring. A Follow-up Review focuses 
only on specific areas identified during the previous 
on-site Review. Follow-up Reviews usually occur 
within 6-12 months of the previous Review. In 
addition, as a risk management tool, ASC staff 
identifies State Programs that may have a significant 
impact on the nation’s appraiser regulatory system in 
the event of Title XI compliance issues. For States that 
represent a significant percentage of the credentials 
on the Appraiser Registry, ASC staff performs annual 
on-site Priority Contact visits. The primary purpose 
of the Priority Contact visit is to review topical 
issues, evaluate regulatory compliance issues, and 
maintain a close working relationship with the 
State. This is not a complete Review of the Program. 
The ASC will also schedule a Priority Contact visit 
for a State when a specific concern is identified that 
requires special attention. Additional monitoring 
may be required where a deficiency is identified 
and reports on required or agreed upon corrective 
actions are required monthly or quarterly. Additional 
monitoring may include on-site monitoring as well as 
off-site monitoring.
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State Compliance Review Finding Descriptions

ASC FINDING RATING CRITERIA REVIEW CYCLE**

Excellent • State meets all Title XI mandates and complies with requirements of 
ASC Policy Statements

• State maintains a strong regulatory Program
• Very low risk of Program failure

2-year

good • State meets the majority of Title XI mandates and complies with the majority 
of ASC Policy Statement requirements

• Deficiencies are minor in nature
• State is adequately addressing deficiencies identified and correcting them in 

the normal course of business
• State maintains an effective regulatory Program
• Low risk of Program failure

2-year

Needs Improvement • State does not meet all Title XI mandates and does not comply with all 
requirements of ASC Policy Statements

• Deficiencies are material but manageable and if not corrected in a timely 
manner pose a potential risk to the Program

• State may have a history of repeated deficiencies but is showing progress 
toward correcting deficiencies

• State regulatory Program needs improvement
• Moderate risk of Program failure

2-year with 
additional 

monitoring

Not Satisfactory • State does not meet all Title XI mandates and does not comply with all 
requirements of ASC Policy Statements

• Deficiencies present a significant risk and if not corrected in a timely manner 
pose a well-defined risk to the Program

• State may have a history of repeated deficiencies and requires more supervision 
to ensure corrective actions are progressing

• State regulatory Program has substantial deficiencies
• Substantial risk of Program failure

1-year

Poor135 • State does not meet Title XI mandates and does not comply with requirements 
of ASC Policy Statements

• Deficiencies are significant and severe, require immediate attention and if not 
corrected represent critical flaws in the Program

• State may have a history of repeated deficiencies and may show a lack of 
willingness or ability to correct deficiencies

• High risk of Program failure

Continuous 
monitoring

* Program history or nature of deficiency may warrant a more accelerated Review Cycle.

135 An ASC Finding of “Poor” may result in significant consequences to the State. See Policy Statement 5, Reciprocity; see also Policy Statement 12, Interim 
Sanctions.
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Appendix B
gloSSArY of tErMS

136 A voluntary surrender that is not deemed disciplinary by State law or regulation, or is not related to any disciplinary process need not be reported as 
discipline provided the individual’s Appraiser Registry record is updated to show the credential is inactive.

Appraisal management company (AMC): Refers to, 
in connection with valuing properties collateralizing 
mortgage loans or mortgages incorporated into a 
securitization, any external third party authorized 
either by a creditor of a consumer credit transaction 
secured by a consumer’s principal dwelling or by an 
underwriter of or other principal in the secondary 
mortgage markets, that oversees a network or panel 
of more than 15 certified or licensed appraisers in a 
State or 25 or more nationally within a given year—

a. to recruit, select, and retain appraisers;

b. to contract with licensed and certified appraisers 
to perform appraisal assignments;

c. to manage the process of having an appraisal 
performed, including providing administrative 
duties such as receiving appraisal orders and 
appraisal reports, submitting completed appraisal 
reports to creditors and underwriters, collecting 
fees from creditors and underwriters for services 
provided, and reimbursing appraisers for services 
performed; or

d. to review and verify the work of appraisers.

AQB Criteria: Refers to the Real Property Appraiser 
Qualification Criteria as established by the Appraiser 
Qualifications Board of the Appraisal Foundation 
setting forth minimum education, experience 
and examination requirements for the licensure 
and certification of real property appraisers, 
and minimum requirements for “Trainee” and 
“Supervisory” appraisers.

Assignment: As referenced herein, for purposes of 
temporary practice, “assignment” means one or more 
real estate appraisals and written appraisal report(s) 
covered by a single contractual agreement.

Complaint: As referenced herein, any document 
filed with, received by, or serving as the basis for 
possible inquiry by the State agency regarding alleged 
violation of Title XI, Federal or State law or regulation, 
or USPAP by a credentialed appraiser or appraiser 
applicant, for allegations of unlicensed appraisal 
activity, or complaints involving AMCs. A complaint 
may be in the form of a referral, letter of inquiry, or 
other document alleging misconduct or wrongdoing.

Credentialed appraisers: Refers to State licensed, 
certified residential or certified general appraiser 
classifications.

Disciplinary action: As referenced herein, 
corrective or punitive action taken by or on behalf of 
a State agency which may be formal or informal, or 
may be consensual or involuntary, resulting in any of 
the following:

a. revocation of credential or registration

b. suspension of credential or registration

c. written consent agreements, orders or reprimands

d. probation or any other restriction on the use of a 
credential

e. fine

f. voluntary surrender136

g. other acts as defined by State statute or regulation 
as disciplinary

With the exception of voluntary surrender, 
suspension or revocation, such action may be exempt 
from reporting to the National Registry if defined by 
State statute, regulation or written policy as “non-
disciplinary.”

Federally related transaction: Refers to any real 
estate related financial transaction which:

a. a federal financial institutions regulatory agency 
engages in, contracts for, or regulates; and

b. requires the services of an appraiser. (See Title XI § 
1121 (4), 12 U.S.C. § 3350.)
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Federal financial institutions regulatory 
agencies: Refers to the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency, and the National 
Credit Union Administration. (See Title XI § 1121 (6), 
12 U.S.C. § 3350.)

Home State agency: As referenced herein, State 
agency or agencies that grant an appraiser a licensed 
or certified credential. Residency in the home State 
is not required. Appraisers may have more than one 
home State agency.

Non- federally recognized credentials or 
designations: Refers to any State appraiser 
credential or designation other than trainee, State 
licensed, certified residential or certified general 
classifications as defined in Policy Statement 1, and 
which is not recognized by Title XI.

Real estate related financial transaction: Any 
transaction involving:

a. the sale, lease, purchase, investment in or 
exchange of real property, including interests in 
property, or the financing thereof;

b. the refinancing of real property or interests in 
real property; and

c. the use of real property or interests in property 
as security for a loan or investment, including 
mortgage-backed securities.

(See Title XI § 1121 (5), 12 U.S.C. 3350.)

State: Any State, the District of Columbia, the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Commonwealth 
of the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, and the 
United States Virgin Islands. (American Samoa does 
not have a Program.)

State board: As referenced herein, “State board” 
means a group of individuals (usually appraisers, 
AMC representatives, bankers, consumers, and/or 
real estate professionals) appointed by the Governor 
or a similarly positioned State official to assist or 
oversee State Programs. A State agency may be 
headed by a board, commission or an individual.

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 
(USPAP): Refers to appraisal standards promulgated 
by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal 
Foundation establishing minimum requirements for 
development and reporting of appraisals, including 
real property appraisal. Title XI requires appraisals 
prepared by State certified and licensed appraisers to 
be performed in conformance with USPAP.

Well-documented: Means that States obtain 
and maintain sufficient relevant documentation 
pertaining to a matter so as to enable understanding 
of the facts and determinations in the matter and the 
reasons for those determinations.
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